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ISSUE 8 MAY/ JUNE 1994 CONTENTS 

features: 

30 K2 On the fortieth anniversary of its first ascent, 
Victor Saunders writes on the triumph and the tragedy 
40 Death and taxes Ed Douglas talks to the doyen of 

the adventurous - Mick Fowler 50 A different world 
Andre Hedger and 

Sundeep Dhillon 
describe the pain and 

the pleasure of climbing 
in the Antarctic 56 Glen 

Coe Rab Anderson 
concludes his history of 

a century's climbing in 
the Coe 

Above: Like a pig in muck - MoRe 
contributing editor Mick Fowler 
climbing on Beinn Udlaidh. Profile on 
page 40. 
Front cover: The summit pyramid of 
K2 , scaled for the first time 40 years 
ago. Photograph by Steve Razzetti. 
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BACK ISSUES 
of Mountain Review are available 

in limited numbers as below. 

To order back issues send 
payment of £2.95 per issue 
required plus £1 .00 
postage for up to two mag
azines. Make cheques 
payable to Mountain 
Review, and send payment 
and delivery address to: 
Mountain Review, PO Box 
21, Buxton, Derbyshire, 
SK17 9BR UK. 

Credit card 
IF'1II Hotline ~ 
~ 0298 72801 ~ 

ON THE EDGE 
is the leading rock climbing magazine in the UK. 

Produced by climbers for climbers, it offers full 

coverage of the latest developments in the UK 

and Europe, yet maintains a sense of history. 

Articles on climbing issues, personalities past 

and present and places to go climbing. 

As the sole UK representative of the European 

Climbing Magazine Club, we have access to the 

work of some of Europe's best photographers 

and writers. 

News, views and a sense of humour. 

If you aren't on the edge, you're nowhere. 

ON THE EDGE is available in newsagents 

throughout the UK and in selected stores in the 

USA. 

Subscriptions are available in the UK at £20 per 

annum (six issues), Europe £28, Rest of World 

£30. Contact us at: 

ON THE EDGE, 
PO Box 21, Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 9BR UK. 

Tel: 0298 72801 Fax: 0298 72839 

SCOTTISH WINTER ICE? 
AlPINE NORTH FACES? 

ANTARCTICA TO THE HIMALAYAS? 

BUFFALO . 
. QUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU COMFORTABLE 

NOBU 

. :, . . 
, . , . . } -

BUFFALO-fm)vides a prg.ven clothing system for Scottish 
Winter conditions for £220 or te~s for the complete set 
(waterproofs and thermals not re~uired). See the range at . 
the North West's qiggest stockist. 

Needle Sports, 58 Main Street, Keswick, 
Cumbria, CA12 5JS. Tel & Fax 07887 72227. 

Free trial before you buy! 
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HATHERSAGE 
Venue: Hathersage Outside Shop 

Our 
famous "BIG BARGAIN"TENT 

packed with great value goodies from 
BERGHAUS, LOWE, WILD COUNTRY, 
SPRAYWAY, TROLL AND LOTS MORE. 

Planning a trip to the Alps this year? 
Then you will need 

ALPINE CLUB 
GUIDEBOOKS 

* Mont Blanc Range 
* Bernese Oberland 
* Ecrins Massif 
* Pennine Alps 
* Dolomites 

(Bernina and Bregaglia in preparation) 

Alpine Club Guidebooks are distributed by 
Cordee, and are available from leading 

climbing equipment retailers and bookshops. 
(AC Members order direct from the Club at 

discount prices). 

ALPINE CLUB 
55/56 Charlotte Road, London EC2A 3QT 

Tel (071) 613 0755 

NORTH WALES 
VENUE: BRYN TYRCH HOTEL 

CAPEL CURIG 

TENT SHOW-a full range 
of specialist tent bargains 

from WILD COUNTRY, MACPAC, 
NORTHFACE, FERRI NO AND VAUDE. 
-p~ THE "BIG BARGAIN" TENT 

loads of fantastic bargains 
from Berghaus, Lowe, Troll, Sprayway. 

Phone No. 0286 871534 



In search of the 
Abominable 
Snowman 
If you believe in the Abominable 
Snowman it is quite possible that you 
also believe that other plastic shell 
mountaineering boots give you the same 
superb comfort and safety as the 1993/94 
range from Koflach. 

If, however, whether it be in the 
Cairngorms or the Himalayas, your feet 
are firmly on the ground, you already 
know that nothing can compare in price 
or quality to wearing Koflach. 

Ancff.Qr those of you that want to go in 
search of that · lusive creature, here's 
some sound advlce; wear something you 
can rely on, plastic shell mountaineering 
boots from Koflach, as two 
disappointments in one day can be 
difficult to take. 

VIVA SOFT TO 
ARCTIS EXPEDITION • •• 
by 

koflach 
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regulars: 

1 O out there: 
The British Mountaineering Council feel 
the strong winds of democracy. 
American climbing's spying scandal? · 
Catherine Destivelle makes it three. 

Above: Andy Perkins on the 
first ascent of Sheikh 
Yerbouti (6b) in the Barrah 
Canyon area of Wadi Rum 
in the spring of 1990. 
Jordan special report on 
page 22 . 
Right: Rob Milne on the 
second pitch of 
Gimcanna(V/Vl,7) on The 
Cobbler during the first 
ascent - see page 25. 

16 notes & records: 
Alaskan special feature. Jeff Lowe 
and the world's hardest ice route. 
Jordan's desert blooming. Scottish 
winter round-up. 
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64 departments: 
DMM's Predator reviewed. Clothes 
What 's the best system and why. Bill 
Wright reports how access restrictions 

crowd in on climbers. Jon Tinker on 

what he takes to the Himalaya. James 
Howell introduces the British to aid 

cl imbing. 

82 once in a lifetime: 
Derek Hersey by Bruce Goodley. 
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above 
the rest 
"simply the best" 

Jerry Moffatt 

DR International Climbing Walls 
are an internationally 

renowned company who provide 
top quality Rock Climbing 

Walls. 

We offer expertise on all forms of climbing 
walls, free-standing towers, 

competition walls, modular and mechanical 
systems, bolt-on holds, sprayed 

and sculptured poured concrete walls and 
special climbing wall blocks. 

For the best advice in this specialist field, 
contact: 

INTERNATIONAL 
■ 

39 Steps, Leeds Road, Pool Bank, Otley, 
West Yorkshire, LS21 3BR, UK. 

Telephone: 0532 842369 
Fax: 0532 843128 

OUT THERE TREKKING 
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THE MOUNTAINEER:NG B~:s~ 
IN LONDON 

FINE RARE OLD AND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS 
PRINTS AND MEMORABILIA 

York Arcade 
80, Islington High Street 

Camden Passage 
LONDON N1 SEQ 
fax: 071-359-6412 

Char1es Clarke Ruth Clarke Mary Cooke 
open Wednesdays and Saturdays 

catalogue sent on request 



An active .interest in 
mountaineering 
and climbing is all you 
need to become a 

Mountain Review subscriber ... 
You may have difficulty in getting hold of a copy of Mountain Review - stockists are not 

on every street corner, only specialist climbing and mountaineering equipment retailers. 

If finding your copy is difficult, what better reason to subscribe. Let us get it to you. 

As a MoRe subscriber, you will also be given the opportunity of selected special offers, 

such as special prices on mountaineering books. 

All in all a superb package of information and entertainment. And great value - just £18.00 

for six issues (see below for overseas rates). The most collectable climbing magazine 

around, a small number of back issues are available to order, except Issue 1. 

Fill in the details below, or 'phone our credit card sales line on (UK) 0298 72801. 

I would like a subscription to Mountain Review, commencing with Issue __ . 

Name: -------------------
Address: -----------------

Postcode: ------- ----------

I enclose a cheque or international money order for £18. 

Debit my Visa/Mastercard/Access for the sum of £18. 

No: ____ / ____ / ____ I ____ Expiry: __ / __ 

Cardholder Name: ----------
Signature: 

Send completed details, together with 

payment to: 

MOUNTAIN REVIEW 

PO Box 21, Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 9BR 

Telephone Orders: (UK) 0298 72801 

Fax Orders: (UK) 0298 7283 

Overseas Rates: Europe £28.00. Rest of World £30.00. Air mail rates on application. 



' OUT THERE K2 ANNIVERSARY 

Young guns: Joshua Stewart, an eleven
year-old from Fairburn, Georgia, has become 
the youngest known person to climb 
Kilimanjaro (5895m) when he summited on 
January 10th. With his father Michael 
Stewart, Jim Colguitt and K.C. Mtui , Joshua 
climbed the Machame route, sleeping in 
caves for five nights during the ascent. 
Joshua hopes to become the youngest 
person to summit the highest peaks on all the 
seven continents. 
In the world of sport climbing , ten-year-old 
Chris Linder has been tearing it up, with 
redpoints this year of Nothing Shocking 
(5.13a), Who Made Who (5.12d) , Hell Raiser 
(5.12c) and Lie Detector (5.12c). His latest 
project is Don Welsh's Sissy Traverse (5.13b) 
at Red Rocks, Nevada. Our advice to anyone 
over thirteen? Give up now. 

Third Flatiron closed: Perhaps the most 
climbed feature in the Boulder area - the 
Third Flatiron - has been closed by Boulder 
Mountain Park officials and the Colorado 
Division of Wildlife after a pair of peregrine 
falcons were discovered nesting there. 
Peregrines are very sensitive to human 
disturbance and will abandon a nest if 
threatened. If the pair mates successfully, 
three to four eggs will be hatched by May. 

Flight of angels: American climbers John 
Needham, Louis Barton, Michael Kell, 
Vincent Soren and Patricia Weiskoff were 
very, very lucky. After being swept off a route 
on Everest by an avalanche, lying helpless, 
battered and freezing to death, their luck 
changed. According to the American tabloid 
The Sun, an angel came along and rescued 
them.The stranger spread her wings and 
began to flap them,' Needham said. 'She 
slowly rose upward and we rose with her, 
although she wasn't touching any of us.' 
According to The Sun the angel then 
deposite,d the climbers near their base camp 
7,000 feet lower. The rescue raises several 
important questions. Do climbers have to 
take out angel insurance? Who do climbers 
sue if the angel drops them? God? Will 
angels rescue climbers who don't profess a 
Christian or Judaeic faith? And was she using 
oxygen? 

Cornish bolting: The long-running soap 
opera that is Cornish rock climbing continues. 
Local activitist David Hope has recently 
compiled a table of routes with drilled gear. 
There are 46 of them containing 119 bolts 
and twenty drilled pegs. Hope says: 'We're 
not talking about a few isolated cases here. 
The list shows that quietly and stealthily, 
bolting of traditional adventure crags, most of 
them gramite, has occurred to an extent that 
most of us couldn't have imagined.' 

K2 ANNIVERSARY: If the year ends in a four, it must be K2. The mid 1950s were a 

remarkable period in the history of mountaineering and this summer the Italians 

get to celebrate their share in it. Their National Mountain Museum - something 

Britain still doesn't have - in conjunction with the Italian Alpine Club and a host 

of backers from industry and tourism are celebrating the 40th anniversary of the 

first ascent of K2 with an exhibition from May 26th to September 11th at the 

museum's base in Turin with two facsimiles touring the country at the same time. 

The expedition was, of course, a huge affair itself with strong financial support 

and the same level of meticulous planning practised by the previous year's 

British trip to Everest. Compagnoni and Lacadelli reached the summit on July 

31st but the names of the successful pair weren't released until the whole team 

returned to Italy as a gesture towards the spirit that had brought success. 

Unfortunately, that team spirit didn't survive for long as accusations flew about 

the conduct of the expedition. Memories are long in Italy, and the absence of 

Walter Bonatti at the Trento film festival this year - where the anniversary was 

obviously celebrated with some gusto - illustrates the fact. Bonatti and the 

Hunza high-altitude porter Mahdi made a superb carry in support of the summit 

team which cost them their chance, events which caused great rancour in the 

aftermath of the trip. As the museum points out though: 'Except in a very few 

cases, lawsuits, controversies and clashes of opinion will be found as the sequel 

to the first ascent of a Himalayan 8,000er.' The exception is the 1953 Everest 

expedition, largely because they got their rancour sorted before they even left. 

Ardito Desio, leader of the 1954 expedition who first visited K2 with the Duke of 

Spoleto's 1929 expedition and who shared the criticisms recently told MoRe: 

'There are many factors that decide on the choice of those who are to achieve 

success. It is not always the strongest who reaches the top.' Enough said. 
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BMC Hules, OK? 
With the BMC contemplating a move to 
Sheffield, Ed Douglas asks whether the 
organisation needs to i·econsider its direc
tion. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL meeting of the British 
Mountaineering Council is not one of the 
most popular events on the climbing 
calendar. Unless you have a very good 
reason for attending - you're a club repre
sentative or member of its various commit
tees or you don't have any friends - then 
going climbing or watching paint dry 
seems like a preferable option. There's 
nothing wrong with this , no reason for 
hand-wringing over the indifference of 
ordinary climbers. We just want to have 
fun, that's all. 

McNaught-Davis: against politicisation 

But the BMC is, like many governing 
bodies in Europe and elsewhere, at the 
change of life. From heading a maverick, 
anti-establishment hobby they now sit on 
top of the fastest growing spott in Britain 
where the money is real and the numbers 
are great. Their annual report shows some 
steeply inclined graphs indicating this. 
Individual membership revenue has grown 
from £64,000 in 1990 to £112,000 in 1993. 
Revenue from clubs has increased from 
£20,000 to £51 ,000 in the same period. It's 
also interesting to note, as an aside, that 
subscriptions paid by organisations and 
the outdoor trade has only risen from 
£11,000 to £15,000. 

This is all to the good. There are more 
climbers causing more problems and 
needing more services. It's right that the 

BRITISH MOUNTAINEERING COUNC IL 

BMC should grow to meet those needs. 
The structure of the BMC has therefore 
changed , quite rightly, to that of a limited 
company to protect officers and members. 

However, very little debate has been 
held - in public - as to whether it should 
be more democratic. Remember democ
racy? It's where people get a say in how 
things are run. At the moment the demo
cratic input of the BMC is dominated by 
the clubs under a system of block voting. 
Election of officers, for instance, can be 
done on the nod with the backing of the 
Climbers Club, the Alpine Club and the 
Fell and Rock Climbing Club. Climbing, at 
this level, is a small world where every
body knows eve1ybody else. If you're an 
individual member you can come and vote 
but it won't make any difference. Usually 
nobody opposes the election of officers. 
There are just the right number of nomi
nations, suppotted by wo1thies like Chris 
Bonington and Alan Blackshaw, to fill the 
posts. Except this year. 

In 1994, Roy Bennett, current chairman 
of the Peak Area committee and someone 
who takes a strong but sometimes dissi
dent interest in the affairs of the BMC, 
offered himself for election, suppo1ted by 
names not quite as well known as those 
I have quoted. 

He had no chance of winning, for the 
reasons I've outlined, but he did garner 
almost a thousand votes, an indication that 
some kind of allowance must be made by 
the BMC for people to voice disagreement. 
Instead, the BMC seems nervous of 
debate. The outgoing president, Ian 
McNaught-Davis decried the threat of 
'politicisation ' within climbing in his 
message to the troops. 

The establishment, which exists despite 
strenuously denying that it doesn 't, views 
rocking the boat as unhelpful. It presents 
a serene exterior where consensus is 
praised but not always practised. It should 
learn, as most adolescents have to, that 
criticism is not always a personal attack; it 
can be helpful. 

The BMC is now seriously considering 
an excellent offer from Mark Vallance to 
take up residence at The Foundry in 
Sheffield when their current lease at 
Crawford House expires. If it takes up that 
proposal and the organisation changes 
course, how open will the BMC be to 
either criticism or advice from the people 
who pay? How much taxation will people 
take without representation? ■ 
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Reebok breakthrough: Adrian Burgess -
pictured above - and his twin brother Al are 
testing a major new development in high
altitude boots on the north ridge of K2 this 
summer. Expedition sponsors Reebok have 
reduced the weight of plastic boots by one 
and a half pounds per boot by using a resin 
and fibre composite for the outer rather than 
a moulded plastic shell. The fibres are 
similar to those used in the aircraft industry, 
most notably on the wings of Stealth 
bombers. Reebok have already used this 
technology for lightweight running shoes. A 
foam material developed by Eclipse 
Polymers is used in the midsole and a newly 
designed sole was added by Vibram and 
Quabaug Corp. Reebok also put a lot of effort 
into designing the inner to make it warmer 
and more waterproof. The Burgess twins had 
two footbeds made , one for high-altitude and 
the other for alpine climbing. The company 
says that the lessons learned on K2 will find 
a broader adaptation in future Reebok 
products for the outdoors. 

Glencoe restoration: The National Trust for 
Scotland is to move its Glencoe visitor centre 
currently located near the Clachaig further 
down the glen to near the Forest Enterprise 
campsite. The current site will be cleared. 
Glencoe is the second most popular NTS site 
with 160,000 visitors annually and the need 
to increase facilities has prompted the move, 
restoring a site that many felt was too 
sensitive to disrupt in the first place. 

MoRe news: In the interests of efficiency, 
Mountain Review's offices will amalgamate 
on July 1st. All correspondence should be 
sent from that date to the commercial 
address in Buxton and all telephone calls and 
faxes should be directed there as well. The 
commercial address is: Mountain Review, PO 
Box 21 , Buxton , Derbyshire, SK17 9BR, UK. 
Tel : 0298 72801 . Fax: 0298 72839. 



DEST IVELLE TRILOGY 

Frank Wells: One of America's top 
businessmen and a leading figure in the 
mountaineering community, Wells died on 
April 3rd in a helicopter crash in the 
mountains of eastern Nevada. He was 62. 
Wells was best-known in the climbing world 
for his seven summit adventures with Texas 
oilman Dick Bass. Although Wells did not 
complete the seventh - and highest - summit 
of Everest, he is generally credited with the 
idea. When not in the mountains, Wells ran 
the Walt Disney Corp. His climbing ambitions 
were always lofty; while at Oxford University, 
he had to settle for an ascent of Kilimanjaro 
after his plan to be the first up Everest was 
upset by Hillary and Tenzing. Of his ambition 
for the seven summits he wrote: 'We wanted 
to see it all, and we knew no better way than 
from the tops of the tallest mountains on each 
of the seven continents.' 

Errata: In the feature on stoves by Dick 
Turnbull in the last issue of MoRe, the 
diagram of a ported burner stove cited the 
Epigas Micro as an example. The Micro 
does, in fact, have a roarer burner. 

Everest beer: It's tall , it's cold and it has a 
clean crisp head. No, it's not Doug Scott, 
although when in America, he drinks it. It's Mt 
Everest beer - aka Mt E - the taste of pure 
adventure. Actually, Mt Eis just one of 
several wilderness or environmentally-slanted 
products manufactured by the Hudepohl
Schoenling Brewing Co in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
The others include Save The Manatee iced 
tea and the popular Bruin Ale. Managing 
director Kathleen Uchtendahl claims that 
sales have been strong; 'Enough bottles sold 
to stack end to end and reach the summit of 
Everest itself.' she says. Mt Everest - the 
perfect drink after a day in the death zone. 

DESTIVELLE'S TR ILOGY : The Fre~ch alp inist Catherine Destivelle took 

advantage of a settled period of good weather at the start of March to make the 

second solo winter ascent of Walter Bonatti's 1965 swansong on the north face 

of the Matterhorn. The route had been repeated before, first by a Polish team 

comprising Berbeka, Stryczynski, Szafirski and Zyzak in August 1966, and then 

days later by a Czech team. The second winter ascent, done by another Czech 

team outside the official season in late March 1967, resulted in the death of one 

the four climbers. Starting on March 8th and expressing the intention that this 

would be her last big solo, she topped out on March 11th. Her friend Erik Decamp 

followed her on March 10th, soloing the Schmid 

route to join her above the initial difficulties. 

Destivelle thus becomes the first woman to solo 

the north faces of the Eiger (1992), Matterhorn and 

Grandes Jorasses (1993), confirming her status as 

the foremost female alpinist in the world. 

There were other impressive solo ascents during 

the winter , although not on ground quite as 

doubtful as the Matterhorn . The French guide 

Fran~oise Aubert soloed the Shea-Jackson on Les Droites in the second week of 

March. Marc Batard added another route to the west face of the Drus between the 

American and French Directs; Soutien aux SDF was completed between March 

6th and 15th. It is Batard's second new route done solo in winter on this face. 

Elsewhere in the Alps, Robert Jasper added new routes to the north faces of the 

Verte and Les Droites. Full details and topos next issue. 

Stammberger Iravesty 
A new book by the widow of Fritz 
Stammberger has outragedfriends of the 
former co-owner of Climbing and 
legendary mountaineer, as Cameron M. 
Burns reports. 

THE BOOK, A SORT of dime store romance 
novel, has been condemned by many of 
Stammberger's friends and relatives, who 
accuse the author of trying to cash in on 
a legend. German-born Stammberger is 
believed to have perished while attempt
ing to climb Tirich Mir (7690m), the high
est peak in the Hindu Kush, in 1975. 

In Aspen , where Stammberger lived 
from the mid 1960s until the mid 1970s, 
he was known as a wildly independent 
mountain man, an activist who held noth
ing but contempt for au thority and the 
government. He once chained himself to 
a tree to stop it from being felled. 
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In 1964 he climbed Cho Oyu and made 
a ski descent from 24,000 feet. In 1974 
he nearly summited on Makalu after a 
bold attempt on the south face. In a new 
book entitled Husband, Lover, Spy, Janice 
Penington, Stammberger's widow and a 
Price is Right hostess, describes her quest 
to find Stammberger and her conclusion 
that Stammberger was a spy for the US 
government. 

The book is labelled a true story, but 
the Aspenites who knew Stammberger 
ca ll the book nonsense, as does 
Stammberger's son, Anton. 

Bill Dunaway, longtime publisher of 
the Aspen times newspapers , who 
appears in the story as Harry Conway, 
one of Stammberger's Aspen friends, said 
tl1e book is a terrible misrepresentation of 
Stammberger's personality. 

'This shocks anybody that knew him,' 
Dunaway said. 'It's a sleazy book. I can 
understand her trying to find him, but 
the thing I object to most in the book is 



Fritz Stammberger 

that the whole thing is slanted to make 
him a spy. Being a spy went against 
everything Fritz stood for.' 

Dunaway pointed to specific portions 
of the story, labelling them untrue. He 
said Penington claims that Stammberger 
was her first husband in the book, and 
that she was his first wife but both were 
married previously, and Stammberger 
even had a son from his first marriage, 
Anton. Penington also indicates she put 
together a 1975 expedition to look for 
Stammberger, who attempted Tirich Mir 
alone. 

'It wasn't her expedition and it wasn't 
for her,' Dunaway said. 'It was my expe
dition to look for Fritz.' 

Dunaway - who was close to Fritz for 
a decade - said that Stammberger went to 
Tirich Mir in 1975 because he'd tried the 
peak twice before and was obsessed by 
it. Stammberger told friends he was 
researching other potential climbs , 
because his friends would have discour
aged him from going if they knew he 
was going to try Tirich Mir. 

According to Dunaway, while 
Stammberger was on Tirich Mir, 
Penington received a letter from him. She 
never told Stammberger's friends about 
the letter. 

Had Penington shown Dunaway the 

FR ITZ S T AMMBERGER 

letter when she received it, 
Dunaway said he would 
have organised a rescue 
expedition before the time 
that he did. There may have 
been a chance of saving 
Stammberger if he had fallen 
and was hurt, somewhere on 
the mountain, DL;naway said. 

Also, Penington wrote that 
Stammberger owned a 

-~, portion of a print shop with 
'Harry Conway', and that 
when he was lost on Tirich 
Mir she shou ld have inher
ited the proceeds from that 
business. 

Such was not the case, said 
Dunaway, adding that 
Stammberger owned a busi
ness that operated 
Dunaway 's print shop. 
Dunaway owned the equip
ment and space, and allowed 
Stammberger to use them for 

a portion of his gross. Dunaway said he 
made the arrangement because 
Stammberger was a printer and a close 
friend. 

'She trashed me,' said Dunaway, noting 
that he was more upset about what 
Penington wrote about Stammberger. 
'The fact that she keeps trying to prove 
he 's a spy is what annoys everyone that 
knew him. He was anti-authoritarian.' 

Recently, Penington has been making 
the rounds of American television talk 
shows promoting the book. 

Anton Stammberger, who now lives in 
Hawaii , appeared on the television 
programme A Current Affair and tried to 
set straight the record about his father. 

Monserrate Stammberger said that 
when she met Anton about a decade ago, 
he was living 'on the beach' as Penington 
has control over Fritz's entire estate. 

The real tragedy, she says, has been 
that Anton has not been able to get any 
of Fritz's personal effects - especially his 
mountaineering photos and films. 

'He has nothing that belonged to his 
father,' said Monserrate Stammberger. 'It 
hurts Anton, it hurts Fritz's brother, 
Wolfgang. If she wanted to write a book, 
she could have written a book that was 
true,' Monsen-ate continued. 'He was such 
a phenomenal man. He was a moun
taineer, a climber. He was an extraordi
nary man. You just don't do this.' ■ 
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Scottish rescue: A major study into the 
general trends in mountain rescue published 
in May reveals that in the last six years there 
has been a marked increase in fatalities. The 
study, commissioned from Catriona 
Anderson by the Mountain Rescue 
Committee of Scotland and funded by the 
Scottish Education Department, aimed to 
identify casualty rates and those groups most 
at risk. The study's statistics make interesting 
reading. Between 1964 and 1990 demand for 
assistance from mountain rescue teams rose 
from under 50 incidents per year in 1960 to 
over 250 in 1990. During the same period the 
number of fatalities remained fairly constant, 
averaging between fifteen and twenty per 
annum. Between 1989 and 1993 there was a 
definite increase in the number of fatalities. 
The proportion of incidents resulting in death 
rose from nine percent of total incidents in 
1990 to sixteen percent in 1993. Most 
casualties - 89 percent - were well dressed 
but only 76 percent carried ice axes and a 
mere 59 percent wore crampons and there 
was some doubt about the proficiency of 
some of those who did have them. Poor 
navigation was a factor in 24 percent of all 
fatal accidents. These statistics point to a 
clear need for improvements in the reach of 
educational material already available. Fifty 
percent of casualties who suffered fatal head 
injuries were not wearing a helmet. The 
report concluded that the Scottish Avalanche 
Information Service had helped in reducing 
the casualty rate from avalanches. 
There are 24 civilian and two RAF mountain 
rescue teams in Scotland involving around 
960 volunteers, a number that has changed 
little since 1960. The two busiest civilian 
teams were Lochaber and Glencoe, each 
dealing with an average of four incidents 
every five weeks. A quarter of incidents were 
non-mountain related, indicating the service 
MRTs provide local communities. A slip or 
stumble was the contributory cause in 53 
percent of all fatal accidents in the 
mountains. The report concluded: 'It should 
be remembered that although the findings 
indicate that there is a potential for reducing 
the number of accidents in the Scottish 
mountains, it is impossible to eliminate 
danger completely, and some accidents will 
always happen. There is a lot of truth in the 
saying that experience is the sum of near 
misses.' On a related theme, the Gore-Tex 
Outdoor Leaders Training Scheme has 
attracted over 1,000 enquiries in three 
months. The scheme, open to leaders from 
the voluntary sector, will send 24 people on a 
Mountain Leader Training Course at 
Glenmore Lodge. With the increase in 
participation of mountain recreation running 
at five or six percent per year, training issues 
are set to become even more important. 
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7be dramatic spire of Mount 
Huntingdon has played a 
pivotal role in the development 
of alpinism in the Central 
Alaska Range. Geo.ff Hornby 
takes an in-depth look at the 
history of the face. 

AT 12,400 FEET, Huntingdon is 
shadowed by its close neigh
bours Denali and Hunter but 
lacking any easy route of 
ascent and with precipitous 
faces on every side, it has 
maintained it's position for 30 
years at the cutting edge of 
technical Alaskan climbing. 

First attempted unsuccess
fully in 1957 by Fred Beckey's 
team, the much-prized first 
ascent was claimed in 1964 by 
a French team led by Lionel 
Terray. Gaining the north-west 
ridge from a drop point on the 
west fork of the Ruth Glacier 
the ascent was made over 
twenty days with Batkin and 
Sarthou the first to summit. 
This north-west ridge has since 
become known as the French 
ridge. 

The second ascent in 1976 
was completed in a similar 
style but took a harder but 
safer 1,900-foot variant to gain 
the ridge. The summit was 
reached on May 7th by Todd 
Reutchler and Ed Newville and 
again on May 9th by Newville 
with Bob Newman, Cindy 
Jones and the long-serving 
Denali Park Ranger Roger 
Robinson. 

Although pipped for the first 
ascent of Huntingdon, Don 
Jensen and Dave Roberts of the 
Harvard University team that 
had succeeded on Denali's 
Wickersham Wall in 1963, 
returned to the range in 1965 
along with Ed Bernd and Matt 
Hale with the intention of 
upping the ante by climbing 
the obvious pillar separating 
the west and south-west faces. 
Now referred to simply as the 
Harvard Route, the summit was 

reached by all four climbers on 
July 30th after a protracted but 
forceful 30-day siege. The trip, 
however, was marred by the 
death of Ed Bernd after a 
rappel mistake on the descent. 

Perhaps the most under-
stated ascent subsequently was 
the second ascent and first 
alpine style of the Harvard 
Route on July 8th 1975. Bruce 
Wehman and Dean F. Smith 
climbed the route in a five and 
a half day round trip after 
fixing a single 600 foot rope on 
the Stegosaur. Not influenced 
by the nature and style of that 
ascent, two Japanese teams 
were successful in 1976 using 
large amounts of fixed rope. 
Masao Yoshida's team 
summited in May whilst Horish 
Oda's topped out in June. 

This liberal decoration of the 
route proved invaluable to Jack 
Roberts (USA) and Simon 
McCartney (UK) who, having 
made the audacious alpine-
style first ascent of the Timeless 
or north face in 1978, 
descended the Harvard route in 
a storm. Having lost both of 
their ropes they were able to 
hack off a hundred feet of 
Japanese fixed line to continue 
their descent. Roberts recom-
mended this to be a preferen-
tial descent to the French ridge, 
a recommendation taken up by 
most parties on the mountain. 

With the limits of the west 
face now clearly defined, it 
only remained to pick off the 
three or four obvious lines. 

The first to fall is now 
referred to as the Nettle-Quirk 
but it received significant atten-
tion prior to the credited first 
ascent in 1989 by David Nettle 
and James Quirk. The pair 
climbed a slanting ice groove 
of up to 75° ice to a junction 
with the Harvard Route and 
then completed the ascent to 
the summit on May 24th. The 
36 hours that were spent on 
the up were then unfortunately 
matched by 336 hours spent sat 
on the Tokositna glacier wait-

ing for a pilot to pick them up. 
1978 and 1979 were busy 

years for this line with John 
Evans and Denny Hogan 
climbing through to the summit 
ridge in April 1978, Steve and 
Ron Matous with Bruce Adams 
reaching the ridge in June 1978 
and Hogan again but with 
Peter Lev and Pete Avenali 
reaching the junction with the 
Harvard Route in 1979. 

In April of 1981, British 
alpinist Tim Leach and Nick 
Colton climbed the angled 
couloir on the left side of the 
face to tl1e junction with the 
Harvard Route. A few days 
later tl1e line was repeated, 
with an independent lefthand 
finish, by Dane Hough and 
Jack Lewis. Again they did not 
summit finishing on the French 
ridge. It took until 1985 before 
the line was completed 
through to the top. 

This raises an interesting 
dilemma in Alaskan climbing. 
What constitutes the first 
ascent? Should the Nettle-Quirk 
really be known as the Evans-
Hogan? If not then is the 
Colton-Leach misnamed? 

If a summitless ascent is 
accepted as a new route so 
long as it reaches a junction 
with an existing line then full 
credit is due to the ascension-
ists of Denali's Ridge Of No 
Return (Casarotto 1985) and 
the Isis face (Tackle and 
Stutzman 1982), Foraker's Viper 
ridge ' (Tackle and Donini 
1991) and Hunter's Eroica 
(Ruddle and Preston 1989). But 
if a route is climbed until a 
summitless highpoint is 
reached that is not in common 
with another route then should 
the first ascent be credited to 
the party that pushes the route 
the whole way through? Some 
notable ascents fall into this 
scenario, Mugs Stump and Paul 
Aubrey's Moonflower buttress 
on Hunter (1981) would then 
be credited to Doug Klewin 
and Todd Bibler 0983) while 
the British alpinists Ed Hart and 
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Simon Richardson 's ascent of z 

the full south ridge on Hunter 
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Black, Carman and Waterman 0 
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ascent of 1973. CD 

Back on the west face in 
1984, Rob Rohn and James 
Haber! concluded a successful 
trip to the Ruth and Tokositna 
Glaciers witl1 an ascent of the 
obvious fault line at the 
extreme left end of the face. 
Climbed over two days in May 
to a junction with the French 
ridge, it remains unrepeated. 

The pace of development 
then slowed until the bumper 
year of 1991. First into the 
action came Charlie Sassara, 
John Bauman, Leo Americus 
and Dave McGivern. They 
made a very strong bid for the 
first winter ascent up the west 
face on the Harvard Route but 
were unfortunately defeated on 
the ridge just short of the 
summit. In May of the same 
year Jay Smith and Paul Teare 
made an in1pressive and stylish 
alpine-style first ascent of the 
Phantom Wall over two days. A 
route that stands comparison 
with the huge no1th face. 

Whilst this ascent was taking 
place, Clay Wadman and 
friends were beginning a two-
year relationship with the 
prominent granite prow 
between the Colton-Leach and 
the Nettle-Quirk. The affair 
ended in 1992 with Wadman 
and Bruce Miller completing 
Count Zero (V/5.10/ Al/4+ ). 
Claimed as an eighteen-pitch 
direct start to the Colton-Leach, 
given the style of the ascent 
and the tenacity in pushing it 
through to the summit, it must 
stand as a major achievement. 

So what remains? It's hard to 
see any more independent 
lines but the first winter ascent 
of the peak must still be the 
plum winter ascent in the 
range with the Nettle-Quirk as 
the favoured line, while British 
alpine-style ascents of the 
Harvard Route or the Nettle-
Quirk are long overdue. ■ 
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The world's hardest ice climb? 
Hooking, one-arm pull-ups and figures of four are just some of the techniques Jeff Lowe 
used on his new Colorado testpiece Octopussy. Cameron M. Burns talks to the legendary 
mountaineer about his new route - the first ice climb to be given the American grade Wl8. 

Several years ago, at an 
equipment tJade show in 
France, someone asked 

how the Colorado mountaineer 
Jeff Lowe could be so good with 
such skinny arms. 

'I was wearing a short-sleeved 
shirt,' Lowe recalls , 'But it's not 
true. They're not so skinny.' 

On April 16th , above East 
Vail, Colorado, Lowe , 43, 
proved that being a muscle
bound ape counts for little, and 
technique everything, when he 
climbed what may be the hard
est mixed climb in the world. 

Dubbed Octopussy, Lowe 
rated the climb an unprece
dented WI 8; WI stands for 
water ice and WI 5 is generally 
considered a difficult climb. 

'This is so much harder than 
anything I've ever done before , 
and anything anybody I've ever 
been with has clone. Maybe 
there is something more diffi
cult, but I haven't seen it.' 

Lowe got clown to business 
in late March, when he climbed 
a new direct start on the The 
Thang - aka The Rigid 
lnseminator first climbed by Jeff 
Lowe in 1976 - a technical 
smear, or thin dribble of ice 
frozen to the rock, lying behind 
the world famous Fang. 

Lowe said the variation -
climbed with Boulder climber 
Teri Ebel - was much harder 
than the other mixed routes in 
the area. He called it The 
Seventh Tentacle and graded it 
WI 7+. The Seventh Tentacle 
ended under the large 10-foot 
roof that runs around the small 
amphitheatre in which several 
world-famous ice climbs lie. 

'We got to the top of that ,' 
Lowe said, 'and I'd always 
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looked at that little chunk of ice 
that hangs off the overhang up 
and left of that, so I came back 
to try that a week or so later. ' 

Returning with Ebel and Brad 
Johnson, Lowe repeated his new 
Seventh Tentacle, then tried 
making the moves out the 
underside of a rock roof to the 
chunk of ice. 

'The roof is about two full 
body lengths of moves upside 
down to reach the ice, ' he said. 
'On the first attempt I got out 
onto the ice, and then just got 
stuck. I had gotten so pumped 
that I tried several more times 

and couldn't get back to my first 
highpoint. ' 

'Essentially, you 've got to do 
a whole series of one-arm pull 
ups,' he said , ·for a long way. 
There 's no crack through the 
roof, just a cou pie little places 
you can hook your tools. 
They're actual ly little hooks in 
corners. They're real insubstan
tial. And you 're also doing some 
stuff with your feet, just like rock 
climbing. 

'In those corners - there are 
two of them - I found places 
where you could hook less than 
the first tooth of the pick. 

Above: Jeff Lowe moves 
round the roof of Octopussy 
(WIS). 

Literally, less than the first tooth. 
Really minuscule stuff, but good 
enough to get out of the roof. I 
just don't think you could climb 
this roof without tools. The 
holds are too small. There 's 
really nothing to hold on to. ' 

Lowe 's problem, he quickly 
found , wou ld be footwork. 
When he swung a tool the 
tremendous forces generated 
caused Lowe to lose his balance. 
After falling from the roof Lowe 
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went home to think about it. 
He decided one way to try 

the roof and maintain stability 
turning the lip was through the 
use of figure fours, the rarely 
used rock-climbing technique in 
which the climber passes his leg 
through the bend in his opposite 
e lbow, creating a very stable 
hanging position on overhang
ing rock. 

On April 16th, he returned , 
and by doing a series of figure 
fours, Lowe was able to reach 
the end of the roof. 

However, once there, he was 
again faced with unstable one 
arm pull-ups. So Lowe figured 
out another trick. 

Above the horizontal section 
of the roof is a slightly more 
than vertical wall, where the 
icicles hang, detached from the 
rock by about twelve inches, 
enough for Lowe to lift a foot 
up first , jam it between the wall 
and the ice, and hanging upside 
down and then inch his way up 
using his feet. 

'I just turned upside down 
completely, like an upside-down 
luge racer, and stuck my feet up 
in there and could get heel-and
toe jams. That allowed me to 
take most of the weight off my 
arms and alternately place my 
tools higher by doing sort of 
inverse sit-ups. I was facing 
upside down and backwards, 
facing out to the Vail Valley and 
making six inches at a time 
scooting my feet higher. I was 
getting heel-and-toe locks for 
about five feet until I got high 
enough so that when I dropped 
down my feet were above the 
roof on solid ice. 

' It was really bizarre and I 
think it's a new level of difficulty 
over any ice climb I've ever 
seen, like a full grade harder,' 
he said. Lowe should know. 

He grew up in Ogden, Utah, 
and moved to Colorado about 
24 years ago. Lowe has been 
associated with extreme ice 
climbing for twenty years, and 
pioneered many of Colorado's 
hardest routes, including 

Bridalveil Falls, near Telluride, 
in 1974. 

Lowe and his brothers Mike 
and Greg founded Lowe Alpine 
Systems, a company specialis
ing in mountaineering equip
ment and clothing. 

In 1988, the brothers sold 
their company and Jeff is now 
a Boulder-based equipment 
consultant and world-class 
mountaineer, with hundreds of 
difficult climbs to his credit from 
Vail to the Himalaya. 

He has also climbed with 
many of the biggest names in 
ice climbing from hardcore 
Coloradans to French superstars. 

'It's just harder, and it's much 
weirder,' said Lowe. 'That's the 
thing, the weirdness of it. This 
has opened up new terrain for 
me. I think it relates to 5.13 rock 
climbing. Now I could conceive 
of doing harder routes than this. 
And I know where to go next 
year, I can't wait. The figure 
fours are completely radical on 
ice. This opens up new terrain 
and things to do that haven 't 
been done yet. I now see you 
could do a whole pitch like this. ' 

At present, the climb has not 
been repeated. Lowe climbed 
other new routes in the Vail area 
this winter. The Teribel Traverse, 

rated WI 7, traversed left from 
the Rigid Designator to climb a 
free-hanging curtain of ice. 

The climb received much 
attention in the American climb
ing press. Second ascensionist 
Jack Roberts said the climb 
might be a little easier than 
Lowe originally graded it. 
Roberts suggested a WI 5+, 5.10-
rating. 

'There isn 't that much ice 
climbing on it,' said Roberts. 

As notable are Robert's own 
activities with Boulder climber 
Bret Ruckman. In January and 
March, the pair climbed three 
new routes up to 600 feet each 
in the Gardner Gulch area near 
Parachute , Colorado. The area 
has been occasionally 
frequented by climbers, the best 
recorded being Glenn Falls in 

the late 1970s. 
Roberts, who was hesitant in 

reporting the climbs, said there 
may be some access problems 
associated with the area. The 
land appears to be owned by 
the giant Unocal oil company. 

However, unde r Colorado 
law, a special statute can allow 
recreationalists 'passive' use of 
such areas. Roberts has been 
discussing access with attorneys. 

Also of note , a flurry of 
gnashing teeth , fists raised in 
anger and other panic-like activ
ity by numerous climbers in the 
Glenwood Springs area this 
winter was apparently unneces
sary. All , including Owan J. Goat 
had their sights set on a poten
tial new route in Glenwood 
Canyon, Grizzly Creek Falls. 
Only visible from one point on 
I-70, a myste1y over their loca
tion primed interest , and an 
enormous amount of competi
tion over the first ascent. 

The brain damage was for 
nought. The route was appar
ently climbed by Greg Davis in 
the mid 1980s, and may have 
been climbed long before that. 

One other piece of news: 
Scott Davis and Brent Eaton 
have climbed a new route on 
Mt Rainier's Sunset Amphitheatre 
Headwall. 

Rated IV, 5.8, WI 4, the route 
lies left of the 1967 route , 
directly below Liberty Cap, on 
the Central Buttress. 

According to a report in the 
American Alpine Club News by 
Davis , 'the most prominent 
feature on tl1e route is the an ice 
slot at 12,900ft , which consists 
of a high gash in the prominent 
black band one third of the way 
up the face. ' 

The route, climbed August 
1st, comprised the usual collec
tion of thrills from loose rock to 
hollow ice, falling debris to spin
drift avalanches. 

'To avoid objective dangers ,· 
wrote Davis , 'we recommend 
climbing the ice slot before 10 
am particularly in sunny 
weather.' ■ 
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The desert's just desserts 
With the publication of a new guide by Tony Howard to the Wadi Rum area of Jordan, interest in 

this major desert area can only increase. Geoff Hornby reports on recent developments. 

Climbing in the Wadi 
Rum area of Jordan first 
took off following Tony 

Howard's discovery in 1984 and 
the initia l burst of frantic new 
routing activity led to the 
production in 1987 of the first 
climbing and walking guide to 
the area. Tony Howard's first 
guide contained 140 climbs and 
treks and since that date the 
development has continued 
with that figure now exceeding 
250. Not surprisingly a second 
edition has just been published 
incorporating all of these devel
opments, and this has forced 
Rum into the position of one of 
the foremost desert climbing 
venues in the world. 

Without doubt the most 
important contribution to new 
route development in the years 
between the two guides has 
been the Austrian teams 
comprising of Haupolter, Precht 
and others. From 1988 to 1990 
they produced an endless series 
of first ascents of major crack 
and corner systems principally 
in the Wadi Rum and Wadi um 
Ishrin areas. These climbs are 
typified by sustained bold free 
climbing with the goal being the 
summit and a descent where 
possible of the voie normale. 
Caution should be shown as 
very few of these routes have 
been repeated and the UIAA 
grade 6, used by Haupolter, can 
mean anything up to E4 Sc, so 
one wonders what they're grade 
8 means. However, the quality 
of the routes is consistent lead
ing Andy Perkins, after making 

Right: Peter Bishop leading 
through the headwall of 
Nectarine Nightmare on the 
east face of Burdah 
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the highly creditable second 
ascent of Muezzin, to comment 
'Get on it and see just how great 
Allah can be! ' 

New routes 
After the heady days of Howard 
and Colonna and the Remy 
brothers and with the Austrian 
teams only just returning, the 
pace of new route development 
has moderated to a slow and 
steady stream yet still providing 
quality additions in all parts of 
the range. The Austrians Albert 
Precht and Zigi Bronchmeier's 
contribution this spring was, as 
usual, big wall stuff, the biggest 
and best being the shady north 
wall of K.harazeh at 450 metres 
and UIAA 6. They also did a 
couple more routes out of the 
impressive canyon and then on 
Vulcan 's Tower. However, 
there 's more to Jordan than the 
short stuff. 

The potential for short routes 
is endless and often provides 
good sport on rest clays. Rakabat 
canyon is a cool shady haven 
that is a welcome retreat for 
those seeking a quick fix. The 
team of Tony Howard, Di Taylor 
and Mick Shaw has been hard 
at work outclating their own 
guidebook providing a good 

JORDAN 

pitch 50 metres right of Essence 
of Rum. Rescuer's Wall, at 5, is 
politely named after two off
route trekkers who had 
managed to down climb the first 
half of the rap descent into 
K.harazeh Canyon before timely 
intervention from the above. 
Also in Rakabat canyon, Steve 
and Marie Bissell have climbed 
a two-pitch addition to the west 
side of Point Alexandre, The 
Artful Dodger (6a). 

While the attractive and previ
ously unclimbed 150-metre 
pillar, lying opposite Point 
Alexandre, fell to myself, Peter 
Bishop and Susie Sammut. The 
Full Monte gives eight pitches 
to 5+, providing a good intro
duction for shade-seekers look
ing for a sandstone experience. 

Austrian teams have climbed 
two new six pitch corner 
systems with pitches of 5+ on a 
peak to the north of the Barrah 
group. The description given of 
the peak's position and its name 
don't tally so I'll leave that for 
Tony Howard to sort out. A 
French team have aclclecl a three 
pitch line in the Barrah canyon, 
again details are unclear. 

Immediately east of Jebel 
Sueifan lies an immaculate 
dome with an appealing 100-

metre steep slab immediately left 
of the existing Bedouin route. 
This slab gave four quality three
pitch routes of 5+ to the 
Hornby, Bishop and Sammuts 
team, the best of which is prob
ably Border Patrol. 

The obvious black slab on the 
north face of Jebel Ikhnasser 
was crying out for an ascent and 
this was duly dispatched by the 
Howard , Taylor, Shaw crew. 
Walking the Plank takes the left 
edge of the slab with a pitch of 
5+ before breaking left to easier 
ground and a haul over domes 
to the summit.; overall grade 
Dsu p. Peter Bishop aclclecl an 
excellent pitch up the crack 
system left of Cuelta Grooves on 
the west face of Jebel Abu 
K.hsheibah. Freedom as a 
Concept (6a) is in desperate 
need of another six pitches. 

Also in this beautiful area of 
small - 200 metre - domes, the 
Howard, Shaw, Taylor team 
topped out on The Gorgon (5+) 
making the first ascent of Jebel 
Dugranti, and Macho Man and 
the Cranny (5) to the top of 
Jebel Farata Shaib, with young 
Bedouin Atieeq Aucla. The same 
team also added Searle/ O'Hara 
(6a) and Little Beauty (5) near 
the entrance to Rakabat Canyon. 
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Left: Burdan 's east lace: 
A - Tangerine Dream 
TDinf. B - Nectarine 
Nightmare TDinf. 
C - In the Court of the 
Crimson King TD. 
Above: Albert Precht -
Jordan veteran of over 600 
routes - under pressure . 

Apart from the Precht and 
Brochmeir extravaganza, only 
three long new routes have 
been completed so far this 
spring. My original route, 
climbed in 1992, up the full 450-
metre high east face of Burclah 
was intended to be as direct a 
line as possible to the summit. 
Tangerine Dream at TDinf was 
however a victim of both the 
width of the face and the 
complexities of the headwall , 
and the real challenges 
remained until my return in 1994 
with firstly Susie and Alex 
Sammut to produce In the Cow1 
of the Crimson King at TD and 
subsequently with Suzi Sammut 
and Bishop resulting in 
Nectarine Nightmare at TDinf. 
This trilogy of routes are all 
recommended providing good 
open climbing with contrasting 
pitches. 

Also on the east side of 
Burclah, the Bissells with Bishop 
and Marie Louise Sammut 
climbed a new four-pitch left
hand exit to Orange Sunshine 
at 5 and 5+ called Marmalade 
Skies, while the next clay the 
Bissells added an excellent four
pitch route near the camp spot 
on the north-east side, Surfin 
Satsumas (6a). 



Barrah North is one of the 
most attractive peaks in the area 
when viewed from d1e southern 
end of Wadi um Ishrin. Despite 
this fact d1e pyramidal peak had 
only one existing independent 
route that reached the summit 
and two others that stopped 
short. 

Having contributed one of 
these shorter routes and been 
disappointed not to have 
summitted due to an interven
ing siq - or rock crevasse -
preventing access, I was anxious 
to complete a line up the 550-
metre high east pillar which 
would also provide a traverse 
via a descent of the north-west 
ridge. The resulting route 
climbed with Suzi Sammut, The 
Pillar of Ata Abu Rabeh, weighs 
in at TD/TDinf and is an excel
lent outing. 

One overriding consideration 
to the Rum area has to be the 
potential for further new route 
development and mountain 
exploration. It would be no 
exaggeration to suggest that d1e 
current routes numbering 250 
could conceivably be increased 
to 2,500 without the area 
becoming exhausted. 

However, the progression 
must be maintained along the 
ethical lines of those already 
established, with d1e use of bolts 
actively opposed. I met a young 
French guide in Rum this spring 
who when asked about what 
routes he knew, identified a 
four-pitch part bolt-protected 
route of 7 A+ that he considered 
to be a major route in the area. 
I couldn 't help but feel that he 
had missed the point of the 
entire experience. No more bolts 
please . Wolfgang Haupolter, 
Tony Howard and myself have 
all managed thousands of 
metres of new routes without 
them and so can you. 

Tony Howard's excellent new 
guide is readily available in d1e 
shops and is published by 
Cicerone Press. The weather is 
guaranteed to be sunny and the 
beer is kept perfectly chilled. ■ 

JORDAN 

Above: Pillar of Ala Abu Rabeh TDinf on east face of Barrah North. 

SCOJIAND 
After years of stop-start Scottish 
winters, this year good condi
tions came and stayed with 
much activity on new and 
established routes, as Rab 
Ander son repo11s. 

THIS WAS TIIE winter season 
that eve1yone had longed for. 
Snow fell early as usual but 
the thaws that normally strip 
the hills bare did not come. As 
a result the snow pack consol
idated to last right through and 
produce a long season. The 
only minus was the weather, 
in particular d1e wind , which 
could have been a little kinder 
to the weekend climber. The 
two-tiered grading system has 
been used throughout this arti
cle but it must be said that 
there are some differences in 
opinion over ils use. Time 
should sort these out. 

Northern Cairngorms 
The early snow fell here and 
as normal much of the initial 
activity was in the Northern 

Corries. The earliest ascent of 
a hardish route was by 
Graeme Ettie when he did 
Savage Slit (V,6) on October 
14th. A good spell followed 
and many of the other routes 
in Coire an Lochain had 
ascents , in particular Fall-Out 
Corner (VI,7), Overseer Direct 
(V,6), The Migrant (VI,7), 
Hookers Corner (VI,7), 
Headhunter(VI ,6) and Deep 
Throat (V,6). New routes were 
added but these are gelling 
thin on the ground clue to 
intense activity in recent years. 
Graeme Ettie and Jonathon 
Preston aclclecl Aqualang 
(VI,7) to the buttress in 
between Deep Tbroat and 
Gaffers Groove. Around on the 
right Ettie and Goocllacl found 
Occidental Discove,y (V,7), a 
line cutting through Western 
Route. Over on No3 buttress, 
to the left of Migrant, Andy 
Nisbet and Preston climbed 
New Age Traveller (VI,7). Later 
in the season there were other 
good repeats , including the 
long-awaited second ascent of 
Big Daddy (VIII,8) by Martin 
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Burrows-Smith. Over in Coire right of Catherdral Chimney face of Druim Shionnach in east cliff came into superb 
an t-Sneachda Burrows-Smith and a little to the left, with Coire an-Slugain, Nisbet added condition and Dave Heselden 
also did White Magic (VII,7 / 8) Roger Everett, he climbed the three routes; with Sarah Kekus and Simon Richardson 
- the route was even climbed fine groove left of Sepulchre, the obvious central fault to managed to account for the 
for a forthcoming BBC TV Transept Route (V,6). On the give Cave Gully (III,4) , with oft-eyed thin ice line left of 
series on Scottish climbing. southern sector, just left of the Gareth Vaughan and Matthew Tholl Gate to produce JI Duce 
Look out for it in the autumn. Red Spout, Richardson and Webb he found Capped Gully (VII,7) , which was quickly 

There was little activity in Rick Allen climbed the short (III). On the west side of the repeated. Thall Gate (VI,5) had 
the Loch A'an basin. On Stag but sharp Quick Dash Buttress coire with G. Wallace he repeats by Clothier and Andy 
Rocks, Monarch of the Glen (III,5). The only other people added Pioneer Gully (II) to the Huntingdon and others to 
had its second ascent at the to get in on the new route left of an easy gully splitting establish it as one of the clas-
hands of Ettie and Andy activity here were Greg the crag. sics on the face . Andy Nisbet, 
Huntingdon. Ettie and Gill Strange and Brian Findlay, Gill Nisbet and Dave Jarvis 
Irvine also think they managed with the left-facing corner to Northern Highlands accounted for two other new 
to find Wig-Wag (VI,7). On the right of Western Slant on Where to begin? There was a routes here, the summer line 
the Shelter Stone the very fine West Buttress (IV,5) . lot of activity, helped by the of Blue Finger (V,6) and a line 
Pastern (VI,6) had a number of There were even conditions new SMC Guides to the area. near Pipped at the Post (V,6). 
ascents. Most parties appear to on the Glen Clova side of the On Meall Gorm near To the right of the lower cliff 
avoid the two starts, opting for hills. In Coire Fee G-Force Applecross, John Lyall and the centre of three parallel 
the easier and shorter entry via (VI,5) was repeated and John Graeme Ettie added two good gullies went to Nisbet, Gareth 
Clach Dhian Chimney. Ashbridge and Graham Dudley mixed routes to the face Vaughan and Matthew Webb 
However, Burrows-Smith and climbed North Wall Direct (IV) between Blue Pillar and at III ,4 while over on the 
Ettie didn 't and they also on icefalls to the right of the Cobalt Buttress - Rattlesnake Mainreachan buttress, Simon 
managed, apparently uninten- waterfall. On Juanjorge, (V,6) and a line further left Richardson and Roger Webb 
tionally, to repeat the Direct Richardson and Everett (VI,6). Also here, John Irving accounted for Nebula (V,6) the 
Finish (VII,8). climbed a steep offwidth to and Finlay Bennet climbed obvious line left of Mainline 

In the high Coire Sputan produce the hard but well- Scampi Fries (III/ IV) up the Connection to finish up that 
Dearg, Simon Richardson and protected Diagonal Crack fault right of Stonner Falls. route. On the neighbouring 
Gordon Scott climbed the (V,8) retirieving an Ettie retreat Close by, over on the Upper Sgorr Ruadh , Brian Findlay 
steep corner on the front face sling from ten years ago. Tier of the Cioch, Andy Nisbet and Greg Strange found 
of Flake Buttress (V,7), and Brian Davison made a Robertson 's Buttress (IV,5) and 
Richardson returning with Western Highlands winter ascent of North Wall on the nearby An Ruadh-Stac, 
Chris Cartwright to climb April This is the area around Kintail (VI,6). The BBC team also Richardson and Everett found 
Wall (V,7) , a direct version of and Glen Shiel. In the large popped up, managing to find Quartzice (V,5) near Foxtrot. 
the summer line. Across the Coire Ua_ine on The Saddle, an unclimbed icefall on Sgurr Moving north to Liathach, 
way on Braeriach in Garbh the obvious line of Big Gully a'Chaorachain's Summit Dave Hesleden and Chris 
Coire Mor, Brian Davison, (III) gave a very fine climb to buttress which was duly Cartwright did the last major 
Andy Nisbet and Jonathon Andy Nisbet, James Ashby, handed to Mick Fowler and unclimbed line in the Coire 
Preston managed to climb Hot Danny Gunevan and Julie Steve Sustad on a plate. It's Dubh Mor that sometimes 
Lips (VI,7) after previous Colverd. They also visited bad enough that Fowler finds forms between Poachers Fall 
attempts. Richardson and Sgurr a 'Choire Ghairbh on his own routes, without this. and Test Department. 
Roger Everett climbed the line Beinn Fhada to make an ascot Beinn Bhan came into good Following an initial mixed 
of grooves between She Devil's of Needle's l:!,ye Buttress (II), conditions. In Coire ne Feola, pitch, like the latter route a 
Buttress and Vulcan at (V,6), Nisbet returning with David Ettie and Lyall climbed Man 's tension was used to gain the 
returning to straighten out She Houfe, Neil Sinclair and David Best Friend (IV,5) to the right ice, which led ever so thinly 
Devil's Buttress (V,5) by Wolfe to account for the right- of Y Gully, a line sometimes and very boldly to more 
following the summer finish. hand of twin gullies up the mistaken for In XS. The big normal steep ice - an impres-

buttress left of Guides Rib at II. lines in Coire nam Fhamair got siver ascent. Foobarbundee 
Southern Cairngorms This same team also visited long overdue attention. Die (VIII,7) is undoubtedly one of 
On Lochnagar, Simon Sgurr a'Bhac Chaolais to climb Reisenwand (VI,5) saw ascents the hardest ice climbs in the 
Richardson managed to find a the deep-cut gully on the as did the superb Gully of the countty. The next day, with 
few lines. With Roger Webb south-west side of the hill , Gods (V,6) to the right but the Cartwright pulling out the 
he climbed Settler's Rib (IV,4), Snowdrop (IV,4). Nearby on long overdue second and free stops, the true start to Brain 
a line going to the top of the Sgurr an Lochain's north-east ascent of Fowler and Phil Strain fell at VII ,6 giving 
Pinnacle from the chockstone face , left of the gully in the Butler's Great Overhanging another fine and very bold 
in the Black Spout's left centre, Nick Kekus and Rob Gully (VI,7) by Dave Heselden lead. The Stem involves climb-
branch. With brother Giles he Reynolds added Lochain and Chris Cartwright was the ing a rather narrow vertical 
climbed No Worries Groove Buttress (II). On the South major event. ribbon of ice. On the other 
(IV,6) through the buttress Glen Shiel ridge on the west On Fuar Tholl , the south- side of the corrie Andy Nisbet 
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with Marjorie Johnston and 
Dick Thompson climbed an 
icefall coming out of Way Up, 
Over Sixties (III). In the huge 
Coire na Caime, an icefall up 
the centre of the First Pinnacle 
gave Nisbet, Gareth Vaughan 
and Matthew Webb First Face 
(III). In the third of this trio of 
northern corries, Coireag 
Dubh Beag, Nick Kekus and 
Stuart Anderson climbed 
Headhunter(V,6) left of 
Headless Gully, beating Allen 
Fyffe and Jaz Hepburn to it by 
a few days. In Coire Liath 
Mhor, the southern corrie 
beneath the summit, Andy 
Nisbet, David Houfe, Neil 
Sinclair and David Wolfe 
accounted for Tbe Sneak (V,5), 
a very fine icefall hidden 
inside Tholl Gate East. 

On Slioch, the distant north 
face had the Slioch Slim Plan 
(III) added to the Main 
buttress by Roger Webb and 
Hamish Irvine. Back a little 
south and east, in The 
Fannichs on Sgurrn nan Clach 
Geala Simon Richardson and 
Roger Everett made an ascent 
of Skyscraper Buttress (VI,6) 
and adding the Empire State 
Variation (V,5) , a fine three
pitch variation up the left front 
face of the upper buttress 
overlooking Gamma Gully. 
On Sgurr Bhreac, Justin Finlay 
and Graeme Ettie climbed 
Turkey Time (III/ IV) up the 
buttress left of Ptarmigan 
Corner. Further east on Ben 
Wyvis, John Mackenzie visited 
Coire na Feola with P. Moffatt 
and came away with Tbe 
Snick (III) , the obvious slim 
buttress some way left of the 
main crag. Mackenzie also 
added various routes to the 
Stratyhfarrar Hills: in Coire Toll 
a'Mhuic with G. Cullen a line 
near the obvious nose in the 
middle of the crag produced 
the good Pearls Before Swine 
(IV, 4) while gullies either side 
of the nose produced Porker 
(II) and Piglet (II); on the big 
craggy face of Creag Ghlas 

above Strathconon the same 
pair added Blue Moon (III) 
right of Whoops; and a few 
days later with Martin Hinde a 
thin ice streak between 
Evening Arete and Glass 
Slipper gave Tbumper(IV,5). 

On An Teallach, in A'Ghlas 
Tuill , Andy Nisbet, Marjorie 
Johnstone and Dick 
Thompson climbed the 
buttress between the Second 
and Third Prongs to give 
Sixpence (III,4). In Toll an 
Lochain, Nick Kekus and 
Martin Welsh followed a series 
of icefalls and a fault to give 
Cadha Gobhlach Buttress 
(IV,4). Beinn Dearg came in 
for attention with the Glen na 
Squaib routes such as Emerald 
Gully (IV,4) proving vety 
popular. The only new addi
tion to this side of the hill was 
the rib right of Orangeman 's 
Gully by Dave Broadhead and 
Mark Dixon, Orange Edge 
(III). Coire Ghranda on the 
other side of the hill had a 
number of lines added in the 
middle grades. Andy Nisbet 
and Brian Davison climbed the 
fall on the wall left of the gully 
of Yon Spot - Stage Left (III). 
They also added Slush Puppy 
(IV,4) a wide icefall up the 
height of the Lower Cliff and 
to the right another icefall 
gave them Tbe Portcullis (IV,5) 
with a finish up the Upper 
Cliff via Upper Class Corner 
(III), left of the big corner of 
Snort Trail. Back on the Lower 
Cliff, this time with Stuart 
Anderson, Nisbet climbed Tbe 
Grander Ice/all (IV,4), a thin
ner but steeper line of ice right 
of Slush Puppy. With Gill 
Nisbet he also added 
Lillehammer(IV,4) up the 
crest right of Grotto Gully. 
Nisbet then had a good day's 
soloing by climbing three V 
icefalls on the unclimbed face 
above Loch nan Eilean before 
moving on to add Tbe Snake 
(IV,4) to the right of The 
Grander Ice/all on the Lower 
Cliff and finish up the Upper 
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Cliff via Tbe To.ff(IV,4) left of 
Upper Class Corner. The direct 
on The Fhidhleir's Nose on 
Ben Mor Coigach came into 
rare condition for a brief spell 
and got at least two ascents, 
one by Ewan Todd and Miles 
Bright in a speedy five hours 
with some aid and another by 
the slower Graeme Ettie and 
John Lyall shortly after when 
they made the second free 
ascent, rating the climb highly 
in terms of difficulty and qual
ity. The final wall at the top of 
pitch nine proved the crux 
(VII ,8). Across the way on Cul 
Mor, this pair also repeated 
Tbe Cul (V,5) but were forced 
by the conditions to use a 
point of aid and finish out left. 

Right at the top of Scotland 
on Foinaven, Neil Wilson 
visited Creagh Dubh to add a 
number of lines. With Jose 
Bermudez the gully left of 
Overseer gave the very good . 
Columbian Couloir (V,5) while 
the buttress to the left was 
climbed with Mike Harvey and 
Phil Miller to give Tbe Third 

Above: Rab Anderson on 
North Rib Route (V, 7) on 
The Cobbler's North Peak. 

Way (IV). Left of this last route 
he added Ahmed's Gully (IV) , 
with Andy Forsyth, and to the 
right, with Neil Stevenson, 
another gully provided Second 
Sight (IV,4). Further right, just 
left of NE Buttress, the obvious 
gully and icefall gave Dave 
Broadhead and Graham 
Drinkwater the Roaring Forties 
(IV). In Lower Coire Duail, 
Geoff Cohen and Des Rubens 
added a (IV) ice line to the left 
of Wind/ all and also climbed a 
line on Lord Reay's Seat. 

Central Highlands 
Ben Nevis came into superb 
condition and stayed that way 
for a long time with the Minus 
and Orion Face proving very 
popular. Icefalls such as Mega 
Route X (VI,6) came into 
unprecedented condition and 
saw many ascents including 
one for that BBC TV team. On 
the new route front, Doug 
Lang and Colin Stead climbed 
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three lines: Fijties Revival Meaghaidh came into excellent 
(IV,6) a line on the left side of condition, notably Tbe Fly 
Moonlight Gully buttress; a Direct (VII,6) which saw over 
line left of Neptune Gully at a dozen ascents to place it 
(IV) and a gully left of Mega firmly on the list of great ice 
Route X at (II/ Ill). Mal Duff lines. On the right a direct 
accounted for a few lines. version to The Midge was 
With Jan Oates he followed climbed by Robin Clothier and 
the summer line of Tbe Keep Bruce Goodlad, Falling Like 
(IV,5) on The Castle; on the Flies (VII,6). Andy Perkins and 
North Wall of Carn Dearg, Nick Woods climbed the 
with D. Horrox, J. Robson and steep, thin ice pencil to the 
H. Ousby, he climbed the left of Pinnacle Bu/tress Direct 
buttress between Casino to join Nordwand at the 
Royale and La Petite to give Le traverse, White Knuckle Ride 
Chat Nair (IV,4). Duff, Horrox (VI,6). Just along the way a bit 
and D. Potter then climbed the on Carn Liath, in Caire nan 
icefall left of American Pie to Gall , the first winter climb 
produce the Cheny Pickers went to Al Matthewson and 
(IV,4). Further left on Fives Andy Hume, Waterfall Buttress 
Wall, Duff climbed Slanting (II). Down at Loch Erich, on 
Slit (VI,6) an intricate line Creag Dhubh, John Lyall , 
based on the summer route Graeme Ettie and Kathryn 
The Slant. Grindrod added two fine ice 

The big ice lines on Creag lines: Swordfish (V,5) a three-

the 
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► Separate lightweight pot lifter and stuff sack are 
included with all cooksets. 
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tiered fall towards the right buttress , Rab Anderson and 
end of the crag; and Olympic Rob Milne added Redemption 
Hare (VI,6) a ve1y steep (V!,6) by climbing a steep 
distinctive column of ice. groove up the gully from 

Glen Coe saw some atten- Crypt Roule. Andy Cave and 
tion after a few quiet years. Mal Duff climbed Un Paco 
On Buachaille Etive Mor on Loco (VII,7) by starting up 
the east face of North buttress, Ciypt Route and continuing up 
Mark Garthwaite and Andy Crack-line by some very steep 
Clarke climbed the summer climbing to a direct finish 
lines of Shackle Route (VI,6) above Tbe Arch. On nearby 
and Hangman 's Crack (V,7) Bishop's buttress Brian 
while Simon Raw and Neil Ottewell and Ian Sutton did 
Main climbed the scary well to catch the impressive 
Central Chimney (VII,7) but ice line left of Closer in 
the main event was Garthwaite Condition, The Fang (VI,5). 
and Clarke's ascent of Fear of This time with Mark Robson, 
a Flat Planet (VI,8) a hard Ottewell added Diamond Edge 
route on The Rannoch Wall (IV,5) to the edge of Diamond 
crossing through Red Slab. On buttress overlooking Central 
Aonach Dubh, No4 Gully had Cully. The very fine Central 
a variation finish added to it Buttress (VII,7) in Stob Caire 
by Sean Nugent and Olly nan Lochan had its second 
Sanders at IV. High on ascent at the hands of 
Bidean's Church Door Garthwaite and Clarke. 

11.1i 
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Southern Highlands Stewart Mearns climbed the 
This area is coming in for ice line to the right of Haar to 
much more attention after produce Qua11et (IV). Many of 
years of neglect, in particular the other routes in this area 
the Bridge of Orchy area. On such as Menage a Trois (V,6), 
Creag an Socach the long- and Pas de Deux (V,6) were 
awaited second ascent of the confirmed as classics. The 
very steep Messiah (VII,7) icefalls in nearby Beinn 
went to Dave Heselden and Udlaidh were popular and the 
Chris Cartwright in less than steep Captain Hook (V/VI,5) 
perfect conditions. The third had several ascents. 
ascent went to Andy Clarke The Arrochar Alps got atten-
and Mark Garthwaite. Graham tion. On Creag Tharsuinn, Ian 
Little and Jim Lowther added Taylor and Alistair Robertson 
Days of Future Past (IV,5) up climbed the obvious gully to 
the slanting groove left of produce Anonymous Gully 
Glass Bead Game. In Creag (IV,6) and on the buttress to 
Caire an Dothaidh, Roger the right, Pulpit Grooves 
Everett and Simon Richardson (VI,6/7) gave Rab Anderson, 
climbed Beezlebub (V,5) a Duncan Mccallum and Rob 
direct line up the crag inbe- Milne a fine outing. On the 
tween Lucifer Rising and BO neighbouring Beinn Narnain, 
Buttress. In the north-east Twilight Zone (III) was added 
Caire, Mike Reid, Martin to the summit slab by Toby 
Sawyers, Gordon Butland and Archer and Alison Dyke. 

its the 
1.ntelliger1t features 

that make the 

Whisper Li ten• 

Internationale 600 
top of its 1 c1ass 

Light. efficient and field maintainable, the new Whisperlite 
Internationale 600 is the result of 20 years experience 
designing specialist stoves for the world's explorers. 

► New 'shaker'jet incorporates a weighted 'self
cleaning' needle. 

► Wide bore stainless steel generator tube facilitates 
cleaning allowing the use of White gas, paraffin and 
petrol as fuels. 

► Flexible tef/on and braided brass fuel line and 
collapsible legs reduce packed size. 

► 'Ported' burner design is quiet and efficient. 

~ 
Fibreglass wick allows a variety of priming fuels. 

All MSR stoves are supplied with alloy heat reflector 
and windshield. 

For further details, contact: FIRST ASCENT. 
Units 4 & 5, Limetree Business Park, 
Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3EJ. 

Tel: 0629 580484 
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Archer and Eel Ewing also Garthwaite and Clarke partner-
added Philosopher's Gully (II) ship for catching Punsters 
up the obvious central line on Crack (VI,8) in condition, for 
Cruach nam Miseag's north- snow strips off this area of 
east face. The cold climbs tick North Peak very quickly. Just 
on Beinn an Lochain, to the right, Right-Angled 
Monolith Grooves (IV /V,5) saw Groove (IV,5) went to Bruce 
several ascents. A little to the Goodlad and Andy Forsyth. 
right Dave McGimpsey, Robin Further right, Rob Milne and 
MacAllister, Andrew Fraser Rab Anderson climbed 
and Stuart Mearns added Gimcanna (V/VI,7) a winter 
Megalith (III) by climbing to line based on Gimcrack. 
7he Table and taking a Immediately right again with 
through-route above. Tom Chris Anderson and Duncan 
Prentice, Dave McGimpsey Mccallum they followed the 
and Andrew Fraser climbed summer line of North Rib 
Obelisk (V,5) by taking the Route (V,7) . On the Centre 
buttress and fault left of Peak Tom Prentice and Peter 
Monolith Grooves. Prentice and Beaumont climbed the good 
McGimpsey also managed a Chimney Route (V,7) at the 
rare repeat of the very fine second attempt and over on 
Great Central Groove (V,6) on the South Peak, Ian Taylor 
The Brack. The Cobbler has and Colin Lyon accounted for 
turned into a good little the summer line of S Crack 
venue. Top marks go to the (V,7). ■ 



forty years of ., 

Forty years ago an Italian expedition 
led by Ardito Desio reached the 

summit of K2 by the Abruzzi spur. 

Victor Saunders describes the first 

attempts to climb it and reflects on 

his own time on what Oscar 
Dyhrenfurth called the mountain of 

mountains. Topos of K2 by Jerzy 
Wala from a new K2 map and 

guidebook published this summer 

by Mountain Review. Main 
photograph of K2's summit by 

Roger Payne. 
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Postcards from the edge . 
Left: Vittorio Sella 's 
famous picture of K2 from 
the 1909 expedition. 
Middle left: Compagnoni , 
Desio and Ttinzing Norgay. 
Middle right: The 
expedition postcard 
featuring the successful 
team from 1954. 
Far right: Julie-Ann Clyma 
in House's chimney, the 
key to the lower route 
found by the Americans in 
1938. 
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T he Stnp is a curve of medial moraine deriving 

its stony origin from the Abruzzi spur The 

surface debris of red stones and rocks has been 

squeezed between the glacier emanating from 

K2 's south face, and the great sweep of glacier 

pouring as slowly as a post-office queue past the huge east 

face of the mountain. Medial moraines , you see, always 

define the junction of two ice streams. In 1993 our little 

cluster of tents formed one of seven tiny villages on the Strip. 

Above the Strip the south face of K2 rises in a squat 

pyramid for 11,000 feet. The top third consists of red rocks 

apparently floating on rounded snow ridges which look as 

innocuous as rolling white fields. You almost expect to see 

green sheep grazing under the sun. When the sun does 

shine, and the sky is free of cloud, there are only three 

colours - paper white snow, rust red rock, and the deep 

indigo sky. The righthand skyline forms the 'normal' route, 

the Abruzzi spur, the line of the first ascent in 1954. 

The mountain was first attempted by a British-led team in 

1902. Oscar Eckenstein's party included, two Austrians -

Heinrich Pfannl who had recently done first ascents on the 

Geant and G. Wessely - together with a Swiss doctor called 

Jules Jacot-Guillarmod, a friend of Eckenstein's Guy Knowles 

and the interesting occultist Aleister Crowley (1875-1947) 

who settled an argument with Knowles on the mountain at 

pistol point. Crowley correctly identified the south-east ridge 

- the Abruzzi spur - as the easiest line of attack, but was 

out-voted, and the team turned their attention to the north

east ridge where Jacot-Guillarmocl and Wesseley reached 

21 ,655ft (6520m). 

' I heard one passing American say, 'This 
place is just a pile of rocks with a view. ' 
What a view, though. ' 

Three years later Crowley tried to climb Kangchenjunga. 

The Alpine Club declined to report the first expedition, and 

actively disassociated itself from the second. This may have 

had something to do with the explorer and Royal 

Academician, Sir Martin Conway, who appeared to have 

taken against Eckenstein after his 1892 Karakoram 

Expedition, and used his connections to block his progress, 

though there are other possible explanations. Walt Unsworth 

says Eckenstein's friendship with Crowley and a 

'revolutiona1y outlook' - he wanted to climb without guides 

- made him unpopular with the establishment. Surely not. 

Yet Eckenstein was a man ahead of his time. For example he 

invented the modern crampon, and developed ideas about 

training and bouldering which now seem ve1y contemporary. 

In 1909 the Italians made their first appearance, under the 

aristocratic leadership of Luigi Amadeo di Savoia, the Duke 

of Abruzzi, who reconnoitred approaches to the south-east 

ridge which now bears his name. His party included the 

geographer Filippo de Filippi and the mountain 

photographer Vittorio Sella, His base was four days from the 

mountain at 'Rdukas' - the map name Urdokas is probably 

some kind of surveyor's phoneticisation as the local usage is 

'Dokas' or Place of the Split Rocks. 

The visitor can still distinguish the enormous ledges he 

caused to be cut there for his tents. Dokas is the last place 

before K2 where grass and flowers can be found, and with 

the giant granite boulders riven with off-width cracks, the 

setting is glorious. Beyond here all is sterile glacier, moraine 

heaped like spoil tips and ice-sheathed mountains. I heard 

one passing American say, 'This place is just a pile of rocks 

with a view.' What a view, though. 

On K2 the grand old Duke reached a height of around 

6,112 metres , equivalent to the modern Camp 1, before 

ordering clown his trusty guides Henri Brocherel and the 

Petigaxes, father and son. 'The Duke was finally obliged to 

yield to the conviction,' de Fillipi wrote, 'that K2 was not to 

be climbed ' . Much was still achieved: an attempt on 

Chogolisa that ended at around 7,100 metres which would 

remain an altitude record until after the Great War; Sella's 

beautiful photographs; De Filippi's magnificent book; and 

Negrotto's 1:1,000,000 map which formed the basis for much 

future work. 

In 1929 another prince of the House of Savoy, the Duke 

of Spoleto, led an exploratory and scientific expedition 

around K2 which included the young Ardito Desio who 

explored approaches to the mountain with the guide E. 

Croux. Other exploratory expeditions occurred in the 1930s -

Oscar Dyhrenfurth explored the south-eastern encl of the 

Baltoro in 1936 and Eric Shipton's 1937 Shaksgam trip 

explored the no1th. 

The Abruzzi spur became the focus of American 

expeditions first in 1938 - led by Charles Houston - and then 

with Fritz Wiessner's 1939 trip. Both failed high on the 

mountain. In 1938 Bill House climbed the difficult chimney 

at 6,700 metres which still bears his name and opened up 

the route to the summit. In 1939 Fritz Wiessner, climbing 

without bottled oxygen, led all the way to the summit 

pyramid, by-passing the bottleneck by the rocks to tl1e left. 

Climbing with Pasang Kikuli , the rocks took him all day to 

lead , and were judged by Fritz to be alpine grade VI. 

Exaggeration perhaps, but it has to be noted that no one else 

has tried the Wiessner line, even tl10ugh it is protected from 

the band of seracs that threaten the bottleneck. It is wo1th 

quoting from Wiessner here: 

'I had made up my mind to go to the summit despite the 

late hour and climb through the night. We had found a safe 

route and overcome the difficulties, and with the exception 

of the traverse, had easy going from now on. 

'The weather was safe and we were not exhausted. Night 

climbing had to be done anyway, as it would take us a long 

time to descend the difficult route up which we had 

struggled. Much better to go up to the sumrnit sl9wly and 

with many stops and return over the difficult part of the 
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Right: The 1993 British 
Abruzzi spur expedition 
helped recover remains of 
Art Gilkey, who had 
disappeared 40 years 
before. 

route the next morning. ' 

I had intended to say this was rare 

insight into the mind of one of the ve1y 

great alpinists of his day, but then I 

thought of those alpinists I know, some 

of whom I would also call great. In fact 

this sentiment is not so rare and 

Wiessner expressed in 1938 the logic 

my friends would employ. In this new 

world at 8,300 metres he showed no 

fear , no spectres haunted his mind; 

both difficulty and nightfall were 

explored for their contribution to the 

ascent and pressed into the service of 

his argument. 

Pasang, however, did not agree with 

this line of reasoning and blocked all 

funher progress by not paying out any 

more rope. 

They must have had remarkably 

good weather, for Wiessner and Pasang 

had another go at the summit after a 

rest clay when they sunbathed naked at 

8,000 metres , lying on their sleeping 

bags. Unfortunately Pasang had dropped both crampons 

during the night-time descent over the rocks, and the pair 

were now turned back at around 8,300 metres by ice to 

discover that all lower camps had been stripped in a now 

legendary mix-up of command. A few clays later the 

mountain saw its first fatalities. Dudley Wolfe and the three 

Nepalese Sherpas who tried to rescue him died high on the 

mountain in bad weather. 

After the war Houston returned to the scene, with a small, 

lightweight expedition. The team was similar to that of 1938, 

with an interesting exception. In 1950 one Captain Tony 

Streather of the Chitral Scouts made the first ascent of Tirich 

Mir (7706m) in the Hindu Kush with a Norwegian 

expedition. Though this was his first experience of climbing, 

when the team was selected for the 1953 Everest expedition 

the young Streather, now of the Gloucestershire Regiment, 

had been higher than any other British climber since the war, 

but the lack of 'Alpine ' experience counted against his 

selection. He accepted instead the American invitation to act 

as Transpon Officer and climber. 

Charles Houston 's team was almost overtake n by 

catastrophe when An Gilkey became ill at 7,700 metres with 

blood-clotting in his left leg. The team of seven began the 

difficult process of evacuation. Then there was a slip, one by 

one the climbers were pulled from their stances until only 

Pete Shoening was left standing. He held the entire team on 

his ice axe. The team anchored Gilkey to a pair of axes 

while they prepared a bivouac site, but when Streather, Bates 

and Craig returned to collect the injured man he had gone, 

and was not seen again until 1993 when his remains 

appeared on the glacier near the Strip. (The evidence that 

the remains found were his were the few pieces of clothing 

- a down jacket and other pieces that were 1950s American 

in origin - and a forensic dentist looking at a section of jaw 

with half a dozen teeth identified his age as 35 to 45 , his diet 

as western, and a supernumera1y tooth in the upper jaw, 

which his family remembered.) 

Tony Streather - now Lieutenant Colonel I-LR.A. Streather 

OBE - went on to reach the summit of Kangchenjunga with 

Hardie in 1955 during the first ascent of that mountain - an 

interesting parallel with the earlier British effons - and even 

more remarkable, it was only the young man's third climb. 

He never did become an alpinist after all. 

The following year Ardito Desio returned with a team of 

Italian all-stars intending to complete the American route to 

the summit. Continuity was provided by the liaison officer, 

Colonel Atta Ullah, who seems to have been universally 

popular with both the Americans and the Italians. Ullah gave 
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up expeditioning to learn polo at the age of 50 and later 

tragically died of gas poisoning from a faulty stove. 

It is surprising how readable Desio's account of the climb 

is. The reader cannot help but be awed by the pre

expedition preparation; previous expeditions were studied in 

detail , food lists debated, new tents and equipment designed, 

and candidates were weeded out with exhaustive physical 

and psychological testing. 

To obtain good photographs Desio somehow managed to 

persuade the Pakistani authorities to permit a flight roL1nd the 

mountain. The DC3 had a ceiling in the region of 7,000 

metres, and the flight round K2 was as committing as cave 

diving. The pilots bad Negrotto's 1:1,000,000 scale map, and 

had to rely on the professor's 1929 memories to find the right 

pass to fly out of China. 

The professor then devised a funicular winch. They rigged 

'The team was shaken. The weather 
deteriorated. And now the leader began to 
issue morale-boosting messages which he 
had sent up to the higher camps. ' 

up a counterbalanced wire haulage from c6,500 metres and 

Gino Solda volunteered to act as 'makeweigbt ' . Desio 

describes him 'careering over the snow with his legs 

in the air'. 

Using 502 porters for the 125-mile trek from Skardu to 

base in thirteen stages - now it is thirteen 'stages' from 

Askole and less than 40 miles - the team had established 

base by May 29th. They then built camps with the aid of 

Hunza high-altitude porters. This was the classical style of 

expeditioning, similar to Hunt's Everest success, and a world 

apart from the efforts of Houston and Wiessner. Fixed ropes, 

high-altitude porters , oxygen. On June 21st, a young 

Courmayeur guide, Mario Puchoz, died suddenly at 6,000 

meu·es of 'pneumonia'. The symptoms had been present for 

two days, but in 1954 they didn't know about the condition 

we now call high-altitude pulmonary oedema. The team was 

shaken. The weather deteriorated. And now the leader 

began to issue morale-boosting messages which he had sent 

up to the higher camps. Message number ten proclaimed 

that 'The honour of Italian mountaineering is at stake,' and 

number eleven said, 'We must not let the bad weather 

weaken our will to succeed. ' This seems to have had some 

effect. The youngest member of the team, Walter Bonatti, 

and the high-altitude porter Mhadi bivvied out on or under 

the bottleneck with no sleeping bags or tent, in order to 

bring the oxygen bottles up for the summit team. 

Lacedelli and Compagnoni must have climbed slightly left 

of the bottleneck, because Lacedelli removed his crampons 

and gloves to climb a pitch of rock before reaching the long 

series of false summits that leads to the top. On July 31st, 

1954 at 6pm Lacedelli and Compagnoni risked frostbite on 

the summit of K2 to photograph each other. The frozen 

gloves had to be slit to the wrist to be reused, and they 

descended in the dark with one handtorch which gave out 

before they reached the shoulder at c8,000 metres. Even the 

best prepared of expeditions need a certain brave 

commitment to succeed. Planning alone will never be 

enough. 

Before leaving, the Italians engraved a sheet of aluminium 

dedicated to the Dukes of Abruzzi and Spoleto, which is still 

there, resting on the cairn to Mario Puchoz's grave, and 

dedicated to Art Gilkey. 

THE SOUTH FACE of K2 looks down on the Strip. On the 

mountain's left horizon, a ridge emerges and rises to a rocky 

prominence called the Point Negrotto, then descends in a 

series of red pinnacles to the glacier. It is on the last and 

lowest of these that the Gilkey Memorial stands. 

A dusty path leads up from the tortured glacier under tl1e 

last pinnacle. The final few feet of the path is a cantilevered 

stone pavement, so typical of this part of Pakistan. 

Everywhere you look there are hammered aluminium plates, 

one plate is decked with dry flowers, and inscribed in neat 

Japanese Kanji, another in Polish. A yard further and there is 

a mound of these plates, draped over the cairn. 

Behind the cairn the view is of the great and wide ice 

rivers, the Godwin Austin in majestic sweeps, the Savoia, the 

Vigne and Baltoro all merging at Concordia. This place is a 

shrine. There are Tibetan prayer flags fluttering their mantras 

to the wind. The first deaths were in 1939, and here there is 

a sad coincidence. One plate reads 'in memory of Julie Tullis 

1939-1986 ' . Al Rouse , who also perished in 1986 is 

commemorated by a plate so badly rusted it can barely be 

read at all. 

Above the gentle curves of the glacier, Marble Peak, 

Crystal Peak, Mitre Peak and the massive Broad Peak guard 

Concordia. Enigmatic Chogolisa looks on from a distance. 

The Gilkey Memorial is an altar, Chogolisa forms the Western 

towers and the Godwin Austin Glacier the nave by which 

you approach. 

There have been many expeditions to K2 since 1954. 

Most of the great ridges have been climbed. The mountain 

has seen ascents in every possible style, from the very public 

Benoit Chamoux's 23-hour solo and the more private attempt 

by Torno Cesen. The very great majority of expeditions camp 

on the Strip, near the Memorial. There have been around 80 

ascents of the peak, with around 30 fatalities. And each 

death has been marked, following Puchoz's example, witl1 a 

plaque. Most of these plaques are aluminium expedition 

plates, crudely hammered to show the• name and a sad 

message to the dead. 

Perhaps the best way to reflect on the issues the memorial 

raises are to describe briefly some of my experience from the 

summer of 1993. The expedition was to climb the Abruzzi 

and the team was small. The climbers were Roger Payne and 

Julie-Ann Clyma who live near Manchester, Al:cin Hinkes 
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from Newcastle, and myself from Tayside. In addition we 

had an expedition doctor, Caroline Williams from Bristol, a 

liaison officer delegated from the Pakistan Army, Captain 

Nayyer Abbassi who extended his job description to provide 

us with moral support, and finally our cook Razzaq, who 

Roger called the Baltoro Blackadder on account of his sense 

of humour. Although his dress sense was closer to that of 

Baldric. 

There were perhaps 70 people on the Strip that summer. 

It was difficult to be exact. Most people were on the Strip for 

two months, some a little longer, a few somewhat less. Most 

people on the Strip spoke English, though they came from 

all over the world. All four hemispheres were represented, 

though the north and the west predominated. Most people 

Top: The upper section of the south side of K2 , with the Abruzzi 
and the shoulder - site of the modern Camp 4:... on the right and 
the west ridge on the left. Left: Victor Saunders . Middle: Julie
Ann Clyma - K2 has been climbed by women on only four 
occasions. Right: Al Hinkes, currently on K2 with the Reebok 
north ridge expedition. 

on the Strip were men. 

You might expect that people on the Strip would be a 

little touched, but here and there were outbreaks of obvious 

insanity. One leader discovered his expedition was 

technically bankrupt and couldn't afford the porterage to 

leave the Strip. He went into hiding at Camp 1 and wasn't 

seen again for weeks. His deputy couldn't take the strain and 

raided the expedition supply of Vallium. For a time >>38 
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k2 - a chronology 
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Year Route Leader Nationality Comments 
1902 North-east ridge Oscar Eckenstein British & Austrian Crowley observes Abruzzi as likeliest route to summit. 
Recconaissance of Godwin Austen Glacier. Highpoint of 21,655ft. 
1909 South-east ridge Duke of Abruzzi Italian Attempt to 18,242ft on south-east ridge, or Abruzzi spur. Meticulous 
and systematic study of K2 and its environs. Savoia saddle reached 1. 

1929 No attempt Duke of Spoleto Italian Extensive study of Baltoro region and Shaksgam. Ardito Desio 
expedition's geographer. 
1937 No attempt Eric Shipton British Mapping of Shaksgam side by Michael Spender. 
1938 Abruzzi spur Charles Houston American William House solves key to lower section by climbing House's 
chimney at 6,700 metres. Petzoldt reaches highpoint of 26,000ft. 
1939 Abruzzi spur Fritz Wiessner American Wiessner and Pasang Dawa Lama reach 27,500ft. Pasang Kikuli, 
Pasang Kitar and Pintso disappear attempting rescue of Dudley Wolfe - the first fatalities on the mountain. 
1953 Abruzzi spur Charles Houston American Ten-day storm ends strong attempt without Sherpas at 25,400ft. Art 

K2 

Negrotto GI. 

6 

* Br 1t1sh 6-p. 1980, leader D Scott. 

Gilkey suffers thrombosis and difficult descent ensues. Gilkey dies in avalanche. 
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1954 Abruzzi spur Ardito Desio Italian Well-funded and expertly organised traditional expedition. Mario 
Puchoz dies of pneumonia or HAPE. Despite bad weather Compagnoni and Lacadelli reach summit on July 31st at 6pm2. 

1960 Abruzzi spur William Hackett American & German Badly hampered by poor weather, highpoint reached only 7,260 
metres. 
1975 North-west ridge Jim Whittaker American Porter difficulties, personality clashes and hard climbing defeated the 
expedition at 6,700 metres3. 
1976 North-east ridge Januscz Kurczab Polish Highpoint of 8,400 metres achieved with no high-altitude porters and 
no oxygen below 8,000 metres•. 
1977 Abruzzi spur Japanese Huge expedition with 64 climbers and other personnel put seven 
members - six Japanese and one Pakistani - on the summit. K2's second ascent. 
1978 West ridge Chris Bonington British Expedition abandoned after Nick Estcourt killed in avalanche below 
Camp 2. 

North-east ridge Jim Whittaker American First ascent after joining Abruzzi from above Camp 6 at 8,000 metres. 
Reichardt, Wickwire, Roskelly and Ridgeway reach the summit. Reichardt reaches summit without oxygen after his set fails. Second team dump their's at 
27,000ft5 . 

1979 Abruzzi spur Reinhold Messner Austrian Five-day ascent after much route preparation by Reinhold Messner 
and Michel Dacher without oxygen. Porter killed on Savoia glacier. 

South-south-west ridge Yannick Seigneur French Attempt by all-stars - Boivin, Beghin, Ghiradini , Cordier - on middle 
section of Messner's 'Magic Line' (although Messner's line wasn't as direct as the eventual route). Large scale effort fails 500 feet short. 
1980 West ridge and Abruzzi Doug Scott British Highpoint of 23,000ft on west ridge but Scott unconvinced by capsule 
tactics. Highpoint of 26,500ft on Abruzzi after avalanche ended summit bid of Tasker, Boardman and Renshaw. 
1981 West ridge Teruo Matsuura Japanese First ascent of west ridge by massive traditional expedition with 5,500 
metres of fixed rope and oxygen. Eiho Ohtani and Nazir Sabir reach summit having dumped oxygen sets at around 27,000ft6· 

South face Yannick Seigneur French & German Alpine-style attempt on variant line on the south-east face. Highpoint of 
24,275ft - just below the shoulder7. 

1982 Abruzzi spur Polish & Austrian Two expeditions to the spur were unsuccessful due to poor weather 
and the death of Halina Kr0ger-Syrokomska. 

North-west ridge Janusz Kurczab Polish & Mexican Poor weather halted this strong attempt at 27,000ftS. 
North ridge Shinkai & Konishi Japanese First ascent by large expedition using fixed rope to just over 26,000ft 

but no oxygen on summit bid. Seven climbers reached top. Summiteer Yukihiro Yanagisawa killed in fall during descent9. 
1983 North ridge Francesco Santon Italian Repeat of previous year's ascent by Japanese. Two climbers, 
Agostino Da Polenza and the Czech Josef Rakoncaj reached the top. L ___________________________________________ J 
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k2 - a chronology ~-------------------------------------------, Year Route Leader Nationality Comments 
1985 Abruzzi spur Swiss, French & Japanese A number of ascents via the Abruzzi by all three nationalities. Daniel 
Lacroix dies on descent. 
1986 Abruzzi spur· Multiple K2's annus horribilis. Events are too complex to summarise here but a 
five-day storm in early August at Camp IV (8000m) contributed to the deaths of Julie Tullis, Al Rouse, Hannes Wieser, Alfred lmitzer and Mrowka Wolf after 
numeous ascents by disjointed groups meeting in the wrong place at the wrong time. The Korean expedition's sirdar, Mohammad Ali had been killed on August 
1st by stonefall at Camp 1 and two French climbers, Liliane and Maurice Barrard, died during descent from summit. Wanda Rutkiewicz, who was in their party, 
had become the first woman to climb K2 on June 23rd. Numerous successes this year on the Abruzzi couldn't dispel the uncomfortable conclusion that 
climbing K2 is more than just a gamble. At the end of the season 66 - 44 by the Abruzzi - had climbed K2 and 24 had died. Twenty-seven climbers reached 
the summit in 1986 alone but thirteen died. 

South-south-west ridge Janusz Majer Polish First ascent of the Magic Line. Summit reached on August 3rd by Petr 
Bozik, Wojciech Wr6z and Przemyslaw Piasecki, Wroz killed in descent of Abruzzi. Other nationalities on this route also suffered tragedies. The Americans 
John Smolich and Al Pennington were killed in an avalanche and the Italian Renato Casarotto died in especially tragic circumstances in a crevasse at the 
bottom of the route 10. 

South face Karl Herligkoffer International First ascent of this route, an excellent effort by the Poles Tadeusz 
Piotrowski and Jerzy Kukuczka after other members quickly abandoned the expedition. Done largely alpine style with difficult climbing, the pair reached the 
summit on July 8th after running out of fuel. Piotrowski fell to his death on the descent of the Abruzzi 11 . 

South face Viktor Groselj Slovenian Torno Cesen reached the shoulder - via a line to the right of that 
attempted in 1981 by Yannick Seigneur-in seventeen hours12 . 

North ridge Lance Owens American Attempt defeated by poor weather at 8,100 metres. 
1987 Numerous routes Multiple No one climbed K2 in 1987 due to bad weather. Several expeditions 
tried both new and established routes. Akiro Suzuki died after falling from high on the Abruzzi. 
1988 Numerous routes Multiple No one climbed K2 in 1988, either, although Pierre Beghin made a 
creditable solo effort on the north ridge, reaching 8,000 metres. 
1989 Abruzzi and east face Basque & Austrian Neither of these expeditions succeeded - K2 remained unclimbed for 
the third year running - and then Hans Barnthaler was killed in an avalanche on a subsidiary peak while taking photographs. 
1990 North ridge American & Australian Lightweight ascent by Greg Child, Greg Mortimer and Steve Swenson. 

North-west face Tomaji Ueki Japanese A twelve-man Japanese team put two members, Hirotaka Imamura 
and Hideki Nazuka, on the summit by the route attempted by the Poles in 1982 and then via the north face 13. 

No attempt Carlo Alberto Pinelli International A large group of mountaineers under the aegis of the Mountain 
Wilderness environmental group retrieved twelve kilometres of fixed rope, 50 abandoned tents, ladders, cable, stoves, oxygen cylinders, gas cartridges from 
below 7,000 metres on the Abruzzi and carried tons of garbage from base camp. Thirty-seven mountaineering expeditions and one hundred trekking parties 
came up the Baltoro in 1990. The mountain remained unclimbed from the south in 1990. 
1991 North-west ridge French Pierre Beghin and Christophe Profit climbed the ridge and then the 
north face in a lightening fast ascent, reaching the summit late on August 15th8 + 6. 

1992 Abruzzi spur Vladimir Balyberdin International Seven members reached the summit, the first in twenty-odd attempts 
to do so via the Abruzzi since the terrible summer of 1986. Another climber died on the Abruzzi in this year - Adrian Benitez, part of an international team which 
found the foot, sock and boot of Dudley Wolfe who had been the first to die on K2 53 years before. 
1993 Abruzzi spur Multiple Twelve climbers made it to the summit, five - Daniel Bidner, Stipe 
Bozic, Dan Culver, Reinmar Joswig, and Peter Mezger - did not make it down. 

South face Canadian Three Canadians, Barry Blanchard, Troy Kirwan and Peter Arbic 
climbed a variation of the 1986 Kukuczka-Piotrowski line but did not visit the summit. 

West ridge Dan Mazur International Mazur and Jonathon Pratt reached the summit on September 2nd 
after making the second ascent. 

To the end of the summer season of 1993, 94 ascents of K2 had been made, 63 by the Abruzzi and 31 had died on the mountain, 24 of them on the Abruzzi. 
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>> afterwards he was seen wandering around the glacie r 

muttering powerful cu rses in Dutch. 

There were stories of another kind. Just before we arrived 

at the end of June an 'International Slovenian' expedition put 

four climbers on the summit of K2 within two and a half 

weeks of arrival, and one more after a fu1ther two weeks. In 

their haste the first group of sumrniteers all but repeated the 

tragedy of 1986. Six members of the team were forced to sit 

out a storm in a two man tent at Camp 4 at 26,000 feet. A 

Croatian, Bojic Stipe and a Mexican, Carlos Carsolio had lost 

their way on descent and been forced to bivouac in the open 

before finding the tiny tent the next clay. Carlos had a 

frostbitten foot and climbed clown to Camp 3 with the 

exped ition leader, Viki Groselj. St ipe too had been 

descending when he realised the remaining three Slovenians 

needed help and he laboriously climbed back to Camp 4 

where he spent his third night at 26,000 feet , before 

attempting to lead the three remaining Slovenians to safety. 

Tragically one of them had been suffering from high-altitude 

<;erebral oedema - a condition which produces confusion 

and loss of balance. A few ya rds from the tent this man 

collapsed and died. He was just 31-years-olcl and left a wife 

and two small children . Another Slovenian, a 23-year-olcl 

electrician, had deep frostbite on all his fingers. 

became hopelessly lost in the wind and snow and for 

thirteen hours tried going up and down looking for an 

elusive clue to direction, until, in his own words, 'Een one 

moment I could not see anytheeng, but I felt a crevasse, and 

een that moment I made the hard cleceesion to jump ... you 

know. ' He could not know how far he had to jump. 

K2 was not the first close call for Carlos. In 1987 he was 

descending from Makalu when he became suddenly ve1y ill. 

He probably had HAPE. Two Polish climbers ignored his 

pleas for help. They were on their way to the summit. He 

had given up hope for himself and had radioed his farewells 

to his wife when a Catalan team lead by Pepe Aced picked 

him up, and with the later help of Alan Hinkes - sharing 

mountains with Carlos again - brought him safely from the 

mountain. One of the two Polish climbers fa iled to return 

from the summit. A week after we arrived Pepe Aced turned 

up with a large team of Catalans. For a few clays, Carlos, 

Alan and Pepe shared the same patch of glacier again. 

On July 7th an American-Canadian team put three 

climbers on the summit, but lost one. Dan Culver fell from 

the bottleneck. The statistics were not good, twenty percent 

fatalities for the first team, 33 percent for the second. How 

would the next summit team fare? 

Alan Hinkes was pleased to see Carlos, with whom he 

had climbed Shisha Pangma. Carlos must have nerves of 

steel; during the descent from Camp 4 to Camp 3, he 

By July 30th, our small team had established a clump of 

gas and food in the snow cave at Camp 3 at 7,400 metres. 

The nex.'1: clay Julie-Ann and Roger enlarged the cave, while 

Alan and I pushed on, with the idea of leaving a tent at 

k2-me name 
K2 is the identification term used by the 
Survey of India meaning Karakoram 
Peak No2. At the time it was not known 
that this was the second highest 
mountain in the world. There is no 

certain local name but others have 
been suggested. Among the 
suggestions have been Mount Godwin
Austen after Colonel H. H. Godwin
Austen who first surveyed the Baltoro 
area in 1861 . His claim for posterity 
might be considered more worthy than 
Sir George Everest's but the Survey of 
India strongly objected to such 
aggrandisement - with the obvious 
exception. Oscar Dyhrenfurth wrote that 
he had occasionally heard the name 
Chogori - from the combination of the 
Balli words Chhogo meaning 'big' and 
Ri meaning 'mountain' - used in 
Baltistan. Ad Carter, however, stated in 
the 1983 American Alpine Journal that 
Chogori was a western synthesis and 
that there was no local name for K2; a 
reason perhaps why 'Ke-Tu' - as it is 
pronounced locally - has been so 
widely adopted in the region. 
Furthermore, the Chinese equivalent, 
Qogir, is equally invalid, if not more so 
since it is an entirely modern invention. 
The argument is now largely academic 
since nobody is going to sponsor you if 
you tell them you want to climb 
Chogori. 
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Camp 4 at 8,000 metres. The weather was 

fine, and six climbers had stood on the 

summit the clay before. They were two 

Germans, an Australian and a Russian in one 

team. In a second team were a Swede and a 

Dane. 

Soon we were at 7,800 metres. I had 

been breaking trail for three hours from the 

snow cave at Camp 3. The sky was clear, a 

light breeze blew wisps of snow from the 

ridges and buttresses above us. The valley 

below us was filled with whirlpool clouds. A 

muffled shout floated up from Alan Hinkes, 

who was calling through his balaclava; I 

sank to my knees wheezing a littl e as 

asthmatics will insist on doing. 

'There they are!' On the horizon small 

figures staggered into view. One, two, and 

later a third. No more. Where were the 

others now, I wondered. Six climbers had 

reached the summit, but even as our eyes 

searched the ragged horizon for signs of life, 

our ears cou ld a lready hear the distant 

tolling of church bells. 

From Camp 4 an icy slope leads up to 

the bottleneck, a shallow gu lly, which after 

a hundred feet is followed by a traverse out 



to the left, 150 feet , and this in turn gives access to the upper 

snow slopes which lead , unrelentingly, to the summit at 

28,250 feet (8611). The six climbers had left their tents at 

5am and reached the top between 4pm and 6pm. The Dane, 

Raphael Jensen, radioed his base from the summit to say he 

was standing there with Andrew Locke the Australian. 

Unfortunately he thought Andrew's name was Cook. His 

base thought he said he was there with his 'cook from 

Switzerland' and assumed he was suffering from HACE. 

Andrew, and Anatoly the Russian , reached their tent by 

dusk. Raphael waited at the traverse for the others, who . 

were benighted. 

For a while Raphael could see two headtorches 

descending unevenly, missing the track they had made in the 

morning. Evidently one of the Germans was already missing. 

In the dark the men were slowly dying from oxygen 

starvation and hypothermia. Raphael shouted instructions, go 

left there, down a bit, too far right and so on. The Swede, 

Daniel, could move his limbs, but his mind was elsewhere. 

He was back in Sweden, and Camp 4 was a hut by the road. 

As long as his delusions corresponded to a need to climb 

down he had a chance of survival. 

Sometime during that long night the remaining German 

headtorch disappeared. Daniel reached the traverse and 

Raphael helped him to the start of the bottleneck. By now it 

was dawn again, and Raphael's own survival was at risk. He 

had started climbing down to Camp 4 and Daniel would 

have to descend the last few hundred feet to Camp 4 

unaided. Daniel never made it. He was last seen rolling past, 

clutching a large boulder in his arms and wearing a blissful 

and relaxed expression. For him the struggle was over. The 

effort was almost too much for Raphael , who was found by 

Andrew face down in front of his tent. The Australian picked 

the poor brave man up, put a sleeping bag in his rucksack 

and forced him down towards Camp 3. Two hours later Alan 

saw them approaching. 

'There they are!' Raphael could barely walk; he would fall 

over and collapse after every three steps. I took over from 

Andrew while Alan picked up Raphael's sack. Our 

enthusiasm for the mountain was ebbing fast. The odds 

against had sharpened considerable - twenty percent, 33 

percent and now 50 percent. 

At Camp 3 Roger and Julie-Ann had tea ready, and an 

enlarged snow cave too. Next day the two of them worked 

hard bringing the exhausted and frost-bitten Dane down 

7,000 feet to the glacier. Below Camp 3 there are old fixed 

ropes. Many of the ropes are worn and frayed; they can be 

ve1y dangerous. Somewhere here Roger took a fall when the 

old ropes snapped. With the right combination of snow 

conditions, weather and acclimatisation the Abruzzi is 

reasonably straightforward. Remove any one of these 

preconditions and the mountain becomes lethal. 

By now you might be looking for answers. I shan't give 

any, but let me put the question more plainly. Why should 

Above: Roger Payne at the bottom of House 's chimney. 

anyone climb a route that is dangerous, technically boring 

and so well known? Its exploration was all but completed in 

the 1930s. Still not obvious' OK, then I can't help you. The 

other question, whether or not we would have gone on to 

the summit had we not brought Raphael clown, seems 

supremely irrelevant to me. He needed down and that was 

that. And it is possible that bringing the man down saved our 

own lives. Remember Carlos Carsolio and the Poles? 

After Raphael was helicoptered out from base there 

followed a three-week period of appalling weather. It was at 

the start of this period that Art Gilkey's remains appeared 

above our camp. Blizzards swept across all our camps and 

the snow cave at Camp 3 collapsed under the weight of 

eight feet of snow. For us this signalled the end of the 

expedition, our two-month sojourn on the strip was over. 

We were at last free to go home. 

We were at 24,000 feet the clay our porters began to 

arrive. The following day we reached base camp sagging 

under the huge rucksacks full of tents , clown suits and 

climbing gear. We packed away our cluster of tents, our 

kitchen, and Art Gilkey's remains. The following clay began a 

period of perfectly fine, clear weather as we toiled clown the 

Baltoro glacier which is when Razzaq , the Baltoro 

Blackadder, pointed at the faultless sky and said: 

'When you find Gilkey, bad weather. Now you take 

Gilkey, good weather.' 

I said not a word in reply; I was marvelling at the granite 

spires around us - Lobsang , climbed by Scott, Trango, 

climbed by Brown, Uli Biaho climbed by Roskelly, and a 

host of other peaks all beautiful, all with their own histo,y. ■ 
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Left: Cornice on Mt Shin 
Above: Everything , 
including human waste , 
has to be packed out of 
Antarctica 
Below: On the summit of Mt 
Kershaw - first ascent 
Right: Descending Mt Shin 
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a different world 
It's expensive, it's cold, it's remote and there's nowhere else like it 

on Earth. Climbing in Antarctica may demand a high price but the 

rewards are great. 

Andre Hedger and 

Sundeep Dhillon, 
who climbed Mount 

Vinson and other 

mountains there 

in "1992, describe 

the pleasure and 

the pain. 
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T here was pack ice 10,000ft below the DC6 

The pilot had to land this ancient wheeled 

aircraft on a naked sheet of blue ice. He 

wou ldn 't have recourse to the brakes since 

these caused the plane to skid and risk hitting 

the hills which border the 'runway'. The skeleton of a 

smashed plane lay nearby , ready to be dismantled and 

flown back to Chile along with all the other rubbish. It was 

the plane that had taken Michael Palin to the South Pole in 

1991 and had crashed on take-off a few flights later. There 

were, thankfully, no casualties. 

Our landing was both exhilarating and terrifying but 

successful. And after eight hours in a noisy plane we were 

eager to venture out. Stepping out of the aircraft onto the 

ice a number of us fell over and we made our way more 

cautiously toward the jumble of tents that marked the 

Patriot Hills camp - starting point for most Antarctic 

expeditions. 

'Antarctica is the most exciting and 
exhilarating place to climb in the world. It 
has a space-like , naked beauty that defies 
the imagination. Most who have been there 
have an almost unhealthy craving to return. ' 

The Patriot Hills camp lies to the base of the Antarctic 

Peninsula. It is home for five months of the year to a 

hardened group of polar pilots and engineers who migrate 

south from Canada during the Arctic winter. They come 

together under the banner of Adventure Network 

Internat io na l, the on ly non-governmental organisation 

capable of providing logistica l support to any part of 

Antarctica. They have been used by every Antarctic 

expedition since 1984, including the record breaking trek 

by Sir Ranulph Fiennes and Dr Michael Stroud for the 

Multiple Sclerosis Society. Before our expedition, they had 

flown a little over 50 people to Antarctica. Last season they 

handled the logistics for over 150 people and the number is 

continuing to grow despite the huge expense involved. Our 

trip cost £15,000 each, partly due to the collapse of Sterling 

earlier in the year. This season climbers will be able to visit 

the Trans-Antarctic Range. 

Antarctica is the most exciting and exhilarating place to 

climb in the world. It has a space-like, naked beauty that 

defies the imagination. Most people who have been there 

have an almost unhealthy craving to return. The serenity, 

solitude and spiritual peace that this continent offers to the 

stressed, hyped-up modern city dweller is unique. 

It is also a land of extremes - the highest, coldest, driest 

and windiest continent on the planet. These e lementa l 

forces can affect the visiting climber and e ither make or 

break the whole trip. Planning, preparation and more than 

a little luck are the key to success. It is the fifth largest 

continent , larger than both the USA and Europe, and 

around half the size of Africa. During winter the sea around 

Antarctica freezes , almost doubling its size. 

The average elevation of the Antarctica is 2,300 metres. 

There are many mountain ranges in this polar region, some 

of which have never even been visited and so the potential 

for first ascents and new routes is unlimited. We were 

climbing in the Vinson Range, wh ich is higher than the 

European Alps. Mount Vinson is the highest mountain on 

the continent at 5,140 metres (16,859ft). This range is also 

600 miles from the South Pole, which gives it an element of 

seriousness even though it is the most frequently visited. 

Most world-class climbers often attempting the Seven 

Summits come here to bag Vinson. Fortunately, they ignore 

most of the other peaks, many of which are still unclimbed. 

In the first two weeks of our trip a ll nine climbers 

summittecl together on Mount Vinson - quite an 

achievement. With the weather deteriorating after this , 

seven of the group left early for home, leaving just the two 

of us to roam around at our leisure. What bliss! 

We were fortunate enough to make the first ascent of 

two previously unclimbed peaks. We have cleciclecl to call 

one of these Point Manana (4800m and 5km north-east of 

Vinson), after the ambling, lackadaisical way in which we 

climbed it. The snow on the south side of this mountain 

was in one metre uniformly polygon shapes which had 

score-marks on them from the icy cold wind. This would 

not be a good place to bivvyl The other peak has been 

named after Giles Kershaw, the pioneering polar pilot, who 

discovered the blue ice runway at Patriot Hills, and without 

whom many polar expeditions would have never become 

reality. Mt Kershaw is 4km east of Vinson at an altitude of 

4,835 metres making it the third highest in Antarctica. We 

also made the fifth ascent of the beautiful Mt Shin up the 

south-west face returning clown by the north-west ridge on 

one of the best clays of the trip for weather and views. Two 

hours - from midnight to 2am - were spent ungloved , and 

not freezing to death for a change, on a subsiclia1y peak 

whil e I searched for fossi ls and Sundeep mellowed out 

under the coloured skies of another world. 

There is no life of any description in this part of 

Antarctica . There are no lichens and the area is not visited 

by birds or insects. We were constantly aware that we were 

moving around in an environment incompatible with our 

existence. We were pitted against the most powerful and 

beautiful of nature 's forces, with only ou r equipment, 

resolve and luck protecting us. It was a humbling thought, 

which only served to emphasise the breathtaking scenes. 

The absence of any dust and relative ly few pollutants 

results in the air being remarkably clear. As a consequence, 

distances are deceptive . What appears to be a few miles 

away may , in fact, be tens of miles away. From 'higher up 

we cou ld identify distant peaks which we knew to be 

300km away. One can actually see the curve of the earth 
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on the distant ice. 

The cold polar plateau has an air mass above it of very 

low pressure. Higher pressure air from the edges of the 

continent are drawn towards the pole at high altitude. The 

air then cools and descends, rushing outwards from the 

pole at speeds of up to 200mph. This katabatic wind 

reaches speeds almost twice those encountered during the 

English October hurricane of 1987. This can have a 

seriously damaging effect on the casual camper. 

The high winds blow around a lot of snow, but in reality 

Antarctica receives less precipitation per annum than the 

Sahara desert. The interior has less than 3 cm of snow a 

year, making it the world's driest continent. Considering 

how little and how old the snow is, it is amazingly white. 

The Dry Valleys of Antarctica are the driest places on Earth 

and it is thought that no snow has fallen there for two 

million years. To the climber this means that great care 

must be taken to protect the environment as rubbish can 

not simply be buried. The extreme cold means that things 

do not decompose; witness the preserved hut from Scott's 

expedition. All rubbish must be carefully collected and 

flown back to Chile, where it can be disposed of properly. 

Cold is the major problem, and equipment and care to 

avoid frostbite and hypothermia are essential. The coldest 

temperatures in the world have been recorded in 

Antarctica. On July 21st, 1983, at the Russian base of 

Vostock, the thermometer plunged to -89.6°C. The average 

temperature in the coldest winter months ranges from -40°C 

to -70°C, rising to a staggering -15°C to -35 °C in the 

warmest summer months. During our expedition , we 

encountered temperatures of -35°C during the clay, going 

clown to -50°C at night. If there was any kind of wind, the 

winclchill would further decrease the temperature to 

between -80°C and -100°C. On these occasions , no activity 

was possible and the day would be spent in the tent fully 

dressed, inside a sleeping bag, with the stove to provide 

some heat and melt enough snow to maintain adequate 

hydration in the cold, dry environment. Books and games 

were welcome extras although Travel Scrabble can be ve1y 

frustrating as the anoxic brain functions as though it 's 

scrambled. 

A moment's carelessness can have drastic consequences. 

If you expose any part of your body it can quickly become 

numb and frostbite develops in a very short time. The 

damage may be permanent. On one occasion Andre's 

contact lenses froze on his eyes as he was struggling into a 

piercing wind. He had to quickly remove his gloves and 

thaw the lenses out with his hands, before they too began 

to freeze. 

One American climber we met ignored his cold numb 

nose. When one of his colleagues eventually saw it 

underneath the protective beak of his sunglasses, the tip 

had gone black. He was forced to leave Antarctica early, 

and ended up losing the end of his nose. Andre developed 

frostbite in all of his toes clue to inadequate footwear. As 

soon as he rea lised that his feet were getting cold, he 

forced himself to kick steps vigorously. By climbing in such 

an aggressive way we escaped any permanent damage. The 

vapour barrier sock system seems to be the answer. A 

down filled cod-piece will also be de rigeur for the next 

trip as Andre found out the hard way. 

You also have to avoid going too quickly and sweating, 

since this moisture freezes against the skin, further cooling 

you down. In such conditions, it is vital to watch your 

partner carefully. This 'buddy' system allowed us to spot 

evidence of altitude sickness, frostbite and hypothermia, 

and take the necessary measures. There is no rescue 

service. 

One of the most important pieces of equipment is a 

strong shovel for digging a flat platform for the tent and 

constructing a strong wall to protect it against high winds 

and driving snow. Wind conditions may destroy even the 

strongest and well-protected tent, so it's a good idea to dig 

a bolt-hole in a crevasse or snow bank somewhere on the 

mountain. 

Setting up camp was a long procedure, often taking four 

or five hours. First the area must be checked for crevasses 

and suitable sites found and levelled. Blocks of snow are 

then sawn out and carefully built into a wall on three sides 

of the tent. Meanwhile your partner is coaxing a small stove 

into melting water. Finally, the rucksacks are unpacked and 

eve1ything carefully organised inside the tent. Anything left 

outside must be secured and marked with a wand. 

Below: Antarctic Network lnternalional 's DC6 on the ice runway at 
the Patriot Hills base. Aircraft are unable to apply their brakes 
when landing here. 

Once inside the tent, eve1ything of value must be kept 

warm. You end up sleeping with boots, cameras, water 

bottles, sunblock, toothpaste and even the pee bottle to 

prevent them freezing. Black plastic bin bags make 
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Above: During the ascent of the south-west face of Shin. 
Left middle: Camping at 14,500ft with Shin behind. 
Left bottom: Approaching Vinson with Mt Shin behind. 

excellent deep frozen toilet facilities; a snow wall to protect 

from the wind is useful here. The rucksack weight doesn't 

reduce for the way down, as all waste is goes home. Hence 

the expression 'Oh, shit!' when you shoulder your sack. 

The low pressure over the polar regions means that 

mountaineering at these latitudes equates to climbing 1,000 

metres higher up at the equator, adding considerably to the ~ 
:;; 

strain imposed upon the body. In summer Antarctica 

experiences perpetual daylight, with the sun simply circling 

around the horizon. The nice thing about this is that if 

weather conditions are good, unhurried climbing and long 

summit bids are possible with no fear of being benighted. 

You will never need a torch which helps with the weight. 

There are other significant differences about climbing 

here that are worth noting. There are crevasses everywhere 

and a good knowledge of crevasse rescue is essential. As 

Andre was nearly always the lead climber he should know; 

he fell clown enough of them. Suncleep was very quick to 

the rescue. The snow is very fine and powde1y especially 

on some of the leeward faces There is a distinct lack of ice 

as the snow never thaws and refreezes. It can be very 

difficult to get crampons or axes to bite and belays on these 
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snow faces can be a little tenuous and hopeful. The cracks 

in the rock are all devoid of ice and are ideal for Friends, 

wires and pitons; certainly a pleasant change from Scotland. 

Stakes are also a useful bit of gear. 

On mixed ground the rocks are not always glued into 

the snow so cannot be relied upon as elsewhere. The knife 

edge ridges can get the full blast of the wind and can be 

quite challenging; full trust in your partner not falling off is 

useful. As the wind always blows from the south it is an 

idea to try to approach the peaks from the north to avoid 

the draft. Try also to pick your route so that you are in 

sunshine as much as possible and try to climb in the 

warmest part of the day; alpine starts are a nightmare as 

finding your buried gear and putting on crampons can get 

the frostbite going before you even set off. Mountaineering 

skis with skins are great especially for load-carrying with 

either a pulk or towing one of those cheap plastic sledges 

you can buy at petrol stations. 

Sunburn is a major problem as the low pressure, high 

altitude and hole in the ozone layer means that the UV rays 

are essentially unfiltered. When coupled with the perpetual 

daylight and intense reflections from every surface, the 

effects can be devastating. Total sunblock is mandatory and 

even then the burning is not completely stopped. A bizarre 

consequence of this is that it is possible to develop frostbite 

and sunburn at the same time. Good sunglasses are 

Above: The horizon is 230 miles away - 2am on Mt Shin 

essential to prevent snow blindness. Eye-masks are useful 

to help impose the illusion of night when trying to sleep. 

An expedition to Antarctica is not a light undertaking. It 

is necessary to invest in some of the best equipment 

available. We were helped considerably by Karrimor, as 

Mike Parsons, the owner, was on the trip. Their equipment, 

especially the layering system of clothes was excellent. 

Despite this, we ended up sleeping fully dressed, wearing 

clown jackets inside five season clown sleeping bags, inside 

fibre pile outer bags, inside Gore-Tex bivvy bags on the 

coldest nights. Bivouacking out on a route without the tent 

would be useless. We both felt that taking survival gear on 

summit pushes was a waste of time as it would only 

prolong the inevitable death from the cold. This was a 

conceptually radical idea to accept in such a harsh 

environment, but we elected to travel light, taking only 

spare gloves, chocolate and a thermos of hot water on 

summit bids. Travelling so light was a dream and 

fortunately we did not have any problems. It's no place for 

getting it wrong. 

SUMMARY: A report on climbing in Antarctica and details of the first all-British 
Expedition there with ascents of Mount Vinson, Mount Shin and two unclimbed 
peaks provisionally called Kershaw and Mariana. The nine-man expedition was led by 
Doug Scott. Anyone wanting to sponsor us for a future trip just get in touch. 
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Two climbers are driving to 

a new cliff through land 

they don't know. The 

traffic's heavy and they're 

bored. As they crawl along they see a huge 

tottering crag of soft rock and loose blocks out 

of the window. They joke 

about the consequences of 

climbing it, about the strange 

and ingenious 

techniques it 

would need. They conclude that 

anyone who tried would be 

crazy, certifiable, off the 

programme. Or Mick Fowler. Ed 

Douglas meets the man who has seen it all and 

then belayed to it with an ice screw. 

death and s 
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V ou 'll remember Gone With The Wind. Clark 

Gable and Vivien Leigh, the South in flames, 

wealth, jealousy and lust. In the novel , 

Margaret Mitchell puts these words into a 

character's mouth: 'Death and taxes and 

childbirth! There's never a convenient time for any of them.' 

This is not always the case. 

It's possible that right now a polite, bespectacled tax 

collector in his late thirties is grappling with some accountant 

to the rich or famous. This will be no ordinary argument 

about whether you can claim lunch with your squash partner 

as an allowable expense. This concerns the value of privately 

issued shares belonging to the accountant's client. Their 

client owns part of a factory that makes, say, widgets. It's 

been a bad year for widgets and so the accountant claims 

the client's 25 shares are not worth the zillion that the tax 

man says they are. Rich people are rich because they hang 

onto their money, especially when it's the Inland Revenue 

who want to take it off them. 

Rich people live - as Kurt Vonnegut termed it in God 

Bless You, Mr Rosewater - by the 'Money River, where the 

wealth of nations flows '. Accountants give 'slurping lessons' 

to help rich people get richer and to help themselves get rich 

too. I guess that accountants who move close to the Money 

River must feel they have an edge, especially over someone 

who works for the Government which is generally poorer 

than rich people. 

They may be right some of the time, but not 

now. Because the guy in the suit trying to nail their 

client on this occasion is Mick Fowler, and he has 

done things that would unhinge most accountants, 

freeze their blood however good they were, and 

dump them in the Money River to drown. But then 

Mick Fowler has done things that would freeze the 

blood of most climbers. It must give you confidence, 

especially if you 're in control, which Fowler is. And 

it must make you sanguine about accountants. 

MICHAEL ALAN FOWLER was born in the London 

suburb of Kingsbury in 1956. He was introduced to 

the mountains by his father George. It is important 

to stress George's influence on his son. George has 

been described by one friend as 'Mick 's secret 

weapon', performing the role of conditions assessor, 

support team, boatman and, in the early days, 

teacher. But the chief thing George gave Mick was a 

stable and supportive background and a great deal 

of enthusiasm. Most of us, when confronted with a 

difficult climb, ask ourselves, 'Do we dare?' Mick 

Fowler asks, 'Why not? I'll enjoy it.' 

George took Mick walking in the Alps and 

Scotland from his early teens. Mick confesses that he 

was not instantly taken with it , especially bog

trotting north of the border, but enlightenment 

eventually came: 

'I saw people on these rather steeper bits and that looked 

a lot more fun. It didn't involve such sustained and strenuous 

activity and seemed to have a better pub scene. ' 

Note the 'rather' . Read any of Fowler's accounts of his 

climbs and you 're immediately subsumed into the typically 

English mode of self-deprecation for the sake of amusement. 

(In fact, it's almost John Majoresque except that the Prime 

Minister means it and is running the country and Mick 

Fowler doesn't and probably should be running the country.) 

Climbs are thus not desperate and terrifying, they are 

'somewhat interesting' or 'not unfrightening'. It is a code with 

a great tradition in British mountaineering, originating with 

the Victorians - Mummery and Stephen - and continued 

through Tilman and Shipton to climbers like Fowler. And 

Fowler is the best of them, at least in terms of ability. He also 

shares the irrepressible urge of those forbears to know what 

is round the next corner and then clin1b it because it would 

be impolite not to do so. 

Mick started to go down to the sandstone crags of Kent in 

the mid 1970s and there met people like Mike Morrison and 

John Stevenson who were living in Croydon. These two 

would share many of the early adventures and Morrison 

many of the later ones as well. Mick got a car when he was 

Above left: George Fowler on the Dbergabelhorn in 1981. 
Left middle: Ice climbing on the north Devon coast. Dave Wills at 
Sp ekes Mill Mouth . 
Below: Mike Morrison on fourth pitch of Breakaway at Henna. 
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seventeen and in 1976 headed for the Alps for two months. 

That year he climbed his first hard Al pine route , the 

Cecchinel-Nomine on the Grand Pilier d'Angle of Mont 

Blanc, with Howard Crumpton. 

'It opened my eyes,' he recalls, 'to the excellent grounding 

I'd had through climbing with George a lot. On easier 

ground where you can move together I did seem to have an 

advantage over the people I was climbing with. It was a 

good time. Instead of doing things where I was basically 

dragged along by George, I was doing things that I'd 

gradually become more and more aware of, the more 

impressive routes - the ones that were on the list. ' 

The list. Fowler is known for unearthing brilliant and 

adventuresome climbs at places that most climbers don 't 

know exist but his apprenticeship carried him through the 

classics as well, both in Britain and the Alps. He, together 

with Morrison, Stephenson and others, would travel to North 

Wales at weekends and work through the card. There was 

the usual over-confidence of the novitiate: 

'We believed it when the guidebook said that Vector was 

one of the hardest routes in Wales. We were brought up a 

bit when we tried to repeat Zukator [freed in 1974 at E4 by 

Pete Livesey]. That was a bit more challenging.' 

Such uncomfortable surprises only prompted Fowler to 

step up a gear. Climbing became his life, not least because 

he didn't go to college. 

'It was an obsession. I came back from the Alps in 1976 

and moved up to the Peak District basically to go rock 

climbing. It's always struck me as a bit of an odd thing to do 

because I'd just statted rock climbing in the South-West and 

was really into the adventure climbing. There were reasons 

gritstone wall in 1973 but drilled two clots for sky-hooks to 

overcome the crux. His explanation that this was 'actually 

free climbing with sky-hooks in a couple of areas' was a 

typical and now infamous remark from British climbing's 

flawed visiona1y. 

Fowler, a man rarely considerate of reputation, abseiled 

and top-roped the line and then lead it but someone else's 

chisel had been at work and those who did not believe that 

this upstatt Londoner could square up to the local heroes 

pointed the finger. 

I ask him: 'Do you remember Linden?' 

'Yes, of course.' 

'I guess you would. It must have been quite a big clay.' 

'It wasn't that big a clay, I've just got quite a good mem01y 

for these things.' 

Fowler's account of the route for Extreme Rock touched 

on the controversy surrounding the route: 

'The rock was still receiving secret attention and, by 1976, 

an obvious peg scar and a small chipped hold had 

materialised, the origins of which featured largely in the 

furore which followed the first free ascent.' 

Mick has travelled to most areas of Britain and solved 

obvious and longstanding challenges before the locals got 

around to them, but the only place it provoked oven hostility 

was the Peak. To its credit, the rock-climbing magazine 

Crags gathered the evidence, referring to Fowler's sudden 

impact as 'one of the hottest talking points in the Peak,' and 

pronounced him innocent. Fowler, it suggested, could 

assume the mantle of stardom in the centre of the climbing 

universe. The man himself, however, remains non-plussed: 

'Linden gets mentioned a lot, but from my own point of 

'Do you remember Linden?' 
'Yes, of course. ' 
'I guess you would . It must have been quite a big day.' 
'It wasn 't that big a day, I've just got quite a good memory for these 
things. " 

for it. My girlfriend had just left a job in Devon and we were 

drawn to what seemed to be the centre of the climbing 

scene at the time.' 

He made an immediate impact. Fawcett, Allen and 

Bancroft were at their zenith as was Peak District climbing. 

Fowler's sudden and dramatic arrival from London caused 

some to doubt his achievements. He made the second ascent 

of Supersonic, Fawcett's latest testpiece and widely hailed in 

the climbing press. He did the first ascent of the ES London 

Pride and repeated the chillingly bold Great Arete, both at 

Millstone. The latter 's lack of protection and exposed 

position had given it a tremendous reputation. 

The climb which involved the most controversy, however, 

was the first free ascent of Linden at Curbar in December of 

1976. Eel Drummond had climbed this blank and leaning 

view it wasn't one of the routes that I got a great deal of 

pleasure out of or found most memorable. We abseiled 

clown from the top, practised the moves and reduced it to a 

gymnastic exercise. And for that reason it was nowhere near 

as memorable as, for example, big routes on Scottish sea 

cliffs.' 

In Mick Fowler's multi-stranded career - he himself refers 

to it as his 'hobby' - sea cliffs hold an especial significance. 

In many ways his sojourn in the Peak District was a hiatus in 

otherw.ise adventuresome activity and his serious new

routing began on Blackchurch and quickly filled out to 

encompass many of the more sobering and less solid 

stretches of coastline in Devon and Cornwall. At Tintagel in 

May 1978 he climbed Vagabond with Mike Morrison - he'd 

already despatched the third ascent of II Duce - which Iain 
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Peters' guide - an excellent work that does justice to the area 

- describes as 'the most serious of the routes centred on the 

Il Duce groove, finding a lonely and difficult path up the 

wall and overhangs to the left of the groove.' You can almost 

hear Mick smacking his lips. Pat Littlejohn, the guru of South

West climbing, wrote in Crags in the late 1970s that 'recent 

routes at Blackchurch by Mick Fowler suggest that he took to 

this big, brooding precipice like a duck to water. ' 

Fowler didn't confine himself to sea cliffs in the South

West either. Ludwig on the Yellow Wall at Gogarth, now 

graded E6, was climbed with one point of aid in 1978 - 'a 

tough route,' says the guide, 'serious and uncompromising, 

providing a thoroughly good scare' - and Heart of Gold, on 

Gogarth's Lefthand Red Wall, was also climbed by Fowler 

that year, a three-star ES a few weeks after Fawcett climbed 

The Cad. 

The following year Fowler moved on to the shale cliffs of 

north Devon. The only thing well-cemented on these climbs 

was his reputation for bold climbing. The route which 

captured the imagination was Breakaway at Henna Cliff. Iain 

Peters describes the crag as being 'conveniently situated near 

the graveyard of Mo1wenstowe' and offers some advice on 

protection: 

'Terrodactyls, ice-screws, stakes and a strong belief in 

one's immortality are the main requirements for an ascent. .. 

After the second pitch retreat would be at best extremely 

difficult and at worst terminally easy.' 

Keith Darbyshire had made an attempt in 1974 - the year 

before his death - and in his article 'A Mountain by the Sea' 

published in Mountain 75 Fowler was full of praise for the 

shale revolutiona1y, but the horror of the situation escaped 

even Fowler's understated, can-do style: 

'Placing several poor peg runners in a particularly soft 

shale band I mantleshelfed into the scoop. Unfo1tunately the 

base of this proved to be even more unstable than 

in popularity of indoor climbing walls, and those interested 

in repeating some of these routes are advised to study the 

first ascent list at the back of this guide,' commented Peters -

and were awarded the sobering and tell-tale grade of XS -

extremely severe for grown-ups. Nor was Fowler ignoring 

other rock-climbing areas; in 1977 - on his 21st birthday - he 

did the third ascent of Footless Crow at Goat Crag, in 1979 

he put up the E4 Spreadeagle on Cloggy and the 6b testpiece 

Infidel at High Rocks and in 1981 - the year he did In 

Memoriam - he climbed Stone at Strone Ulladale on the Isle 

of Harris. Throw in his winter climbing - more of which later 

- and his Alpine holidays when he went through the card of 

north faces - Les Droites, Grandes Jorasses, Eiger, Matterhorn 

- and the true scale of Fowler's versatility and enthusiasm 

becomes apparent. And he had barely got going. 

Fowler had started working in the tax office in London 

after returning from the Alps in 1977 and for the rest of the 

1970s and the 1980s his adventurous undertakings were 

pursued at weekends and during annual leave and were 

preceded by unbelievable driving feats. He also found 

himself at the centre of an extraordinary climbing scene of 

talents hardly less than his own. 

'It was a keen and adventurous group of people who met 

on a Wednesday night to organise something exciting for the 

weekend,' he says. 'Chalk cliffs on Humberside? Fine. Shale 

cliffs in Cornwall? No problem. Beachy Head? Certainly sir.' 

The climbers involved were as characterful as Fowler and 

were often awarded a nickname: 'Slippery' Victor Saunders, 

Chris 'Ripple ' Griffith , 'Fearless' Phil Thornhill, the world's 

slowest soloist, 'Carless' John Lincoln and Phil 'Lobby' Butler 

as well as Mike Morrison, Chris Watts, Arni Strapcans, Andy 

Meyers, Simon Fenwick, Crag Jones and Steve Sustad. These 

partners did many outstanding climbs without Fowler but as 

Saunders says, 'If Mick had not been there it wouldn't have 

happened. ' 

'The following year Fowler moved on to the shale cliffs of north Devon . 
The only thing well-cemented on these climbs was his reputation for bold 
climbing. The route which captured the imagination was Breakaway at 
Henna Cliff. lain Peters describes the crag as being 'conveniently 
situated near the graveyard of Morwenstowe" 

anticipated and started a gradual but determined sliding 

movement. Instinct took over from any climbing ability and I 

squirmed into a back-and-foot position. This seemed rather 

more successful as the increased lateral pressure halted any 

disturbing rock movements. Down below faint sounds could 

be heard indicating Simon's doubts about shale climbing.' 

Holding the crag in place and abseiling from ice-screws 

didn 't confine Fowler to this one outing. Private World at 

Bukator and The Tourist at Beeny Cliff were hardly more 

solid - 'Cliffs like these may well explain the recent increase 

Chris Watts agrees: 'There were a lot of people in London 

at the time who were prepared to go up to Scotland but it 

often centred on Mick.' 

The ebullience of this group is as well illustrated by their 

interest in the chalk cliffs of the south coast as anywhere 

else. In 1983 Fowler and Thornhill climbed The Great White 

Fright at Dover and Mick's photograph in Mountain of 

Thornhill and Watts on this Grade VI gave sweaty palms to 

climbers all over the world. The overriding question, given 

Fowler's previous activity on shale, was whether these 
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Saunders: 'The belay was a tied-off screw and a bit of a peg. Mick 
went up and put a couple of pins in and then came off. Because he 

knew he was going to hit the snowfield above the basin he assumed 
the ice-axe arrest position. Except, of course , that he was upside 

down. I was su're we were going to die.' 

people were entirely on the programme. And the simple 

answer is yes, to a large extent they were. They were simply 

prepared to examine the boundaries of the possible and then 

cheerfully rub them out. Between 1980 and 1993 Fowler 

climbed new routes each year on the chalk beginning with 

the completion of Crowley's Crack at Beachy Head - the 

diabolist had made a good attempt in 1893 - in conventional 

rock-climbing style. In January 1981 he turned the deal on its 

head by using ice tools on Dry Ice at St Margaret's Bay in 

Kent, climbed with Watts and Meyers. The climb was made 

eve n more memorable by impote nt attempts by the 

coastguard to tell them that what they were doing was 

dangerous and that they should stop it. The cliff-top meeting 

between a successful Fowler and a frnstrated rescue party 

must have been all the more amusing as the climber realised 

he was three feet short of the abseil post. 

Forty-two routes on the chalk in thirteen years indicates 

that this early exploration was no wacky experiment and its 

relative popularity, admittedly limited to those who certainly 

are wacky experiments, vindicates the view that Fowler was 

eminently sane. His continuing interest in various crags and 

stacks off the coast of Britain and Ireland would have 

contented most climbers - the sensational Caveman at Berry 

Head, for instance, climbed at E6 in 1982 or the stupendous 

Cliffs of Moher on the west coast of Ireland explored with 

Steve Sustad a decade later - but it is only one element to 

Fowler's climbing. 

I ask Mick about his partnership with Phill Thomas, a 

South Walian whom he came across while climbing in the 

South-West. 

'We didn't climb that much together but what we did was 

very good.' Mick mentions a couple of trips with him to the 

Alps when they climbed Les Droites and Russia in the 1980s. 

'Oh ,' he adds, 'and a rock climbing trip to Scotland.' Some 

trip. 

The 400-foot north face of the east ridge of Blaven on the 

Isle of Skye is a staggering piece of rock and the route the 

pair climbed in June 1977 retains its reputation for 

seriousness and commitment. 'Desperate climbing on tiny 

holds ,' he wrote of the crux traverse , 'placed me in a 

position where I could clear the debris from the ledge with 

my right foot; tl1e ledge itself seemed quite stable and, as I 

couldn't hang on the wall any longer anyway, I gently eased 

my weight onto it. No detectable movements occurred, and 

standing in balance by now, I was more than a little pleased 

to find a solid spike a little higher .. .' 

Subsequent ascensionists have muttered about the severity 

of its grading, but more impressive is the imagination and 

spirit that went into climbing it. Fowler, still only 21, had 

helped transmogrify Skye from a backwater, albeit a dramatic 

one, into a place that was both difficult and all-too-easy to 

avoid. And, as he put it, 'an irreversible affection for Scottish 

rock had been born.' 

Success on Scottish ice took slightly longer but was no 

less dramatic. In 1979 Fowler did significant first ascents in 

North Wales including Central Icefall Direct on Creag y 

Rhaeadr but it was on Ben Nevis where the best effort came. 

It was also the first time Fowler climbed with Victor 

Saunders, although they had met the year before in 

Chamonix. 

' I reme mbe r meeting Victor on the ma in street in 

Chamonix and finding him an objectionable little squirt,' 

Mick recalls. 

Saunders replies: 'The reason he thought I was an 

objectionable little squirt was because I'd never heard of 

him.' 

What Fowler describes as one of his 'happiest climbing 

relationships' began with two spare places on a Croydon 

Mountaineering Club meet to the CIC hut. 

'Mick drove overnight all the way,' Saunders says , 

'because I didn't have a licence and I assumed that we 

would sleep it off the next day. Instead we did Raven Direct 

on the Buchal. It was the first Grade V I'd done.' 

The hut was booked for a week from the Sunday night 

and George was on hand to resupply. It must go down as 

one of the more dramatic holidays experienced on the Ben. 

First, there were problems on the Orion Face. 

Saunders told me: 'We just assumed that if we climbed a 

line roughly to the left of Zero Gully then we'd be okay but 

we ended up on Astral Highway. I'd backed off a pitch - the 

only time I did that with Mick - after placing a hex in an icy 

crack. The belay was a tied-off screw and a bit of a peg. 

Mick went up and put a couple of pins in and then came off 

and because he knew he was going to hit the snowfield 

above the basin he assumed the ice-axe arrest position. 

Except, of course, that he was upside down. I was sure we 

were going to die.' 

Fowler told me: 'We were lost, as usual , somewhere 

above the basin on the Orion Face and I was contemplating 

the next little bit and leant back on my ice axes which were 

buried in a thick plate of ice to look up. Out of the spindrift 

and whiteness came a heavier avalanche and tl1e plate of ice 

came off. I remember it quite clearly. I had long enough to 

get a really good swing of the axe. I still remember through 
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the spindrift seeing an enormous spark. There was clearly 

nothing there. I fell fifteen feet onto quite a new peg and 

twisted round completely and split along the shaft.' 

When the spindrift settled, Fowler had stopped but was 

sans helmet and glasses. He shouted up to Saunders as to 

their whereabouts and Saunders recommended that Fowler 

look in the bottom of the hole that Fowler had made with 

his head and then bounced out of. The equipment was 

there. 

Of course, the route was completed. 

Next they despatched the first winter ascent of the Shield 

Direct on Carn Dearg, the first route to be graded VI in an 

SMC guidebook. 

'What do you remember about Shield Direct?' I ask Mick. 

'I remember Victor buggering up the pictures.' 

All Saunders will give is a long, detailed and self-excusing 

explanation of how the pictures were buggered. As an 

indication of the bravado and style of the London scene, 

Saunders then left to make the second British winter ascent 

of the no1th face of the Eiger. He had only had one Alpine 

season. 

The pair climbed other milestone climbs together, the Fly 

Direct on Creag Meagaidh in 1985 for example. A climber - a 

mere mortal - recently told me that he had come across 

Saunders and Fowler before this ascent falling out of the car 

prior to walking in after the drive up from London. He 

enquired whether they were up for the week. No, Fowler, 

replied, they were up for the day and would be returning 

that evening for a party. It probably isn't true. 

But it could be. 

The following year they went to Skye looking for the first 

winter ascent of Waterpipe Gully but were beaten to it. 

Instead they settled for a repeat, a first ascent of an easier 

line and a wander into the corrie of Sgurr a'Mhadaidh. The 

two had left most of their gear behind - this was only a 

reconnaissance - and when they spotted an outrageous line 

Fowler country. Left: Mick's famous shot of Phil Thornhill and 
Chris Watts on The Great White Fright. 
Middle: The Golden pillar of Spanlik. 
Right: Climbing on Minus One buttress, Ben Nevis. 
Next page: On the first ascent of the Girdle of Ben Eighe. 

of icicles Saunders assumed they would return next day for 

the ascent. Fowler had other ideas and despite only having a 

9mm, a screw, a peg and a couple of nuts the Icicle Factory 

(VI) was born. Carpe diem is Michael Fowler's battle cry. 

Chris Watts also shared many first winter ascents with 

Fowler, not least that of Against All Odds (VI) in 1988 on the 

north face of Aonach Dubh in Glen Coe. As Rab Anderson 

reported in Mountain: 

'On the second attempt the diagonal shelf avalanched 

sweeping Mick, Chris and party off the end of the ramp and 

out into space to deposit them in the gully below where they 

came to rest some 600 feet from where they sta1ted.' 

Of course, they went back. 

Watts shared in Fowler's good fortune and great 

judgement for knowing where to be and when - except, of 

course, when being avalanched: 

'On one occasion Mick phoned Martin Moran to find out 

what the conditions were like in Torridon and we then drove 

up overnight to do the first ascent of Pipped at the Post [a 

grade V on Fuar Tholl]. I remember Martin arriving at the 

bottom of the crag to do the line when we were halfway up 

the second pitch. I imagine Ma1tin found it quite funny.' 

Most recently the pair climbed Mitre Ridge in Beinn 

a'Bhuird. It was the first tin1e Watts had climbed in winter in 

Scotland for tl1ree years and he found that Fowler had lost 

none of his passion: 

'The weekend when Uacqueline Greaves) was lost in tl1e 

Cairngorms we went up to Beinn a'Bhuird, driving all 

through the night and then walking in for eight hours on a 

compass bearing. There was a brief improvement in the 

weather so we could see into the corrie but by the time we 
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had climbed down the visibility had gone. Mick still wanted 

to go for it so we could do another climb the next day. 

Eventually we persuaded him to dig a snowhole and wait. ' 

Of course, they did the route next day. 

If all Mick Fowler had done were the routes outlined 

above then he would still have been one of the best British 

climbers of recent years. And, by the same token, if he had 

concentrated on one specific area then he would have 

dominated it. But such a focused approach was never likely 

despite some evidence to the contrary. He is, for instance, 

ambitious - witness his successful career - and not 

disinterested in money. And he is methodical. In response to 

an enquiry about the progress of his autobiography he 

merely comments that the second chapter is complete and 

publisher's targets are being met. 

I suggest to him that it must have required great 

determination to pursue both climbing and his career and, 

latterly, family, he replies: 

'Well, I bummed around for a year in Sheffield. That 

convinced me that I didn't want to do it for ve1y long. There 

wasn't much money it. ' 

Mick, then, is clearly no hippie traditionalist. When I ask 

him whether he is dismayed at the increasing professionalism 

of climbers, the amateur hobbyist replies, 'I couldn't give a 

toss.' However, the romanticism is there, exhibiting itself in 

one ethical question which does make his blood boil - bolts: 

'You can't beat an ascent that starts at the bottom and 

ends at the top and doesn't rely on any artificial aid of any 

kind. Now, for me, placing a bolt is the antithesis of that. 

You are doing something that is completely alien to the rock, 

which requires no weakness in the rock whatsoever. Taking 

it to the worst extremes like Maestri on Cerro Torre, you 

can't fail. You're destroying the challenge. What's climbing 

about? It's about pitching yourself against a mountain and 

seeing whether you can get up. By putting bolts in you're 

'You can't beat an ascent that starts at the 
bottom and ends at the top and doesn't rely 
on any artificial aid of any kind. Placing a 
bolt is the antithesis of that.' 

detracting from the true adventure of climbing.' 

The key words are challenge and adventure. Climbing 

mountains should require skill, courage, ingenuity, tenacity, 

respect and luck - in Mick Fowler's mind at least - and to 

denigrate the challenge is to reduce those qualities in 

yourself and cheapen the achievement. It's old-fashioned but 

then it does work. 

Mick's philosophy, understated and self-parodied though 

it is , has had its finest expression in the greater ranges. His 

achievements there promote Fowler - though such plaudits 

are worthless in comparison to his imagination and 

enthusiasm - to the world 's best. After a solid Alpine 

apprenticeship it was only natural that the exploration he 

was pursuing in Britain would be extended abroad: 

'Our real problem was that I didn't know anything about 

the other ranges. They were very expensive to get to and I 

appreciated that without a decent objective I could easily 

waste a lot of time. There didn't seem to be a way round this 

other than to simply get out there and have a go but we had 

a chat with Al Rouse who suggested Peru since it meant we 

could get there in our annual holidays. All we needed was 

an objective. My girlfriend's father had a calendar on his wall 

with a picture of a mountain called Taulliraju.' 

His ascent of the south face with Chris Watts in four days 

is a testament to the benefits of innocent enthusiasm. They 

treated it like an extended Alpine route and despite various 

setbacks didn't really contemplate failure. (Watts describes 

one of Fowler's great abilities as knowing when to turn back, 

but, he adds, 'he just doesn't do it very often.') The climbing 

was highly technical. Fowler makes the point in his account 

of the climb that at one stage Nicholas Jaeger's prediction 

that the climb would require bolts 'seemed uncomfortably 

true', not least because of a shortage of pegs. That it didn 't 

was largely a result of the pair's cunning: 

'By adopting tactics such as standing on ice axes hooked 

over flakes or jammed in cracks, we managed to save pegs 

and by nightfall we had reached the elusive band where we 

hacked a poor ledge out of the ice slope.' 

The crux behind them, Watts and Fowler had to contend 

with a desperate off-width chimney and overhanging ice 

followed by dreadful snow and ice conditions and a descent 

made perilous by the shortage of equipment. On their return 

to base camp they discovered it abandoned with the only 

supplies being a packet of freeze-dried food with which they 

had become heartily disillusioned on the route. There was 

nothing to be done but keep descending and after two days 

they reached Cashampampa and took a bus to Huaraz. That 

a pig fell through the roof on them during this final leg of 

the journey should hardly be surprising to anyone who has 

read thus far. 

Fowler's next major trip to the greater ranges - he had 

climbed on Kilimanjaro in the meantime - was not so 

successful. In 1984, again with Watts, Mike Morrison and 

other stalwarts of the London scene, they attempted 

Bojohagur in the Karakoram. At 7,329 metres and previously 

restricted, it was quite a prize but forced to use a low base 

camp and hampered by sickness and other problems they 

failed to reach the difficult climbing. Watts even suffered the 

ignominy of falling off a bivouac ledge and being forced to 

recover his position - without sundry pieces of crucial 

equipment that had fallen with him - unaided as his 

companions were too affected by Diamox and sleeping 

tablets. Insult was added to injury when a team from 

Hiroshima - and not as accomplished a team - grabbed the 

first ascent soon after. 

'Basically,' Mick cheerfully admits, 'we failed to·walk up it. 

I was a bit demoralised, I must say, but more than anything I 
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thought we'd chosen the wrong route. But we'd learnt a lot 

of lessons. I concluded that I was not a deep snow-plodder. ' 

Fowler's lack of interest in the highest mountains means 

that he hasn't acquired the general recognition that he might 

have had he done a new route on an 8,000er. He is quite 

clear about the reasons: 

'I like my brain cells and fingers. And you get to the stage 

where the satisfaction to be gained is outweighed by the risk 

involved. Maybe using oxygen drops the level of risk to an 

acceptable level but that doesn 't fit in with the technical, 

alpine-style climbing I enjoy. It isn't possible in the time I'm 

able to get off work and it leads to problems at home if you 

spend too long away climbing. So - no chance.' 

In 1986 he visited the Caucasus with Victor Saunders, 

climbing a new route on the west face of Ushba. The 

climbing - 1,600 metres of TD+/ ED- with a crux pitch of 

Scottish V - was completed in one long day although the 

approach and return required a further five. It was a happy 

and successful venture and must have given the pair 

sufficient confidence to tackle their next project - the Golden 

Pillar of Spantik. 

Mick Fowler judges mountaineering challenges in quite an 

empirical way: 

'The Walker spur is my benchmark. It's the one that I ask 

climbers to make comparisons to when they're describing 

objectives. The Walker spur is exactly the kind of route I 

like.' And Spantik offered the ultimate example of that type 

at an altitude of 7,000 metres. 

'It did appear to be rather stupid to attempt a technical 

climb after we'd just failed to walk up an easy one,' Mick 

recalls and early progress on the mountain, or rather the lack 

of it, must have discouraged them further. Fowler describes 

the five days he spent at 5,800 metres on the pillar in a tiny 

two-man tent with Saunders as the worst of his climbing 

career. Even Saunders ran out of things to say, which 

considering his reputation as - how should one say? - a 

conversationalist, sums up their frustration. 

The shortage of time imposed by the rigours of a nine-to

five lifestyle were threatening more failure: 

'It was August 3rd. Work commitments meant that I was 

booked on a plane from Islamabad on August 16th and with 

the route likely to take about ten days from base camp, 

things were looking decidedly tight on the timescale front. 

The temptation was to give up and go home.' 

Of course, they went back. 

Once on to the spur proper they were soon faced with 

difficult and insecure climbing up snow-covered Grade V 

grooves - 'any ice was never more than tl1ree inches thick 

and the underlying rock was set at a uniform 60°. Worse was 

to follow. A section that Fowler described as resembling 

'No1th Devon's shale coast in a hard winter' was carefully 

despatched by Saunders and the pair were established on 

the right edge of the front of the pillar in worsening weather. 

The climb continued in this tenuous manner with difficult 

bivouacs and insecure climbing - 'Both of us were 

suspended from the same jammed nut, whilst tied-off ice 

screws held the tent-bivvi bag in position,' was Mick 's 

description of one of those bivouacs - and on the sixth day 

they reached the summit ridge which proved a tedious slog 

after the technical intricacies of the climbing below. 

What Fowler describes as his best mountaineering 

'The Walker is my benchmark. It's one that I 
ask climbers to make comparisons to when 
they're describing objectives. The Walker 
spur is exactly the kind of route I like .' 

experience was complete. Since then he has done climbs on 

the north-west buttress of Ak-su in Central Asia, done first 

ascents in the Hunza region of Pakistan and, last year, settled 

his business with Cerro Kishtwar, a mountain he attempted 

first in 1991. Like Spantik, this effort captured the imagination 

of climbers all over the world, not least because of the style 

in which it was climbed. Twenty-five pitches long with five 

of Grade VI and one of A3 it matched Fowler's criteria for 

self-fulfilment: 'I take a large degree of satisfaction in doing 

something well.' 

He is still with the tax office after seventeen years - doing 

something well - although he did contemplate succeeding 

Dennis Gray as General Secretary of the British 

Mountaineering Council. Given his strong ethical views and 

obvious management skill it would have been an interesting 

appointment. 

In the last three years he has married and his wife Nicki -

who has shared many of Mick's adventures both abroad and 

in Britain - is expecting their second child. He has also 

moved out of London to South Derbyshire. Mick 

acknowledges the constraints of family life but seems happy 

to be bound by them, although he adds, 'That doesn't mean 

that I'm not as keen as I was .' 

The overriding impression you are left with from meeting 

Mick Fowler is of a man who suffers little from introspection 

or self-doubt. This confidence is equally apparent on the hill 

as many who have climbed with him attest. 

'I wouldn't say that he feels invulnerable,' Chris Watts told 

me, 'but you do have this feeling that nothing untoward is 

going to happen.' 

Victor Saunders agrees: 'Without doubt he 's the finest 

mixed climber I've ever climbed with. He's got this 

wonderful ability to rock climb and has a good nose for 

protection; he can find runners where you think there are 

none. But his great strength is being able to laugh when he's 

frightened. That's something I learned from him and it 

changed the way I look at climbing. He is emotionally very 

stable, largely from his background, and this has been a 

great benefit on the psychologically demanding climbing he 

excels at. He knows who he is; he has no doubts about 

himself.' ■ 
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Left: Mark 'The Face' McGowan, a 
player in the late 1980s and 1990s. 
Right: Dave Cuthbertson, Scotland's 
leading climber of the modern era. 
Middle left: Halcyon days in the Coe; 
Murray Hamilton on the second ascent 
of The Risk Business. 
Below: Rab Anderson on The Pinch , 
Etive Slabs, in the 1970s. 
Middle right: Pete Whillance and the 
black whip he used for cleaning up on 
Scottish mountain crags. 
Bottom left: Murray Hamilton. 

Concluding his history of climbing in Glen Coe, 

Rab Anderson describes how Yvon 
Chouinard's ice-climbing techniques 

revolutionised Scottish climbing and the huge 

contribution made by Dave Cuthbertson and 

others to the rapid rise of rock-climbing 

standards in the 1980s. 
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E verybody talked about the winter of 1969. A 

winter when good conditions came and 

stayed. Until 1969 the decade had produced a 

few good routes but nothing like the scale that 

it was to end on. Hamish Maclnnes had 

climbed Crypt Route (IV), Chancellor Gully (IV), Rev Ted's 

Gully (III) and Avalanche Gully (IV) in 1960 and in 1964, 

along with D. Crabbe, Gully A (IV) on Gearr Aonach and the 

hard Pterodactyl (V) on Lost Valley Buttress with some aid. 

In 1965 the prominent icefall of The Screen (IV) went to 

Dave Bathgate and Jim Brumfitt and on the other side of the 

hill the icefall of Shiver (IV) went to Knight and Harcus. 

Dougal Haston and Bugs McKeith climbed Drain Pipe Corner 

(IV) on Aonach Dubh's east face in December 1965. McKeith 

would later develop high-angle ice climbing in Canada. In 

1966, Ian Clough, Lowe and Hardie did Amphitheatre Scoop 

(IV N) on the west face of Aonach Dubh, Clough returning 

to add the direct start and give the face one of its best winter 

climbs. And that looked it for the decade , until the 

unpredictable Scottish climate produced an excellent season 

and the trickle of new routes turned to a flood. Over fifty 

new routes were climbed in the winter of 1969. The new 

Glencoe School of Winter Climbing (GSWC) had several 

prominent climbers involved and the pace was frantic. 

Three routes stand out. On the same day, two parties 

ventured out to below the impressive wall between Lost 

Leeper Gully and Rev Ted's Gully high on Gearr Aonach 

above the Lost Valley. Maclnnes had made the first ascent of 

Lost Leeper a few days before and couldn't fail to notice the 

ice up to the right. In a good winter this face forms several 

excellent steep icefalls with sharp exposure. Taking the fall 

leading up around the left side of the prominent icicle fringe 

high on the face, Fyffe and McArtney climbed Mame Rath 

Route (V). Maclnnes, Clough and Hardie took the righthand 

icefall up the line of the Wabe (V) - by step-cutting. 

The other outstanding route from this season was Wilf 

Tauber and Davy Gardiner's ascent of Fingal's Chimney (V) 

on the north face of Aonach Dubh. Rarely in condition, this 

hard mixed climb was never properly recordep so that Chris 

Dale and J. Moffatt made what they thought to be the first 

ascent in 1984, rating the route highly. Other routes of 

particular note were: Adagio (IV), Frostbite Groove (IV), the 

hard Frostbite Wall (IV) and Innuendo (IV) by Maclnnes and 

parties; The Graduate (IV) by Dave Knowles and party; 

Tyrannosaur (IV) by Ian Clough and Party and the superb 

West Chimney Route (IV) on Bidean's Church Door buttress 

by Fyffe and Maclnnes. 

In February of 1970, Yvon Chouinard of the USA visited 

Scotland, in part to publicise his prototype curved ice 

hammers. With him came another superb ice technician, 

Doug Tompkins. Together they made a very fast ascent of 

Raven's Gully, adding the hard and extremely good direct 

finish. The Americans visited Cunningham at Glenmore 

Lodge. They had heard about his experimentation with the 

precarious 'dagger technique' used on The Chancer in the 

Cairngorms the previous month. The daggers were in fact a 

red herring; it was his use of front-pointing that was 

important. Cunningham was convetted to curved tools, no 

doubt relieved to retire his daggers. 

This change from straight to curved pick allowed a greater 

degree of security. Soon everyone was using them and step

cutting died almost overnight. Simple though it may now 

seem, the idea of hanging off a dropped pick through a wrist 

loop just hadn't been considered. But Chouinard's tools had 

some limitations , particularly on the thin ice and mixed 

terrain found in Scotland. Maclnnes was soon producing his 

own prototypes, and the Terrordactyl was born. A steeply 

inclined straight pick with good teeth combined witl1 short 

shafts, a weighty hammer head and a shovel for an adze, the 

tools were equally at home on ice, turf or rock. 

There was an immense psychological barrier to be broken 

- moving from cut steps to hanging from a pick and front

pointing - but within a couple of years all were converted. 

The new tools allowed fast and efficient ice climbing and the 

emphasis shifted away from technically hard mixed ground 

to pure ice. Previous times for ascents became meaningless. 

The 1969 Marshall Guide to the Ben gives a tin1e of seven to 

fifteen hours for Point Five . This was almost halved. Ian 

Nicolson would soloed Zero and the Point in a combined 

time of some three hours. Winter climbing had changed 

forever. Despite this, there was little new route activity in 

Glen Coe for much of the 1970s. With mild winters, many 

climbers were busy elsewhere making fast repeats. Notable 

exceptions included the Edinburgh climber Ken Spence. 

With Ian Clough and patty, he climbed Midnight Special (V) 

to the left of Ossian's Cave on the north face of Aonach 

Dubh. On Stob Coire nan Lochan he added some fine but 

rarely climbed routes: Evening Citizen (IV) with Maclnnes 

and Alan Thompson and Ordinary Route in 1971. 

Dave Knowles, a determined winter climber from Preston, 

made some fine ascents before his deatl1 during filming of 

the Clint Eastwood movie The Eiger Sanction. Along with 

brother Dud and W. Thomson he climbed the rarely 

repeated Midnight Cowboy (V) in 1972 to the right of 

Spence's Midnight Special. With Loxham, he climbed a hard 

mixed route following ilie summer line of Direct Route (1972 

V) on Stob Coire nan Lochan on the same day that Ken 

Crocket and Colin Stead did ilie nearby Moonshadow (IV). A 

lull then occurred as a new generation of climbers 

discovered Glen Coe. 

Rock-climbing activity in the early 1970s was also quiet. 

On tl1e Glen Etive Slabs in 1970, Rab Carrington and John 

Mclean added the very good Tous Jes Deux - now free E2 

Sc - beside Swastika and John Newsome, Ken Crocket, Colin 

Stead and Ian Anderson found ilie fine Band of Hope (E3 

Sc) between Pause and Long Reach. Crocket and Stead 

added middle-grade routes throughout the Coe showing that 

there was still much potential. Among their tally were the 
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fine Whispering Grooves and Flamingo 0972 VS) on the 

Buchal's Blackmount Wall. Tut Braithwaite and Geoff Cohen 

found an improbable looking line up the pillar to the right of 

Unicom on Stob Coire nan Lochan, Scansor (1972 E2 Sb), 

and over on the right the following year Paul Nunn, J. 
Morgan and J. Street climbed Satyr (El Sa) to the right of 

Central Grooves. The Aberdeen team of Greg Strange and 

Dougie Dinwoodie added Groundhog to the Slabs in 1972. 

This used some aid, going free to Hamilton and Greenwell 

(E3 Sc) later in the 1970s. 

Capitalising on our earlier successful introduction to 

winter climbing, Cuthbertson and I returned for the summer 

of 1975 to climb on the Etive Slabs and then in the Coe itself. 

Our first climb was Engineers Crack on The Buchal, now 

graded El Sb, chosen because of the picture of Ken Spence 

on the cover of the Maclnnes guidebook with its rock grades 

up to VI+ and winter grades up to Very Severe. Cuthbertson 

already showed the single-minded determination that has 

kept him at the forefront of climbing ever since. In our 

second year we progressed from the Meadowbank climbing 

wall and the outcrops around Edinburgh to the real stuff -

routes we had read about. During this lull many other 

youngsters were drawn to Glen Coe. From the East were 

Murray Hamilton, Alan Taylor and Derek Jamieson. From the 

West came Willie Todd, Ken Johnstone, Pete Greenwell, 

Mark Worsley, Dougie Mullin, Brian Duff and Kenny 

McClusky. It was natural that these two teams would get 

together and start adding new routes. Nick Colton and Willie 

Todd set the ball rolling with The Fly Man (1976 E2 Sb), a 

spectacular but loose route right of Hee-Haw on E buttress. 

This was followed up with Colton's impressive lead of the 

very bold Le Monde (ES Sc) - HVS at the time, then 

upgraded to E3 - on Creag a'Bhancair. Pride of place in 

1976, however, goes to Ed and Cynthia Grindley and John 

Main's ascent of The Clearances (E3 Sc), a brilliant route 

following the line of an old aid route to the left of Yo-Yo on 

the north face of Aonach Dubh. The two main pitches were 

climbed on separate days. Like our predecessors , early 

repeat ascents and aid eliminations were important, the 

sooner after the first ascent the better. The Clearances 

received its second and first free ascent from Hamilton and I 

with subsequent ascents by Cuthbertson and Todd and 

Johnstone, all in the same day. 

June and July in 1977 were productive. On the compact 

rock of the east face of Aonach Dubh, Gambado (E2 Sb) was 

first ; the picture of Dangle on page 129 of the Maclnnes 

Guide just had to go free. The superb Solitude was next - E3 

Sb and originally graded El - climbed, as was Gambado, by 

Cuthbertson, Todd and myself. Also here was The Fly (E3 

Sb) from Cuthbertson and Todd; Lady Jane (E2 Sb) by 

Cuthbertson and Jamieson; and Crocodile (E3 6a) by 

Cuthbertson, Hamilton, Todd and myself. On E Buttress the 

very bold Bannockburn (E4 Sc) was climbed by Cuthbertson 

and Todd. The north face of Aonach Dubh had the excellent 

Eldorado added by Johnstone and Worsley, done free by 

Hamilton and Mullin at ES 6b in 1980 with Cuthbertson and 

Johnstone adding a new, bold top pitch next day. 

Massacre's 'four slings for gardening' went free at E3 6a to 

Ken Spence who was back climbing after a lay-off and John 

'Spider' McKenzie in 1980. Spence had climbed the main 

pitch in the late 1960s and avoided claiming it with two 

points of aid. Ken Johnstone freed Flip-Out (E2 Sb) , or 

Abortion as Dave Bathgate originally intended to call it, an 

unusual route climbing over gargoyle features up the left 

wall of Ossian's Cave. 

On the Buchal, various people attempted to free 

Cunningham's Bluebell Grooves of its aid. The final point 

was freed by Willie Todd with Dave Cuthbertson and given 

E2 Sb at the time but now graded E4 6a. Cuthbertson broke 

the mystique surrounding Freakout and reduced the 

numerous points of aid to one. The route finally went free to 

Mullin and Jim Melrose at E4 6a in 1979. Other aid 

eliminations were the top pitch on Swastika by Hamilton and 

Todd, and Bogtrotter by Johnstone and Todd. These were all 

on-sight ascents. Development continued at this pace 

through 1978. Ken Johnstone and Pete Ogden climbed the 

hard Spacewalk to the right of Freakout using a point of aid 

which was removed by Cuthbertson at ES 6b, leading the 

route live on television for a 1980 BBC outside broadcast. 

Pete O'Donovan made the first on-sight free ascent in 1982. 

On the Slabs, Pinch Direct (E3 Sc) was freed by Hamilton 

as was Kingpin (E3 6a) on Bidean's Church Door buttress, 

although the complete ascent went to Cuthbertson and 

Mullin. On the east face of Aonach Dubh, Greenwell led 

Johnstone up the innocuous looking but very serious 

Triceptor (ES Sc) - an extremely fine lead. Greenwell was 

still suffering after a skateboard accident that had shaken his 

head up a little. Other good, short routes climbed were Sir 

Chancelot (E2 Sc), The Challenge (E3 6a) and Blast Off (El 

Sb). Storm Trooper (E3 6a) was added to the Lower NE Nose 

by McCluskey and Colin McLean and up the Glen on The 

Buchal , Hamilton and Jamieson climbed the hard and serious 

groove left of Shibboleth on Slime Wall to produce 

Grogblossom (E4 6a). The decade ended with the Scottish 

Mountaineering Club finally recognising E grades. These 

were included in the long-awaited update of the SMC Glen 

Coe Guide by Ken Crocket in 1980. 

Mild winters in the 1970s meant little development. The 

first new route in some years was Ian Nicolson's icefall , 

Findlay's Rise (IV) in 1978, on the north face of Aonach 

Dubh. However, like the great season a. decade before, the 

winter of 1979 saw much ice form and a team of youngsters 

weaned on front-pointing were keen to attack it. Just to the 

left of Findlay's Rise, myself, Dave Brown, Mal Duff and 

Zander McAllister climbed the two fine parallel lines of White 

Snake (IV) and Venom (IVN,5). Cuthbertson too turned to 

the ice, adding The Flute (IV) to the west face_ of Aonach 

Dubh before going on to climb one of the great problems in 
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the Coe, the free-standing icicle which sometimes forms the 

direct entry into No5 Gully. Willie Elliot, a local whose house 

it effectively hung above, had decided that it was impossible. 

Elliot's Downfall (VI,6) did not give in easily, for Cuthbertson 

took a fair fall when an axe ripped as he tried to place a 

screw. Shaken, he picked himself up and duly completed it. 

Although one rest was used to place gear this was 

impressive especially as the icicle had formed an unusual 

overhanging fringe. In Glen Etive, the Slabs got their first 

winter route, courtesy of Spence, Hamilton and Taylor when 

they followed an ice smear close to Ba's (IV). In the Slime 

Wall area, Arthur Paul and 'Paraffin Davy' Sanderson climbed 

Misty High (IV) - an ice line based on Belia! - and 

Cuneiform Corner (IV), both on the same day. On the east 

face of Aonach Dubh an ice smear on the Lower Walls gave 

Cuthbertson and Johnstone Heart of Glass (IV,5). On the 

Aonach Eagach Spider McKenzie and Gerry Rooney gave 

Britain one of its longest routes with the 600-metre three-star 

classic Blue Riband (V,5). Ken Spence had come back into 

rock climbing in the late 1970s and then decided to start 

winter climbing again. He teamed up with Hamilton and 

there was a conscious decision to use their rock fitness to 

take winter standards a step further; the emphasis was on 

technical mixed climbing. Direct Route (V) on Great Gully 

buttress was their first route but much better was to follow. 

The same can be said for rock climbing. The 1980s were a 

significant period when routes were added to rank among 

the best anywhere. In 1980, and mirroring events of some 80 

years before, a Lake District team gave the Coe its hardest 

route. The driving force was Pete Whillance who, over two 

trips with pa1tners Pete Botterill and Ray Parker, completed 

the brilliant Risk Business (E5 6a), a line on Creag a'Bhancair 

that had been eyed by a few. Climbed before Friends made 

it safer, the route is bold and technical in an intimidating 

position up the right side of the Tunnel Wall. A great route 

and a pointer to the future potential of the crag. 

Whillance brought with him an almost clinical approach 

to new routing, an approach that was to make the Scots sit 

up and take notice. The logistics of abseiling routes on 

Scotland's mountain cliffs was enough to stop most thoughts 

of inspection. But Whillance was up to the task, showing a 

tl10rough and professional approach. It also removed the old 

trick of resting while 'using the sling for gardening'. With his 

'black whip' - a 300-foot single length of static rope - he 

could abseil down routes and jumar back up them. Risk 

Business remained unrepeated for four years with its second 

ascent coming from Hamilton and myself, quickly followed 

by Jerry Peel and Mick Lovatt, then Cuthbertson and Kev 

Howett. In the same year Whillance , along with Derek 

Jamieson, added the bold Direct Sta1t (E4 6a) to Carnivore. 

Mick Fowler, another raider from south of the border, and 

Pete O'Sullivan added Performance (1980 E2 5b) to E 

buttress on Aonach Dubh. Although no less dedicated than 

his compatriot, Fowler's approach to new routing was an 

altogether different affair, appearing to be more disorganised 

and haphazard - a useful trick to confuse the locals. 

Cuthbertson, not to be outdone by Whil!ance, brought the 

next rise in standards when he climbed Revengeance (1981 

E6 6b), to the right of Crocodile on the Lower NE Nose of 

Aonach Dubh. A brief attempt at an on-sight ascent with Roy 

Williamson, starting with the easier top pitch, had resulted in 

a 70-foot fall and some bruising when a nut ripped and so 

Cutl1bertson decided that pre-inspection was justified. 

Soon after Cutl1bertson added the bold Prophet of Purism 

(E6 6a) up the big wall left of Bannockburn on E buttress. 

Climbed with Roy Williamson over two or three days there 

was much yo-yoing, down-climbing and familiarisation until 

the line succumbed. Cuthbertson gave Revengeance E5 and 

Prophet E4/ 5. In 1983 Whillance was back and with Parker 

made the long trek up to the west face of Church Door 

buttress on Bidean to clean and climb the prominent and 

very good line to the right of Kingpin - Lost Ark (E4 6a). 

On the nortl1 buttress of Stob Coire nan Lochan Whillance 

found Fawlty Tower (1983 E3 5c) and with Hamilton and 

myself added the fine Bloodline (1984 E3 5c) above Risk 

Business on Creag a'Bhancair. 1984 was the year that sticky 

rubber arrived witl1 Boreal's Fire rock boots. Spence and I 

were so keen to be the first to use these on the Slabs that we 

were there at the end of March for an ascent of Pinch , 

cleaning and clin1bing the True Finish in the process. Using 

Fires himself Cuthbertson again took the honours when, after 

several attempts, climbed the brilliant and desperately hard 

Romantic Reality (E7 6b 1984) on Creag a'Bhancair in the 

company of Kev Howett. The intimidating wall above the 

end of the first pitch on Carnivore went with some very 

forceful bold climbing. Scene of at least one heart-stopping 

fall, there have been a few attempts at a repeat. Only Paul 

Laughlan has been successful on the Coe's hardest route. 

The following month Cuthbertson was back, this time 

with Paul Moores, to add the superb Gone With the Wind 

(E6 6b), so named because of the long swing into space that 

Moores took out over the Tunnel Wall. Another excellent 

route was added when Hamilton cleaned, then witl1 myself 

and Graeme 'The Brat' Livingston, climbed the groove line 

just right of Lost Ark on Church Door buttress to produce 

Temple of Doom (E3 6a 1984). The little-known Twilight 

was added to Bidean's West Top by Ken Johnstone and Alan 

Lea1y, and Mick Fowler and B. Craig climbed Hamburg (E2 

5c) on E buttress. 

The next major change came in 1986, and it was a 

controversial one. On tl1e Tunnel Wall .of Creag a'Bhancair 

Cuthbertson drilled protection bolts to produce Uncertain 

Emotions (E5 6b F7b). This was not an impulsive decision. If 

anyone was in a position to take this step it was 

Cuthbertson, given his deep involvement in Glen Coe and 

his place as the country's foremost traditional climber. 

Uncertain Emotions was followed by Graeme Livingston 's 

even meatier bolt route right up the middle of The Tunnel 
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Wall - the brilliant Fated Path (E6 6b F7c+) which follows 

the line of the Squirrel 's old bolt line. On the wall left of Le 

Monde, Cuthbertson added the bold - he described it as 'a 

bit terminal' - Waltzing Ostriches (E6 6a) as if to prove he 

was still capable of producing hard, nut-protected routes. 

The following year, 1987, saw the continued onslaught on 

Craig a'Bhancair with the production of both traditional and 

bolted routes . Graeme Livingston added the excellent 

Admission (E6 6b F7c) , another pitch in the Fated Path 

mould, taking the wall just left of that route and Cuthbertson 

added The Railway Children (E6 6b F7b+/7c) by utilising the 

first section of Uncertain Emotions before tackling the 

difficulties to its left to give one of the best pitches in the 

Coe. Admission was on-sighted by Hamilton and The 

Railway Children was repeated by Laughlan. Livingston too 

showed that he was capable of climbing on nuts when he 

added two traditional routes to the left of the Tunnel Wall ; 

Celtic Dawn (ES 6a) is a reputedly beautiful pitch up the wall 

just right of Le Moncle with protection that is only just 

adequate while Twilight Zone (E6 6b) is a big bold pitch on 

the left, cutting through Carnivore and Le Monde. 

Developments were not restricted to Craig a'Bhancair. 

Mark and Rowland Edwards climbed Baptism 

of Fire (ES 6a) , a bold direct route up the left 

side of the Rannoch Wall. Mark McGowan 

climbed Creag Dhon't Woll (ES 6b), a difficult 

and fingery testpiece up the wall right of 

Gallows Route, then further clown the Glen 

added The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith (ES 

6a) to the arete left of Boomerang on the 

Lower NE Nose of Aonach Dubh. Over on 

the west face, the bold wall left of Prophet of 

Purism on E buttress fell to Kev Howett and 

Gary Latter to give Salome (ES 6a). Another 

area developed in this productive season was 

the compact wall of rock above the river just 

before the Meeting of the Three Waters about 

a minute's walk downhill from the road at 

Allt-na-Reigh . Known as The Bendy, three 

E3s and two E4s were climbed by Kev 

Howett, Mark Charlton and Gary Latter, with 

The Roaring Silence (E4 6a) being particularly 

fine. Close by in the AJlt Doire-Bheith, a small 

hidden gorge more famous for the bridge 

scene enacted by Ian Nicolson for Monty 

Python and the Holy Grail , another couple of 

routes were added at similar grades by Latter. 

Towards the encl of the 1980s the level of 

activity slowed although in 1988 Kev Howett 

and Andy Nelson added two nasty routes 

beside Marshall 's Wall on Gearr Aonach -

Eyes Of Mica (E4 6a) and Fringe Benefits (ES 

6b). On the Etive Slabs the prominent but 

eliminate arete right of The Pinch was 

climbed by Colin Murray and Graham Harrison in 1989 to 

give Jackson, the Slabs ' hardest outing at E4/ S Sc/ 6a . 

Excursions left to place gear on Pinch were apparently made 

but not much else is known other than the fact that the 

climbing is both hard and bold. Also on the Slabs, myself 

and Chris Anderson climbed Learning To Crawl 0990 E3 Sc) 

a fine route crossing through Swastika to climb the slab right 

of the quartz bands. We also added three routes in one day 

to the Ba's slab: Seams Blanc (E3) , Vein Rouge (El) and 

Raspberry Ripple (E2). 

On the Tunnel Wall Paul Laughlan succeeded on a line 

between Fated Path and The Railway Chi ldren, giving The 

Tribeswoman 0990 E6 6b F7c+ ). Like the other routes it has 

minimalist bolting. The following year Grant Farquhar and 

Gary Latter added Up With the Sun (E6 6b) to Creag 

a'Bhancair, a big route, direct and uncompromising, cutting 

through Risk Business. The first pitch was top-roped then led 

using three ropes and side-runners but the second 6b pitch 

was led on sight. The route squeezed into third place in the 

list of the Coe's top routes , preventing Cuthbertson from 

Below: On Crocodile , an E3 on the Lower NE Nose of Aonach 
Oubh , climbed in 1977 by Cuthberston and Hamilton. 
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taking all top four places for himself. Of the thirteen routes 

in the E6/7 category, seven are Cuthbertson's. In 1992 the 

new SMC guidebook came out. The work of Crocket, 

Cuthbertson and myself, this was much needed but despite 

it, the following year saw little action. On Creag a'Bhancair, 

one of the few routes not to touch meat was the short 

Vaguely Vegan (E2 Sb) left of the start of Carnivore climbed 

by Johnnie May and I. 

The 1980s were also an important period in winter 

development. As Whillance was to the rock, so Murray 

Hamilton, Ken Spence and Alan Taylor were to the snow

bound crags of the Coe. On the south buttress of Stob Coire 

nan Lochan they took winter climbing a step forward with 

their ascent of the summer VS line Tilt (VI,7). This was a 

brilliant route and a pointer to the future. In 1980 the 

Hamilton, Spence, Taylor partnership produced Postern 

(VI,6), Mousetrap (VII,7) and Citadel (VIII,7). 

On the Lost Valley 's Mome Rath face, Outgrabe 

Route/ Mome Rath Direct (V,5) gave Milne and I a first rate 

climb after we failed on a thin Rainmaker. The following 

month, a thicker Rainmaker fell to Cuthbertson and Mal Duff 

to give an excellent, steep and very hard ice route. The 

Wabe and Mome Rath also came into good condition, 

receiving many ascents including a good solo of the Wabe 

by Spider McKenzie. In December of 1980 on E buttress, 

Spence and I climbed the hard Consolation (VI,7) with a rest 

point. Soon after Spence, with various partners, started his 

affair with Stob Coire nan Lochan's Central Grooves. I lost 

count of the sunrises I saw from the corrie floor. 

Duncan Mccallum got up the first pitch with Spence, but 

was so impressed he disappeared from the winter scene until 

1994. Spence then got up the first pitch with Hamilton, and 

the pair broke out right to follow another obvious line, the 

excellent Central Buttress (1981 VII,7) a climb which only 

received it's second ascent in 1994 by Mark Garthwaite and 

Andy Clarke. Also in 1981 myself and Alan Taylor added 

Financial Times (IV,6) to the north buttress of Stob Coire nan 

Lochan and then rushed over for the first ascent of the good 

Ordinary Route on Summit buttress, only to be told later by a 

gleeful Spence 'Oh, I think I did that.' He had, ten years 

before. 

The following winter saw the snow fall thick and low to 

combine with a good freeze but there were few in the Coe 

to take advantage. Andy Nisbet and Sandy Allen got the 

prized Dalness Chasm by the Left Fork (V,5) but left the 

apparently better Central Fork (V,5) for Cuthbe1tson and E. 

McArthur the following day. Other good routes were 

Cuthbertson and Lawrence's, Darwin's Dihedral (V,6) on the 

North Face of Aonach Dubh; Closer (IV,5) on Bidean's West 

Top by Chris Dale, Adam Kassyk and D. Talbot and East 

Face Route (V /VI,6) overlooking SC Gully on Stob Coire nan 

Lochan by Hamilton and I. 

In 1983 Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders found a very 

steep ice route in the Elliot's mould in an unusual location, 

the big scrappy face on Aonach Dubh overlooking Loch 

Achtriochtan. Mr Softee (VI,6) was the result, a fine route 

with some very steep ice. That year Spence and Spider 

McKenzie teamed up for Winter Route (V) on the complex 

Diamond Buttress of Bidean. Much more significant, 

however, was their successful ascent of Central Grooves 

(VII,7), one of the finest winter climbs in Scotland. With this 

ascent and the even more significant Centurion (VIII/ IX,8) on 

the Ben, this shortlived but fruitful winter partnership of 
/ 

Spence ar McKenzie ended when they turned th e ir 

attention to rock. Hamilton was to do likewise later, only 

returning to the white stuff relatively recently. 

Kicking off the 1984 season, Arthur Paul and 'Paraffin' 

Davy Sanderson followed the summer line of Kinloss Corner 

(V) on the Buchal to give a good route. Shortly after this on 

January 21st Glen Coe was cut off for days by an incredible 

storm, stranding many climbers. So fierce was the wind that 

my partner and I were reduced to crawling through the 

snow in the dark towards a beckoning light that was, in fact, 

Big John McLean standing at the doorway of Jacksonville 

with a cup of tea. Indeed, four new routes were climbed that 

day including Brian Sprunt and Sandy Allen's Ordinary 

Route/ Raven's Edge (V). Most were glad to see the back of 

the Coe after being stranded there for a few days but 

Cuthbertson and Arthur Paul were back less than a week 

later and this time they were successful. 

Their ascent of Guerdon Grooves (VIII/ IX,8) on Slime 

Wall was a superb achievement, very bold and serious. 

Probably the Coe's hardest winter route , it remains 

unrepeated. A few days later on consecutive days this pair 

also added two extremely fine ice climbs to the Mome Rath 

Face; Jabbe1wock (V,5) straight over the icicle fringe and 

Snowstormer (V,5). Catching the end of this good spell, Jon 

Tinker and Kev Howett added a good direct line up the 

centre of F Buttress on Aonach Dubh to give Southern Death 

Cult (V). Like Guerdon Grooves, the soaring corner line of 

Unicorn had a huge reputation, but fell to Andy Nisbet and 

Colin MacLean in January 1985 when they caught it in 

extremely rare hoar-frosted condition. The route, graded 

VIII,8, is the area 's second hardest winter climb. Nisbet has 

played it down a little - they used one nut and three rests. 

The following season, in November, Hamilton and I 

climbed the fine Crest Route (1985 V,6) in Stob Coire · nan 

Lochan. Just around the corner from this Nisbet and Mal Duff 

climbed the hard groove to the left of Evening Citizen to give 

Peoples Friend (VI,7). On the north face of Aonach Dubh the 

ice streak which runs down the wall left of Venom was 

caught in rare condition by Duff and Rick Nowack to give 

King Cobra (1986 VI,5) and around on the west face they 

also added Silent Running (V,5). Other notable routes from 

1986 were: Diamond Route (V) on Bidean 's. Diamond 

buttress by Geoff Cohen and Des Rubens ; Willie Todd's 

Excellerator (V), the shon, steep icefall that sometimes forms 

left of Lady Jaoe on Aonach Dubh, and on the Buchal, >>81 
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ge: Murray 
millon on the first ascent 

f East Face Route (V) on 
ob Coire nan Lochan, 

climbed in 1982 and rarely 
repeated. 
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WADI RUM JORDAN 
TONY HOWARD 

[CICERONE PRESS, £12.95] 
This guide is utterly comprehensive, free 
of errors and a very pleasant read. 
Bearing in mind the difficulties of writ
ing on routes which are often unrepeated 
and for which an encyclopaedic knowl
edge of the range is required just to make 
sense of the new routes book , it comes 
as no surprise to find that this edition 
was the ultimate labour of love by Tony 
Howard. First time visitors to Rum have 
found difficulty following the guide 's 
geographical layout and some of the 
route descriptions, however this is a 
guide to a mountain area with very 
complex features and you cannot expect 
blow by blow accounts for each ascent. 
Route finding skills are a mandatory 
requirement. One criticism that does 
stand up however is the lack of a route 
directo1y which leads to constant thumb-

ing back and forwards. 
Geoff Hornby 

SIIRRA ClASSICS 
jOJ-JN MOYNIER AND CLAUDE FIDDLER 

[CHOCKSTONE PRESS, $25] 
I like this book. Steve Porcella and I 
talked about this book even before 
Claude Fiddler and John Moynier wrote 
it. That the pair were able to cut down 
the list from what must be a million clas
sics, many of which remain untouched 
to a hundred is their greatest contribu
tion to Sierra literature. The other thing 
they did, which R.J. Secor and The 
Mountaineers did no do in his recent 
guide to the entire range is get some 
decent photographs. There is a beautiful 
photograph of nearly every route and 
peak described in this guide lending an 
authenticity that lacks in other Sierra 
guides. With each brief route description 
comes a brief sto1y about the first ascent, 
a bunch of statistics and the appropriate 
USGS quadrangle map. I don't know if 
Moynier and Fiddler climbed each and 
every route, but Claude certainly has 
logged more days, peaks and routes than 
nearly anyone else in Sierran history, so 
it wouldn't surprise me. I'm just glad he 
finally got around to doing a book, any 
book, on the climbing. 
Cameron M. Burns 

SMC GUIDIBDDKS 
NORTIIERN HIGHLANDS, VOLUME 2 

NORTHEAST OUTCROPS 

[SMC, £13.95) 
Guidebooks, like buses, hunt in packs. In 
two years the SMC has published a 
number of excellent new guides indicating 
the rate of development in what could be 
considered Britain's last frontier. The intro
d uction to the second volume of the 
Northern Highlands guide states, 'those 
with an exploratory urge will be amply 
rewarded.' This is in direct reference to 
the Orkneys and Shetland but in truth it 
refers to the whole, huge area this guide
book covers. From Cape Wrath to Stac 
Pollaidh to the sea cliffs at Reiff, there is 
much to recommend the thought that the 
true future of rock climbing in Britain - a 
count1y increasingly on the fringes of the 
Continental rush to drill holes in every
thing - lies in the remoteness and adven
ture captured so elegantly in these pages. 
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Beautifully illustrated, and with a shocking 
quota of photographs featuring blue skies 
just to prove that there is such a thing, 
botl1 these guides are comprehensive and 
attract you to the areas they cover - the 
true test of the quality of a guide. There is 
also a healthy disregard for the notion of 
accuracy. Not that the guide is innaccu
rate, although there are anomalies, but it's 
the principle of accuracy tl1at is questioned 
by editor Roger Everett: 

'At a time when so much of our world 
can be described so accurately, it is surely 
refreshing and healthy for the inquisitive 
mountaineer to have tl1e opportunity to 
explore an area where much remains to 
be discovered, and where tl1e locations 
and details of some of the climbs that have 
been found in the past remain uncertain. ' 

Perhaps the Northern Highlands guide
books should not have been written; those 
with the urge to explore will always do 
so. But I tl1ink they have given those of us 
who don't explore so readily a reminder 
of what we can find in climbing if we only 
choose to look. 
Ed Douglas 

VIClDRIA fi BlUI MOUNTAINS 
CHRIS BAXTER AND MIKE LAw 

[WILD PUBLICATIONS, £12.95 EACH] 

These two volumes are aimed at the 
growing number of foreign climbers 
making the trip to the· land of Oz, cover
ing Ara piles, the Grampians, Mt Buffalo, 
Pindari and Tarana and other areas in the 
Blue Mountains, they have a great deal of 
helpful information for the first time visi
tor Available fom1 Wild Publications, who 
produce the Australian magazines Wild 
and Rock, or in the UK from Cordee. ■ 
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Wild Country demerger 
The long anticipated demerger of the tent 
and hardware elements of Wild Country 
has finally been announced. Wild Country 
will continue making the ever popular 
Friends and the rest of the hardware range 
while Terra Nova Equipment will develop 
Wild Country's widely acknowledged 
strength in mountain tents and the 
Extremities clothing range. The tent and 
clothing company say that sales are strong, 
claiming to have sold more tents in 1993 
than ever before. Terra Nova is owned by 
Mike Longden, former managing director 
of Wild Country Ltd. The new company 
is keen to stress that it is a continuation 
of the old, and is confident that its latest 
innovations - Watershed flysheets and the 
lifetime guarantee scheme - will continue 
the upward sales trend. 

PRIOAJOR 
DMM 
£129.95 
You've seen the adverts and read the 
hype, but does the Predator work and is 
it a major improvement on other axes? 
Yes. The headset has been designed to 
be ergonomic which basically means it's 
nice to hold. Here DMM have succeeded 
since the extra length of the hot-forged 
head means that even in mitts you can 
grasp the tools by the adze or hammer 
quite comfortably. This length also allows 
deeper access into cruddy snow or, with 
the hex-shaped hammer, deep into cracks 
to torque. The striker plate on top of head 
protects the softer metal underneath. The 
headset also has teeth where the pick is 
inserted and in cruddy material this 
allowed more positive placements. The 
tools are very well balanced and place-

GEAR / NEWS 

ments in hard ice required much less effort 
than other tools. DMM have put a rope 
groove in the top to allow protection while 
resting or placing gear. It requires some 
confidence to use this technique and a 
wide-awake second but it does work. The 
curved shaft which DMM claims gives 
more holding power worked ve1y well 
and with the two vanes of the spike 
together with the extended headset 
allowed very restful daggering. When 
using the axe as a belay the stability of 
the tools gave added confidence. The shaft 
is covered in a rubber sheath which seems 
hard-wearing and gives an excellent grip. 
On the down side, the spike is not useful 
for clearing cracks of snow while mixed 
climbing and the size of the headset made 
them unwieldy in confined spaces. The 
tools are also heavy, although for many 
that is an attraction. 

There are big claims for these axes but 
they largely justified. DMM plan to 
produce a range of extras for the Predator, 
including customised leashes, alpine picks, 
mixed-climbing picks and a bucket adze. 
Conclusion: brilliant on ice, excellent for 
alpine use, okay on mixed climbs. 

AlPINISJI 45 + 10 
KARRIMOR 

£115 
The Alpiniste has had many incarnations 
and this latest model is a far cry from the 
original. For the first time this smaller 
model - Karrimor do a 60 + 15 litre model 
- has a tear-drop shape with a single 
buckle. This proved very stable and gave 
a comfortable carry with the bottom of 
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the sack easily accepting a bag, leaving 
plenty of room for the rest of my kit for 
single bivvy routes and downwards. 
Karrimor have added some interesting 
features like axe tubes for quick storage 
which came straight off since my axes 
have curved shafts and the tubes caught 
while I was climbing. The gear loops 
stitched into the waist belt proved a much 
better idea. The lid's crampon straps have 
Fastex buckles and the lid seals very 
snugly around the top of the sack, even 
with big loads. The back, using the tested 
Fformat as a basis, is covered with a net
like foam and mesh which keeps some 
kind of airway open to your back. The 
whole thing is pretty rugged although 
there are a few too many straps - there 
are three lid compression straps where 
two would be sufficient, not least because 
the middle one is stitched in above the 
haul loop. 

GRAN PARADISO 
ZAMBERLAN 

£140 
While Reebok test the limits of space-age 
technology - see Out There - with unbe
lievably light and warm boots, Zamberlan 
have created a traditional leather boot that 
will appeal on aesthetic grounds alone. 
The upper is made of a single piece of 
Galusser leather which is very robust and 
extremely comfortable and the heel and 
ankle are lined and in the latter instance 
padded for extra comfort. The sole is the 
Vibram Calgary and takes rigid crampons 
although Zamberlan recommend those 
models that are backed up with a strap 
for the toe bail as well. I had no prob
lems, however, with a straightforward step
in crampon. This really is a Rolls Royce 
of a boot, although it's a lot more practi
cal than a Roller. For summer alpine use 
it is elegantly sufficient and come the back
lash against high-tech plastic in day-glo 
colours Zamberlan will be on to a winner. 



GEAR / C LOTHING SYSTEMS 

Dressing to thrill 
Gore-Tex and Polartec have poured great resources into making us think layering is the best 

option when getting dressed for the great outdoors. But there are alternatives and they're 

gaining ground fast. Ed Douglas tests some contrasting systems. ' G et the essentials first and wony 
about the flashy additions 
when you know what you're 

talking about. Personally I'd advise the 
use of lots of jumpers; jumble sales are 
very good here.' (From 'Ice Climbing 
Effectively and Cheaply' by Mick Fowler 
from Crags 28.) 

LAST SUMMER AT the Chamonix trade fair I 
had dinner with some friends from Vertical 
magazine. Among their number was one 
journalist not on the staff who was eulo
gising about some clothing he was using. 

'Eet was in-credi-buhl. Very warm and 
eet kept out zuh wind very good. But it 
made me look, like ... how you say?' 

'Like a sack of potatoes?' 
'C'est i;:a. I 'ad to change before my 

friends saw me.' 
My companion was talking about 

Buffalo gear, made in Sheffield by Hamish 
Hamilton and currently de rigeurfor many 
of Britain's top climbers. While this anec
dote confirmed my suspicions about the 
tendency of French alpinists to want to 
look good ahead of feeling warm, it also 
made me think about why people buy 
certain kinds of clothing and if received 
wisdom on kitting up is well-founded. 

The received wisdom is that layering is 
the best solution. It certainly makes sense 
on paper. It is an ostensibly flexible 
method since the garments can be used 
for a range of activities and weather condi
tions by altering the combination. Because, 
since the introduction of fleece in the early 
1980s, this system has been adopted by 
many companies. A great deal of coverage 
and advertising spend has promoted it and 
for many a base layer, fleece jacket and 
Gore-Tex jacket and salopettes is an auto
matic choice. There is no reason to 
suppose that there is some kind of 
commercial conspiracy to keep you 
buying this stuff - although it is more 
expensive than other emerging systems -

Above: Split personalities. 
Berghaos illustrate layers. 

but it is worth considering what criteria 
people are using when they go to buy 
their clothes. 

The big problem with all forms of cloth
ing for the outdoors is that sometimes 
you're rushing around and sometimes 
you 're standing still. This is obviously 
compounded for climbers because while 
a rambler can stop, take his jacket off and 
put a fleece on, if you're in a climbing 
harness hanging off a peg then you 're 
stuck with what you 've got on. 

When you 're moving, you generate heat 
and you sweat to bring your temperature 
under control because the human body 
must operate between quite tight para
meters. By the same token, when you 're 
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cold you shiver but that burns energy and 
a lot of it. Energy is provided by scoff but 
scoff has to be carried. The most important 
feature on my Gore-Tex jacket is the 
pocket where I keep a big pile of boiled 
sweets for that instant sugar rush. Of 
course, the smart move is to avoid wild 
temperature variances since you use more 
energy correcting them, but that's easier 
said than done. 

This review aims to contrast the differ
ent clothing systems and point out their 
strengths and weaknesses. First, however, 
some basic observations about what to do 
before the piggy-bank gets it in the neck 
and you head off to the climbing boutique 
on a mission from God. Before you step 
though the doors of your chosen empo
rium, stop, go and buy a cup of coffee, 
sit down and have a good think. You 
could be spending upwards of a £1,000 
and most people - especially in Third 
World Britain - can't take that kind of 
outlay casually. Think back over your last 
year's climbing. Where did you go most? 
Will you be doing the same this year? 
What are the predominant weather condi
tions of your most regular venue? What 
was good about your gear and what was 
bad? Consider specific design flaws that 
made your life uncomfortable. These are 
some of mine. 

The fleece salopettes I've been using 
have a crap buckle between the shoulder 
blades which hurts like hell after long 
days. I keep meaning to fix it but you 
know how it is if you 're a technological 
chump. They also don't have zips in the 
legs which means that I can't use my 
friend's favourite trick when walking in -
to the Ben for instance - during windy 
but warm weather. He wears Gore-Tex 
salopettes over base layers. This allows 
you, on reaching the CIC hut in a hoolie, 
to whip off the top layer and zip on a 
warm mid layer without taking your boots 
off. 
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GEAR / CLOTHING SYSTEMS 

Such attention to detail is crucial. While 
most of the layering systems produced 
these days are made to a high specifica
tion, if you go to a shop - now you've 
finished your coffee - with a good range 
and start examining the details you will 
see a surprising variety of features. Put the 
garments on and remember to have the 
right weight of clothing underneath any 
top layers. Check what they're like with 
your arms in the air. Is your tummy 
exposed or does the cut allow a full 
stretch? 

Your midriff is a crucial area since you'll 
have a harness over it so check that your 
clothing isn't too bulky. Squat down in 
salopettes and make sure they aren't tight. 
Check details like wrist-fastenings, the 
location and size of pockets. Pay special 
attention to the hood and put a helmet 
on under it to see how it performs. Check 
also how snug the clothing is. In a high 
wind loose fabric becomes a real bore. 

You may be buying equipment for a 
specific objective. If this is the case then 
talk to people who have been there and 
ask them about the shortcomings they 
experienced with their kit that were 
specific to that trip. Talk to friends anyway. 
More than once I've bought something 
only for my partner to say that he had one 
of those and it was crap. 

Now comes the tricky bit. The above 
checks are easy to do once you remember 
them in the first place, but mountains are 
not climbing shops and the jacket that 
looks like it fits the bill on the rack may 
not under fire. There are, however, some 
obvious tests you can make. Durability is 
the big one. How long will these £200 
Gore-Tex salopettes last? Check the inside 
lower leg since crampons are most likely 
to go through there. Check seams and the 
overall quality of the stitching. 

What are the procedures for cleaning 
the garment and how will that affect its 
performance? Plastic clothing smells and 
partners will object if you smell like a 
baboon's armpit. 

The systems outlined below have all 
been tested in summer alpine, winter 
alpine and Scottish conditions which 
allowed a broad spectrum of nastiness to 
be experienced. It's worth bearing in mind 
that different elements within each can be 
usefully integrated into other systems and 
observing what other climbers use, this 
cross-dressing - so to speak - is perhaps 
the most effective option of all. 

IAYHING 
BASE LAYER TOP, £25 
BASE LAYER BOTTOM, £20 
FLEECE JACKET, £70 
GORE-TEX.JACKET, £225 
GORE-TEX SALOPETTES, £170 
Most climbers will have used this system 
before in one shape or form and the basic 
principles will be familiar. Layering works 
like this. Polyester woven fabrics with 
varying constructions and thicknesses trap 
warm air close to the skin and suck mois
ture away. Breathable, wind and water
proof outer fabrics keep the chilling nasties 
out5ide while allowing your sweat, forced 
outwards through your base and mid 
layer, to escape. Sorted. Or are you? 

The big problem is temperature control. 
In warm wet weather, for instance, 
breathability breaks down somewhat and 
inner garments can get damp. And in cold 
and windy conditions getting the balance 
right between how much clothing,,tQ move 
in and how much discomfort to accept 
when you're not is desperate to get right. 
And the system is expensive. 

We tested Berghaus ACL - made of 
Polartec 100 - and Duofold base layers 
both of which performed well. Berghaus 
is 100 percent polyester while Duofold's 
midweight is a polyester-wool mix which 
makes it very comfortable and smell differ
ently when dirty. There are a wide variety 
of weaves and other materials~ like Lycr;i 
- used to design garments for specific 
activities. Duofold, for instance, make 
some base layers with vents. round the 
sweatiest areas for high-activity sports. I 
also recommend a mid or expedition 
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weight zip turtleneck which can be used 
on its own in summer or with other layers 
in winter. This keeps the sun and wind 
off your neck and allows another open
ing to let the steam out when you get too 
hot. 

Mid layers are more of the same but 
thicker. In the winter I use up to four 
under my jacket - a thin base layer, an 
expedition weight base layer, a thin fleece 
pullover with a zip turtleneck and a 
Berghaus Polartec 200 activity jacket - but 
then I'm soft. Most of it stays on with zips 
at the neck being raised and lowered and 
the top jacket brought out when the going 
looks like it'll get mean. In the summer a 
Berghaus zip necked shirt and the top 
jacket for early starts do fine. 

Salopettes are harder because they have 
buckles and straps which people often get 
wrong. Berghaus, ~ fact, don't currently 
make salopettes and those of some 
companies don't q.ave what I consider to 
be basic necessities. I prefer salopettes 
over pants because they keep your middle 
and all its crucial organs nice and toasty 
and it cuts down on bulk round the waist 
which makes movement easier and 
comfort greater. North Face make an 
excellent set, and other companies include 
North Cape, Karrimor and Mountain 
Equipment. 

The jacket and salopettes we tested 
were Berghaus' Tatra Extrem and Asgard 
Salopettes. They both performed extremely 
well. They are both two-layer Gore-Tex 
which means that the breathable fabric is 
bonded to the exterior fabric and protected 
by a loose liner, as opposed to three-layer 
Gore-Tex which sandwiches the breath
able membrane between two layers , 
d_i~pensing with the need for a lining. The 
advantage of the former is that it is more 
comfortable and softer, the disadvantage 
is that the lining is heavy and can take 
·time to dry. The latter is more basic and so 
in tune with the light-is-right school, but 
the seams are exposed and so wear out 
more quickly allowing ingress of water. 
Most of the clothing manufacturers who 
mean it make these garments and so 
design is generally the critical factor. 

The Berghaus jacket is well designed 
with a roomy, wired hood which never
theless doesn't obscure the view. It is cut 
to be long on the body which some might 
not like but which I didn't find a prob
lem. Some manufacturers - Berghaus 
excepted - include pit zips to help solve 



the overheating problem but of course 
that drives the price up. My feeling is that 
they do provide a worthwhile benefit but 
there are many who disagree. It's your 
call. 

The salopeues we tested had a high bib 
but Berghaus ' new Extrem range has 
dropped it down the trunk quite a bit. 
Clearly, salopettes or pants withoudull
length side zips are a waste of time. Other 
recommended manufacturers are The 
North Face, especially their expedition 
system, Karrimor's Baltoro , Rohan, 
Patagonia and Marmot, although this is 
difficult to obtain in the UK. 

Of course, these systems are top of the 
range and for those only climbing in the 
Alps in summer or just trekking in the 
Himalaya there are cheaper alternatives. 
Berghaus' Alpine Lite range looks great 
and all the worthwhile manufacturers do 
lightweight jackets and overtrousers. If 
you do a lot of mixed climbing in Scotland 
then you 'll be spiking your trousers a lot, 
so consider buying a new cheap pair of 
ovettrousers - with zips of course - each 
season. Be prepared to fix holes. Despite 
protecting exposed areas with the tough 
Ardura fabric, my outer layers are riddled 
with tears from crampons. I even managed 
to get one in my jacket! Carpet or duct 
tape will prevent water getting in. 

WINOPROOI IIIICI 
KARRIMOR EIGER, £129 
D u oFOLD TRAMONTANA, £119.95 
RmLAN SERA, £129 
While windproof fleeces hardly constitute 
a system in their own right, I shall stick 
my neck out and say that they will even
tually alter the way people buy their cloth
ing. For instance: you are climbing .the 
Gervasutti pillar on the east face of Mont 
Blanc du Tacul in August. You have a 
good forecast. Why take a shell layer? 
Because it might be windy on tl1e summit. 
Good thinking; that's often the case. But 
with a windproof fleece you could 
dispense with that extra weight. It will 
keep you warm crossing the glacier, you 
can stick it in the sack during your time on 
the sun-kissed granite and whack it back 
on when you reach the top and your 
Gore-Tex lovely stays in the valley. 

Polartec has developed a fabric called 
Windbloc and we tested Karrimor's Eiger 
jacket which is made from it. It has a 
poppered hood which is very useful and 
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Karrimor's Eiger 

a high _collar which was way too bulky. 
The cut is very tight at the waist with no 
useless pockets to bulk things out. The 
pockets on the chest were spacious 
although I would prefer vertical zips for 
easier access. It proved very warm and 
windproof and even in the Alps in winter 
it was sufficient without a Gore-Tex jacket 
in all but the worst weather. You might 
argue why not buy a Polartec 300 fleece 
and a separate lightweight shell but this 
is cheaper, as effective, lighter and more 
comfo1table. The Eiger includes pit zips. 

The Duofold Tramontana uses 
Duofold's own Hurricane Fleece fabric 
and is even more windproof - in my expe
rience at least - than the Polartec 
Windbloc. It really is a cosy number with 
many of the design features of the Eiger 
including that all-in1portant hood to keep 
the spindrift out. It is bulkier than the 
Eiger, though not excessively so. It is also 

• very comfortable and I never suffered any 
problems witl1 condensation. Duofold are 
now producing salopettes, pants, gloves 
and hats in this stuff as well. 

The Rohan Serac is also elegantly 
designed·with a three-layer laminated 
fleece that is breathable and windproof 
witl1 reinforced shoulders and elbows. Like 
tl1e other jackets we tested it is also highly 
water resistant in case you have to walk 
out in a shower - or worse. It is lighter 
and neater than the Tramontana but 
slightly less windproof and does not have 
a hood. Instead of pit Zips it has regular 
fleece at the armpits to allow some 
measure of temperature control. 

Obviously, if you set out for the north 
face of the Eiger in winter you're going to 
feel exposed without a Gore-Tex moun-
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tain jacket in the sack but for less adven
turous mountain routes in winter and for 
summer Alpine use anywhere I would feel 
quite happy just taking any one of these 
jackets - Scottish winters are another 
matter. I also found that while waiting at 
belays in cold temperatures I could whip 
on a duvet pullover to keep me warm 
witl10ut the necessity of taking off my shell 
which was a great advantage. 

BUIIIIO 
MOUNTAIN SHIRT, £70 
SALOPETTES, £70 
BELAY JACKET, £65 
The zeal of tl1e convelt is always greater, 
and the Buffalo Double-P system has won 
more and more converts in recent years; 
so much so that other companies are 
either looking at or already producing 
alternative products. The first advantage 
is printed ,ibove. Price. The whole deal 
for a little over £200 - less than the price 
of a decent Gore-Tex jacket. The second 
is weight. TI1ere are only two layers ·maxi
mum with this system and so the weight
saving is substantial. 

Basically, Buffalo is fibre pile - remem
ber fibre pile? - and Pertex. That's it; no 
thermals required. Whack on the 
salopettes, put the Mountain Shirt on. The 
latter is cut to be snug round the body, 
and the model recommended has a crutch 
strap, which is not as uncomfortable as it 
sounds, pockets set above the harness and 
a tougher weight of Pertex. It also has zips 
down the side. When you start walking 
in you can undo these and cool off. Yes, 
your beer gut is exposed to the elements, 
and no, it doesn 't get cold. When the 
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weather gets worse or you stop moving, 
then the zips go down and you're snuggly 
once more. If you get cold, slip on the 
belay jacket. Forget about rain or damp
ness, this stuff could wick for England - or 
is that Scotland? - and is ve1y breathable. 
It isn't as waterproof as a Gore-Tex jacket 
but it doesn 't need to be because fibre 
pile is such a great insulator. Purists will 
abandon their ~ore-Tex jackets but I 
know climbers who wear one over their 
Buffalo shirt for added windproofing. At 

altin1de it is worth considering a ve1y light 
thermal layer since the sun can grill your 
ribs. The salopettes are ferociously warm 
and many climbers prefer using the shin 
with a pair of cooler trousers in the Alps 
in summer for comfort. We recommend 
you buy the salopenes with reinforcing 
patches since Pe1tex is generally, crampon
fodder. Its greatest advantage is that it 
stands up to rough treatment. If your duvet 
gets wet then you could have problems. 
Those problems disappear with Buffalo. 
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PARAMO 

NEVADA JACKET, £90 

NEVADA SALOPETTES, £90 
Watch Fido after he gets out of his annual 
bath. The first thing he does is shake 
himself, ruining the decor and wetting 
the toilet paper. But Fido is dry. It's a 
neat trick, and one we humans aren't up 
to. The fur on animals acts as a direc
tional lining, forcing water outwards, its 

density at the surface stops water 
getting in and naturally produced 
oils acid water repellency. These 
are the basic principles behind the 
Paramo system which mimics the 
first two with a Pertex shell over 
Nikwax's own Parameta fabric and 
provides the third by treating the 
garments with Nikwax TX l0i , a 
feature which can easily be 
renewed. 

The result is a windproof, breaci1-
able and waterproof system which 
includes some of the benefits of 
the Buffalo system in that exten
sive zips provide ventilation to 

combat overheating, including full 
length zips on the salopettes. It's 
not as warm as Buffalo and so you 
have to wear a thermal layer under
neath and in cold conditions add 
a fleece mid layer but it is softer 
and more comfortable. Unlike 
Gore-Tex it doesn't matter if you 
puncture it with crampons and it 
transfers liquid moisture as well as 
water vapour which is a big advan
tage. The salopettes are especially 
recommended with tough rein
forcement on knees and backside 
and a belt at the waist. Other 
design features are less helpful with 
poppers at the wrist rather than 
Velcro and poor hood design. And 
like Buffalo the appearance leaves 
something to be desired. 

The overall concept behind this 
system is ve1y good and its excel
lent breathability keeps you drier 
than anything else. Development 
will no doubt continue to iron out 
the design flaws and I would 
recommend this system highly for 
summer Alpine use. There is noci1-
ing, of course, to prevent you using 
either elements with clothes from 
other systems. ■ 
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DEPARTMENTS GEAR / KIT LIST 

Kil llSl 
Jon Tinker, who climbed Everest from the 
north last year leading an Out There 
Trekking trip, describes the gear he is 
currently taking with him on trips. He is 

a technical advisor to First Ascent, the UK 
importers of The North Face and Black 
Diamond. 

IN THE WINTER of 1987-8 I was climbing 
with a group of Poles. We were on .K2 
and life was difficult. After spending 90 
days at base camp and above we became 
good friends and I was treated like an 
honorary Pole - probably the greatest 
mountaineering compliment I have ever 
received. I_was even allowed my fair share 
at the sharp end. Most of the lads were 
ten to twenty years older than me and 
their list of accomplishments read like a 
recent history of Hin1alayan climbing: first 
winter ascents of Everest, Kangchenjunga, 
Manaslu, and - by a new route - Cho 
Oyu, plus technical new routes on 
Annapurna's south face, Dhaulagiri's south 
face, the Ru pal face of Nanga Parbat and 
so on. Even the 'so on' bit would have 
been a fantastic achievement for a Western 
climber. These men had built up an unpar
alleled knowledge of Himalayan climb
ing. What impressed me most was their 
pragmatism. They didn't impose a set of 
outside ethics on their climbing. If they 
thought they needed oxygen, as on 
Everest in winter, then they took some. 
On Kangchenjunga in winter they made a 
summit dash from a long way down the 
mountain. On Cho Oyu they only had 
effectively four climbers to make a new 
route in winter. On Broad Peak at the end 
of our trip, Alex Lwow and Maciej Berbeka 
climbed in the purest of alpine styles, 
Maciej reaching the fore-summit on his 
own in the dark. 

As with ethics, so with kit. 
'Western climbers are gadget climbers,' 

Krzysztof Wielicki said at one point. 'These 
Frenchmen always want the new colours.' 
Karrimor were launching a new clothing 
line around our trip. It was interesting to 
see that many of the Poles were quite 
happy to go on the hill in their favourite 
jumpers, carefully storing their new clothes 
for resale later. Yet in the important areas, 
their kit was the best. They all had plastic 
boots. None had new shells, all had new 
inners. Polish down is some of the best 
in the world. And these lads were lucky. 

I've climbed with Czechs and Russians 
whose clothing I frankly wouldn't go and 
watch a football match in. 

Bad kit doesn't stop people climbing 
mountains. Nevertheless things are chang
ing. More and more people are doing 
high-altitude - or low-angle - climbing. It 
is becoming financially more viable for 
manufacturers to meet this growing 
market's specific needs. It is going to be 
interesting to see how they go about it. 
Those firms with mountaineers working 
for them - like Andy Perkins at Troll and 
Chris Watts at North Face - will do well. 
So will those firms with their founders still 
at the helm like Hamish Hamilton at 
Buffalo and Rab Carrington who can 
quickly respond to the changing market. 
The more monolithic outfits, with their 
layers of managers and marketing depart
ments, will find it harder to adapt. 

Here's the rule; light is right. This does 
not mean you will be carrying a light load. 
Far from it. Travel, in the Himalayan 
climber's book, broadens the shoulders. 
You want to stay alive and climb the 
mountain, in that order. Light kit means 
less excess baggage on the flight over, 
fewer porter loads and more day's food 
in the.sack on the hill. It also helps if the 
kit is comparatively cheap as you will find 
yourself going through heartbreaking 
quantities of it. 

The first thing you need is a sausage. 
By which I mean a huge lockable kitbag 
into which you can throw all your kit and 
entrust to the tender mercies of a porter, 
yak, donkey, whatever. Karrimor make a 
good one as do Wild Things which is 
tougher but a little smaller. Lined with 
Karrimat all your technical kit except 
breakables and valuables can be lovingly 
thrown in and not see the light of day 
until base camp. 

Most walk-ins involve rolling in filth so 
you want cheap disposable clothes. It 
never fails to amaze me why people spend 
a fortune on so-called specialised travel 
clothing which inevitably ends up in tatters 
when cheap and cheerful clothing could 
do the job just as well. So in Pakistan for 
instance it is most appropriate to wear 
shalwar kameez like the locals. There is 
certainly a gap in the market for tough, 
well-designed trekking clothing. Don't 
forget a wide-brimmed hat and lots of 
suncream. Lightweight fabric boots are 
best. Leather boots get too hot. Fabric 
boots seem to vary a lot in quality; I pad 
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a p;,iir of Merrell Blazer Gore-Tex boots 
which had only a couple of stitches come 
undone during a season moraine-bashing 
on a recent Tibetan trip while a colleague's 
boots were almost destroyed. 

Boots 
Above base camp choice of gear becomes 
crucial. Frostbite is the big problem. The 
places where you are most likely to get it 
are feet,_ face and fingers in that order. 
Boots now are good and are getting better. 
This is just as well as it is very difficult to 
warm feet up once you have set out for a 
day's work. If it's a high mountain - over 
7,500 metres - or in winter I would use 
One Sport boots. These are made of 
neoprene, alveolite and Gore-Tex with an 
integral gaiter and are light and warm. 
You can fit clip-on crampons even though 
they are quite floppy. They aren't much 
good for climbing rock but you will be 
wearing crampons all the time anyway. 
Boots will get better. It's now possible to 
buy alveolite inners that precisely fit your 
feet and lightweight battery-powered ther
mal insoles. On lower peaks I use Asolo 
Expeditions with a pair of Black Diamond 
gaiters. These make for neat precise climb
ing. I consider Yeti-gaiters a waste of 
money as they are expensive, wear out 
and do not give insulation where it 
matters, under the sole. Far better to have 
a pair of overboots for cold clays. Make 
sure your crampons can fit over them. As 
for socks , on sub-7 ,500-metre peaks I 
would often use the vapour barrier system. 
Above that height the lack of oxygen 
seems to make this system less useful so 
I would revert back to using one pair of 
socks a clay. Wild Country Toasters are 
the best at the moment. 

Clothing 
You will be dealing with extremes of 
temperature so don't neces.sa1ily buy expe
dition weight underwear. On a baking 
glacier you will want the lightest pos.sible, 
and in light colours to reflect the sun. I 
have used The North Face underwear for 
a while now which is light and wicks well. 
Three tops and two longjohns are enough 
for most trips. 

Miclwear is one of the most important 
items. You want fleece clothing that is 
windproof and doesn 't allow snow to stick 
to it. At the moment there is no contest. 
Buffalo is the best. Both Harry Taylor and 
I wore it on Everest last year. I have been 



using a pair of saiopettes with full-length 
side zips that can easily go on and off 
boots with crampons. Reinforcement 
patches at the knees and arse are essential. 
There's always a good bumslide place on. 
any expedition worth its salt. The Belay 
Jacket with a set of underwear are enough 
for me to well over 7,000 metres in most 
weather. I know Hamish Hamilton doesn't 
recommend underwear with his clothing 
but the sun would burn flesh exposed by 
his zip ventilation system. Other manu
facturers have some catching up to do. 

Down gear 
Don't go mad with your sleeping bag. 
Often you can get away with a lighter one 
as you can wear clothing inside it. It is 
worth taking more than one Karrimat or 
better still a Therm-a-rest. You will be 
sleeping on snow and again you would 
otherwise lose a lot of warmth through 
the ground. A snowproof cover and a 
vapour barrier liner are good for extended 
trips. Down boots are a must. Only get a 
downsuit if you are going somewhere 
really out of order. Down jacket and 
salopettes are often a more versatile 
option. Windsuits are very useful. Pertex 
is windproof and featherweight. 

Gloves are generally a waste of money; 
they make your hands cold. Their only 
use is in contact work such as cooking 
inside a tent. The secret is to find a pair of 
mitts that you don't need to take off for 
fiddly work. If you take mitts off, no matter 
how warm they may be, you will get cold 
wet hands, the mitts will get snow inside 
and will rapidly become useless. Pile or 
fleece and Gore-Tex mitts are no good for 
this sort of climbing; bulky without being 
warm. I have used Buffalo mitts to go 
through the Khumbu icefall in winter, 
which involves a lot of jumaring and 
ladder climbing, and not had to take them 
off. Another possibility is to use so called 
'shooting mitts' which have a thumb, fore
finger and mitt section and are a good 
compromise between gloves and mitts. I 
have been using these in Dachstein-type 
material since 1986. Higher up you will 
certainly need an overmitt. Mountain 
Equipment make special oversized down 
mitts which are the best I have ever used. 

Headgear 
People don 't generally wear helmets -
maybe they should more often. It's worth 
having a good balaclava to keep the wind 
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off. The only one I have found that doesn't 
ice up is made by the American company 
Outdoor Research. Piz Buin make a · 
specific cold weather cream for the skin. 
Glasses 
Vuarnet are the best for 90 percent of 
mountain use. Don't 
forget a, nose protector 
against sunburn. It seems 
a bit unfair that moun
taineering can give you 
cancer as well as all its 
other dangers. Sometin1es 
you need goggles. Some 
people swear by them, 
most people swear at 
them as they are designed 
for effete skiers and 
always seem to get 
broken in your rucsack. I 
have an ingenious pair of 
combined glasses & 

goggles made by Pan
Optyx which are a good 
compromise. 

Hardware 
As for hardware, light clip
on crampons and the light 
Grivel axe are good for 
most snow plods. If it's at 
all technical then take a 
hammer as it 's always 
safer to have two axes. It's 
like the Alps; it's best to 
try and move together or 
solo than to pitch ground. 
In fact a lot of the time a 
pair of ski poles are the 
most appropriate tools for 
your hands though they're not much good 
for braking. After years of breaking Leki 
poles I've discovered the ones that Stubai 
make which have removable baskets and 
are exceptionally strong. The best light
weight harnesses on the market are the 
Troll lightweight Whillans and the Black 
Diamond Alpine Bod. 

Other things 
Piss bottle and two litres worth of water 
bottles. Don't mix them up. If you want 
to take a the,mos then Camping Gaz make 
a good lightweight model. An altimeter 
can give you another excuse to retreat. I 
am still trying to work out how the Avocet 
altimeter watch works and have already 
broken one. A superlight sho1twave radio 
gets you the World Service and weighs 
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less than a paperback but you can't use a 
radio as toilet paper. Apparently more than 
90 percent of mountaineers have a camera. 
Be honest, don't you keep it in the sac 
too much? Again, technology is catching 
up and modern compact cameras produce 

excellent quality shots. I bought a Pentax 
Weatherzoom last year and got great 
results all the way up Everest. Fuji Velvia 
film seems to be the best for mountain 
use at the moment. And to put it all in 
there's the Karrimor Macsac which is light 
but difficult to pack well. Wild Things also 
make a good light sack. So that's some of 
the kit I use at the moment. I'm sure it 
will be out of date in a few months; there 
are some interesting developments on tl1e 
horizon. Finally I must get one more 
bugbear out of my system. The tempera
tures that some manufacturers quote their 
kit is good down to are pointless. Minus 
20°C feels different at• different altitudes, no 
doubt due to the difference in available 
oxygen. You can suffer from altitude chill 
as much as wind chill. ■ 
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Taking liberties 
As the Government's war o,/attrition on 
access continues, Bill Wright outlines 
the principal threats facing those who 
seek the freedom of the hills. 

S1 1ouLD I 13E IIERE' Am I trespassing' Will 
I be confronted by a farmer or 
landowner' Most of us experience these 

doubts at some time during our tips to 
the British mountains and cliffs. They 
are anxieties which - for most of us -
diminish the spiritual and aesthetic plea
sure we get from our climbing and abate 
the sense of freedom we want when we 
go to the mountains. Compound this 
with those incidents where actual 
confrontation and intimidation of walk
ers and climbers takes place and the 
British access picture remains a particu
larly sorry one . 

Those longstanding fears are likely to 
worsen if the current wave of attacks by 
the Government on access to the coun
tryside are forced through. The Criminal 
Justice Bill , selling off of state forestry 
and re-organisation of countryside agen
cies in England are threats to mountain 
freedoms which, if impleme nted , could 
see widespread access losses and even 
the use of criminal proceeding to pros
ecute trespassers. 

Criminal Justice Bill 
Despite denials by Government and 
land-owning agencies, a Queen's 
Counsel opinion shows that provisions 

Below: Okehampton camp 
on the edge of Dartmoor. 
Government agencies and 
state-controlled institutions 
are the biggest landowners 
in the UK with a poor 
record on public access. 
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within this Bill could be employed to 
turn trespass in the British counuyside 
from a civil into a criminal matter. Those 
brave souls who are not prepared to be 
intimidated by unwelcoming landowners 
could find themselves with criminal 
records. This opinion was obtained by 
the British Mountaineering Council from 
Harry Sales QC who advises them on 
legal matters concerning access to the 
countryside. It is a view which is 
supponed by officials of the Law Society 
of Scotland. 

The offending provisions are mainly 
Sections 52 and 53 which introduce the 
crime of 'aggravated trespass'. At a late 
stage in the passage of the Bill through 
Parliament, the BMC, Mountaineering 
Council of Scotland and Ramblers 
Association are lobbying for amend
ments to the Bill to protect climbers and 
landowners, many of whom are against 
access to their own estates. All three 
agencies are calling on walkers and 
climbers to write to their MPs. 

State forestry 
With two million acres under its control, 
the state-owned Forestry Commission is 
Britain's largest landowner. Since 1981 it 
has been under a Government directive 
to sell off much of its estate but has not 
been allowed to reinvest the proceeds 
which are swallowed up by the 
Treasury. In recent months, on 

Government instruction , a secret 
review has been conducted by 
civil servants which is consider
ing the future management and 
ownership of the Commission 
and while full privatisation no 
longer appears to be an option, 
the sell-off programme looks 
likely to be accelerated. Since 
1981 , 100,000 acres of land have 
been sold off and the same 
amount again is targeted by the 
end of the century. 

Some commentators have 
observed that ideas of full privati
sation were a smokescreen 
launched by Government in 
order to make the alternative of 
fragmentation and part disposal 
more acceptable. Whichever is 
the case, the implications for 
access to those areas that have 
already been sold have been 
disastrous. 



The Forestry Commission operates a 
freedom-to-roam policy across virtually 
all of its properties although in 1988 the 
Ordnance Survey stopped identifying on 
maps which properties were in 
Commission ownership. Another secret 
official report , in this case leaked, 
acknowledges the total failure of those 
provisions that were designed by 
Government to protect access once land 
is sold and the loss of access to much 
former Commission land. 

The consequence for moun
taineers is the potential loss of 
access to dozens of sites across the 
country. North of the border, the 
Mountaineering Council of 
Scotland have identified the 
approaches of dozens of Munros 
and many summits themselves are 
within the Commission's owner
ship, as well as many crags and 
cliffs such as those on the Cobbler. 

In England and Wales, the BMC 
have had a poor response to their 
request for information from 
climbers about Commission prop
erties that are of importance to 
them. They have so far concluded 
that there is less of a threat south 
of the border and have been 
unable to ascertain the extent of 
the possible threat. However, large 
chunks of the Lake District , 
Northumberland, Snowdonia and 
Brecon Beacons Na tional Parks 
and crags such as Symonds Yat 
and Shorncliff in the Wye Valley, 
Black Rocks at Cromford, Carreg 
Alltrem in the Lledr Valley, some 
of the Northumberland sandstone 
outcrops and Stone Farm Rocks in 
the High Weald are under 
Commission control and therefore 
face an uncertain future. 

Countryside agencies 

Countryside Commission there are 
grounds for concern that interests in 
access will play second fiddle to natural 
science interests among hands-on offi
cers and recreation will suffer. The 
grounds for concern are highlighted by 
the shotgun marriages that have already 
taken in place in Scotland and Wales 
where funding has been threatened, offi
cer posts frozen and criticisms made of 
their effectiveness. 

Writing this in a mood buoyed by the 

ECOLOGY 

exhilaration of watching all South 
Africans grasp the freedom to vote for 
their government, I find myself wonder
ing whether in our own country the free
dom we have to enjoy our countryside 
will be limited still further. Instead of 
seeking out our open spaces for peace 
and fulfilment , will we come to see 
them , as outdoor enthusiasts and 
landowners grow further apart, as dens 
of intimidation, threats and even 
violence. 

A N 
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THE 
BEST 

J 

TENTS 
V WH E A E 

l~THE 
WORLD 

A s a resu lt of our ongoi ng 
resea rch progra mme we 
h ave deve loped a unique 
and revo lut ionary new 

flys heet fab ric; WBTERSHED 
For further deta ils, 

consult yo ur speci ali st 
outdoor re tailer or write 
today for our new colour 
catalogue. 

A Government review is also being 
conducted into the possible amal
gamation in England of the 
Countryside Commission, which is 
responsible for landscape conser
vation, promoting access and quiet 
enjoyment of the countryside, and 
English Nature, which is responsi
ble for the protection of wildlife. 
Given that the staff numbers on 
the ground in English Nature 
considerably outweigh those of the 

- --~ -- - ------- - ---
Please send me a copy of the new Wild Country Performance Tents and Extremities Clothing Catalogue. 

NAME: _ _____ _________ ADDRESS; ___________________ _ 

----------------------------POSTCODE: _______ _ 

Wild Country II used under licence from Wild Country Limited MORE 

Terra Nova Equ,pment Limited Ecclesbourne Park A/Ireton Derbysh,re DESS 4RF Telephone 0773 833300 Fax 0773 831088 
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Brits don't climb aid 

' A climber resorts to aid only 
when free clin!bing is impos-
sible. But aid climbing is the 

only way to ascend some of the most 
awesome expanses of rock on the planet. 
Free climbs are by defin ition 'natural '. So 
are most a id climbs. The number of 
manufactured p lacements and bolts 
determines the 'unnaturalness' of a route. 
Sometimes people ask me if I'm inter
ested in nailing up a thin aid pitch which 
goes nowhere. Frankly, I'm not interested, 
I'd rather go free climbing instead. But 
to climb a big multi-thousand foot wall 
which would go at nothing less than 5.22, 
to spend time up on a vertical ocean of 
rock and to eventually pull over the rim 
to reap the rewards of the summit, this is 
where aid-climbing skills pay off.' (John 
Miclclenclorf writing in the forthcoming 
Big Walls published by Chockstone Press 
and co-authored with John Long.) 

The free-climbing boom of the 1980s killed off 

aid climbing in the UK, but big advances in the 

States and greater ranges is rekindling interest. 

James Howell , pictured left on the Nose of El 

Capitan, offers some advice on how to get 

started. 

Am OR ARTIFICIAL climb
ing is a technique 
seldom used in this 
country these clays clue 
to the boom of high
grade free climbing. It 
is , however, still used 
in various parts of the 
world such as 
Yosemite, the Alps and 
the Himalaya where 
free climbing is not 
feasible. Cutting-edge 
technical aid is jump
ing forward in leaps 
and bounds especially 
in the States. Some big
wall routes can require 
over twenty clays to 

complete and can 
contain some of the 

scariest and most dangerous climbing on 
the planet. Big wall and aid climbing has 
been having a renaissance with British 
climbers recently; some very bold and 
highly technical climbing has been clone 
in the towers of Paine, the Trango area of 
Pakistan and on some of the higher peaks 
of the Himalaya. So where does one go 
to gain the required experience' 

If you're thinking of the Alps or 
Yosemite you're way off the mark; they 
are the places to frequent once you know 
what's what. We Brits have a well kept 
secret - roofs. They may be big, loose, 
chossy and wet but they're ours and 
they're as British as the stiff upper lip. 
But why would anyone want to climb in 
these clank caves and actually admit that 
they went aid climbing' They're perfect 
for a rainy clay if you want to get some
thing exciting clone. Roof climbing is also 
great for perfecting the technique before 
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venturing out to the big mountains and 
walls. 

Aid basically requires the leader to 
place all of his weight on a piece while 
placing another, then moving onto that 
piece and placing the next. Efficiency and 
some hard and fast rules are what keep 
you going and hopefully secures so!ne 
piece of mind in the process. 

First a few hints on the set-up of the 
gear. The leader should wear a paclclecl, 
comfortable and adjustable harness. A 
chest harness is a handy option - I don't 
actually tie it into the harness but use it 
to keep me upright for placing gear. Your 
fifi hook should have a a nine inch loop 
of half-inch tape running through the 
large hole and this is tied through your 
legloops and belt using a larks foot. The 
two ends of your two daisy chains are 
also anchored directly into your harness 
via a lark's-foot set-up either side of your 
fifi hook. They in turn hold a pair of five
step etriers each on large snaplink kara
biners. 

Racking your gear is clown to personal 
preference but keep it organised . Keep 
gear of the same kind together and in 
order, although th.is can be difficult if you 
want to balance the weight on your chest 
and waist harnesses. Assorted racks of 
wires, Friends, tie-offs and hooks are far 
lighter than 50 pitons but take up much 
the same space making you somewhat 
lopsided when hanging from a circle
heacl. 

Let's assume you're starting Deviant 
Sub-Culture, an A4 at the Great Orme. 
Your partner is belaying using· a Grigri 
from the bolt at floor level and the No8 
wire which have been equalised. You 
free climb up the initial ten feet and place 
the first half-inch angle. It's taken some 



reasonable pounding to get in - a good 
sign. You place a tie-off through the eye 
and attach a snaplink to it. Clip your first 
pair of etriers into the tie-off and not the 
krab as you want to get as high as possi
ble. You are now attached to that piece 
via your active daisy chain. Place your 
foot in the lowest rung of your etrier and 
apply body-weight. If the piece appears 
to be solid , bounce lightly. If no undue 
movement is observed leap up and down 
on it - within reason. 

At first this seems madness but if each 
piece you place has undergone this test 
and passed you can be reasonably confi
dent tl1e last piece may hold a short fall 
as would the piece before it and so on. 

The half-inch angle is good, so you 
creep up the etriers and clip your Fifi 
hook as high as possible on the daisy 
chain, preferably on the etrier's karabiner. 
At this point I clip in my chest harness 
and relax, but not too much! Now eyeball 
the next placement. An experienced aid 
man will know 95 percent of the time 
which piton and which size to place, 
eliminating time-consuming mistakes. The 
second piece happens to be another five
inch angle, so you can place another tie
off and clip a snaplink in attaching your 
second pair of etriers at the same time. 
Do not clip your rope into either piece 
yet! Place one foot in the etriers 
connected to the piece you 're on and 
place your other foot in the other pair 
and test as before. Assuming the piece 
held, grasp both pieces and move onto 
the second pair of etriers. Clip in your 
Fifi hook as high as possible and again 
relax. 

Before you remove your last pair of 
etriers , clip the rope to your free 'link 
you clipped in earlier. Should the piece 
you 're on fail before you clip the rope 
into the first piece, the daisy chain 
connected to it should arrest your fall. 
Remove your etriers from your first piece. 
Now that you 're on your second piece 
you may be tempted to clip into it. Do 
not. Should the piece you 're on fail after 
clipping the rope to it you will fall over 
five feet instead of two, generating a 
much higher force easily in excess of 
your test load causing the whole string 
to fail and probably ending in tragedy. 
Once you have moved onto your third 
piece you may clip the second piece 
before removing the previous set of etri
ers and so on. You have to really get into 
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a rhythm and an order in which you must 
do things. Again, this is part of the effi
ciency that will make the difference 
between a six or a ten hour lead. Look at 
placement and clean it out if necessary, 
select pin, hammer home while observ
ing and listening, attach a tieoff and krab, 
clip in etriers to tieoff, test and observe, 
move onto next piece and clip in fifi 
hook, clip in rope to last piece, remove 
previous etriers, sort out tangled daisy 
chains, prepare for next placement. 

It's also worth putting a ten inch loop 
of 3mm cord on your fifi hook. This can 
be placed in the mouth to a·ssist the 
disengaging of the hook from the previ
ous daisy chain while keeping your 
hands free. Placing the pitons - especially 
knifeblacles and thin Lost Arrows - is an 
art when dealing with shallow often 
rotten cracks. How do you know if a 
marginal placement is going to hold 
bodyweight without conducting an 
aggressive test? The answer is simple -
listen! The tone of the pin with each blow 
of the hammer will rise in pitch; harmony 
to the aid man's ear. 

A constant tone coupled with the fact 
the pin has stopped going in indicates 
that the pin has bottomed out. This is 
okay, but you must now assess how it 
went in. How much force did you strike 
the pin with? Did it jump about in the 
placement? Was there a dull non-reso
nant tone, maybe a 'twang'? This may 
indicate a poor choice of placement or 
pin. 

Tap the pin along the crack's axis. If 
it moves with relative ease, knock it out 
and try something else. If the pin's tone 
stops rising and remains constant after a 
point but is still going in, this may indi
cate an expanding placement but more 
probably bad rock. Again, tap out the pin 
and uy again. When you're looking at a 
marginal placement big enough to accept 
a Lost Arrow or a Leeper, I would always 
opt for the Leeper clue to its springy 
camming qualities. Angles are also simi
lar in this respect. 

'when climbing under roofs, a lot of 
detritus is knocked off which more often 
than not ends up in your eyes as can 
small fragments of steel from pitons. Try 
using a pair of clear safety glasses; they 
may make you look like Brains from 
Thunderbirds but it saves you a lot of 
grief. 

Hooks aren 't used that much under 
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roofs but they can be of great help on 
the lips of caves. Hooks can also be 
tensioned together, tapped into small 
pockets or taped onto edges. Be creative 
they can speed up the final moves on a 
route and add great excitement in the 

A decent free rack consisting of a full set of 
Friends, wires, micros, around 50 free 
snaplinks and a pair of etriers will see you 
through most of the British A 1 sand most A2 
routes. A more substantial rack is required for 
the harder routes. You'll require several 
Friends of the same size, two complete racks 
of wires. 35-45 assorted pitons, a hammer, 
two pairs of etriers and a daisy chain for each 
pair. a Fifi hook as well as an assortment of 
skyhooks. Talon hooks and flat Leepers. 
Around 50 half inch by seven inch tie-off 
loops are handy for a multitude of tasks as 
well as big slings and around 70 karabiners. 
Jumars and a Grigri are also handy items. 

Stockists 
Black Diamond Equipment Ltd: First 
Ascent, Units 4 & 5, Limetree Business Park, 
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3EJ. Tel: 0629 
580484. Suppliers of pitons, hooks, hammers, 
Camalots, harnesses, karabiners, stoppers, 
copper and steel nuts, ropes, belay devices. 
Lyon Equipment: Dent, Sedbergh, Cumbria, 
LA10 SOL. Tel: 05396 25493. Suppliers of: 
Rock Exotica Soloist, Soloaid, Wallhauler, 
Rescuecender and Microcender. Also 
importers for Petzl esp., handled ascenders, 
hooks, 8-10mm bolts and drills. 
Cotswold Outdoor Stores: Especially 
Betws-Y-Coed, Arton House, Betws-y-Coed, 
Holyhead Road, Gwynedd LL24 OAP. Tel: 
(0690) 710234. Suppliers of pitons, wires, 
camming units - esp. Camalots, hooks, 
expedition equipment, guidebooks. 
Mountain Tools: PO Box 222295, Carmel, 
CA 93922, USA. Tel: 010 1 408 625 6222. 
Suppliers of AS Adventures' haulbags, 
portaledges, copperheads and alumiheads, 
hooks, pitons, bolts, ascenders, harnesses, 
big wall boots, hammers, solo devices, 
pulleys, racking systems and every other 
conceivable climbing related product. 
AS Adventures: 1701 Northwest St Flagstaff, 
AZ 86004. Tel: 010 1 602 779 5084. Big wall 
climbing outfitters and manufacturers of 
single, double and titanium portaledges. Also 
haulbags and packs and other products 
related to big wall climbing. If you've got a 
question, they'll know the answer. 
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process. Practise using hooks on boul
ders before you venture out on an aid 
route and have an epic. 

Before heading out for your first roof 
pitch a cautiona1y note on ropes; 11mm 
ropes are the standard diameter lines 
used in aid climbing. 10.5mm lines are 
also fine, but don't be tempted to use the 
ten-year-old fuzzy one that's towed the 
car because very high forces can be 
generated in a long aid fall - and they 
can be long! Only a rope in good condi
tion will hold it. Also, initially using 
double ropes seems like a good idea but 
in reality they just add complications and 
can be unsafe. First, the belayer is bound 

Above: James Howell 
cleaning the Great Roof 
pitch on the Nose of El 
Capitan , Yosemite . 

to get bored and start reading that novel 
he brought with him and he won't be 
switched on enough to handle them 
properly. A Grigri is very useful from this 
point of view, but do remember to tie off 
the brake line just in case. 

Second, the alternate clipping princi
ple of double ropes creates a problem 
when there is slack in one of the lines. 
Should the placement you 're on fail, only 
one 9mm line will initially take the brunt 
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of a potentially long fall and maybe 
fail in the process. There's much to 
be said for keeping things simple 
and looking at things in a logical 
way. Of course as you gain expe
rience you 'll get into doing things 
you're own way and understand all 
this firsthand. Of course you can 
be forgiven if you are alpine climb
ing and you have to carry two 
9mm lines on a route that contains 
direct aid. As long as you know d1e 
drawbacks of the double nine 
system you 'll probably be okay. 

Grades 
All grades below are 'new wave ' 

"' and take into consideration danger, 
fall length , time and the sustained 
nature of some of the pitches. Also, 
the vast improvements in equip
ment and perception of what is 
truly hard is reflected in the grade 
of today's new routes as compared 

t with routes of twenty years ago. 
Obviously, many aid routes in this 
counuy are ten to twenty years old, 
and so these grades will appear 
inflated. But if one was to try either 
Deviant, To Ride ... or Pigs, many 
of the requirements of mese grades 
would be satisfied. 

AO - Bombproof. The simplest 
of all aid , solid bolt-clipping, in 
some cases known as French free. 

Al - Still bombproof. All place
ments are solid wire and friend 
placements or reasonably solid tat 
clipping. Almost all placements can 
hold long falls , but if gear is placed 
properly none should be taken. 

A2 - Reasonably bombproof. 
Many awkward placements will be 

made , maybe some long or difficult 
reaches will be found. The climbing will 
be more time consuming. 

A2+ - The leader will now find himself 
on placements mat might only hold body
weight, but these pieces will be backed 
up with good gear either side so really 
only short falls will occur should a piece 
go. Twenty to 30-foot-fall potential but 
little danger of hitting anything. The 
Scoop at Strone Ulladale is rumoured to 
be new wave A2+. 

A3 - Many of your placements are 
bodyweight, you will encounter long 
strings of bad placements which could 
allow 30+foot-falls should a placement 



go, but generally the leader is safe from 
hitting any fixed objects - like the ground. 
Leaders can expect to be climbing for 
many hours. This grade can realistically 
fluctuate from Al to A3+ in Britain. Try 
Flying Circus in Dovedale and then get 
on To Ride, Shoot Straight and Tell the 
Truth at Great Orme. 

A3+ - Many of your placements are 
bodyweight, slightly longer falls can be 
taken and the possibility of hitting an 
object is reasonably high should a place
ment fail. Leaders can expect to be up 
there for five or six hours. Reasonable 
danger of broken bones should a string 
pull. 

A4 - Specific aid tools come into play 
here, copperheading, hooking, the plac
ing of Rurps, birdbeaks, crack'n'ups and 
the use of extensive trickery - ET. Strings 
of bodyweight placements of up to 70 
feet can be found, much loose rock is 
encountered and the leader has to 
'endure long periods of uncertainty and 
fear ' as John Middendorf puts it. Long 
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falls onto uncertain landings can be made 
if good judgement is not exercised. 

A4+ - Longer strings, harder moves, 
worse landings, scrappy rock make the 
A4+ experience all that more interesting. 
Time exceeds eight hours depending on 
the route , a sure way to get yourself 
chopped if you don't know what you are 
doing' 

AS - The entire pitch is bodyweight, 
everything is in the extreme, the thought 
of falling cannot enter your mind espe
cially at the end of the pitch - 300-foot
fall potential is there. Extreme hooking 
and copperheading runs the show. Time 
per pitch exceeds ten hours. There are 
around a dozen climbers worldwide 
climbing this grade. 

AS+ - As for AS but with a slightly 
higher risk due to poorer and more unsta
ble rock and the inescapable fact that you 
have a large ledge or spike for a landing 
zone, so death is a high possibility should 
something go wrong. 

A6 - Yes, okay, I know what you 're 

going to say. 'What can be harder than 
AS+1' A Jim Beyer route called Intifada 
in the States - although second ascen
sionists have since downgraded it. Here 
goes; A6 involves AS+ climbing above 
belay anchors that cannot hold a fall. The 
moraP Don't fuck up. Time exceeds ten 
hours. 

FURTHER READING: Climbing Big Walls by Steve 
Grossmann, ICS Books. Available from Cordee 
books. Contributing authors include John 
Middendorf, Jim Bridwell, Randy Leavitt and Steve 
Schneider. 
Yosemite Climbs by George Meyers and Don Reid, 
Stackpole books. Available from Cordee Books. 
Big Wall Climbing, Doug Scott. Some secondhand 
book dealers. 

■ 

Climbing 124: Rob Slater profile and belay-abseil 
devices. Climbing 126: The first one day ascent of 
the Nose and Ropes. Climbing 131: Roped soloing 
techniques, camming devices. Climbing 132: Aurora 
A5-very good. Climbing 133: Jim Beyer profile. 
Climbing 136: Sunkist A5 - even better. Climbing 
138: Run for cover on Nameless Tower and Greg 
Child profile. Climbing 139: Portaledge, haulbag and 
wall boot article, introduction to wall climbing, 
Charlie Fowler interview, aid climbing on crumbling 
sandstone. 
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28 on Everest Summitl 

Before you sign up for an expedit ion to Mount Everest compare 
our track record. Our Everest trips in '90. '92 and ·93 p laced a 
total of 28 climbers on the summit. We operate regular expedi
tions to Everest. Carstensz Pyramid and Vinson Massif. 

For a free colour poster and latest newsletter call, fax or write to: 

Adventure Consultants 
P.O. Box 70-274 
Christchurch 
New Zealand 
Tel: 070-64-3-365-3544 
Fax: 0 l 0-64-3-365-3664 

HIMALAYAN GUIDES 

A Our 100% Safety Record rem ains intact. 
Diran (7266m) in the Karakoram, 4 wks £2880 July/Aug, Si Yates leads this 

reasonably st raightforward, exci ting, 7000m peak. 

Lhotse W Face. 6 wks Aug/Sept US$7800. . 

\ 

3 Khumhu (U;~ak 22nd October 94 and 18th March 95 for 23 days £1780. 
lt1s our introduction to safe Himalayan climbing. . •. 

Arna Dahlam, 94 4 wks Oct/Nov £3280. 
Everest N Ridge, 56 days 14th April 95. ex Kathmandu USS18,500. 
Aconcagua, 94/95 24 days £2280 inclusive. 

Ml McKinlex, 95 3 wks May/June 
Mt Vinson, 94 Antarctica, Dec. US$24,500 inclusive. ~. Normal Roule, Autumn 95, ex Kathmandu US$6,500. 

We exclusively mountaineer and we don1t use expedition fund! on glossy brochures. 
So write, fax or ring, and we1ll send you specific details. 

Tel/Fax 031 447 4036. 106 THJRLESTANE RD, EDINBURGH, EH9 lAS 
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UIAGII QU.AL1111D GVIDIS. 
Bria 11a11, llounlain llperience 

._ ___ 0883 780180 (HHB) ___ _, 

Specialists in small group climbing and 
walking holidays throughout the 

NEPAL HIMALAYA 
INDIA & TIBET 

For a brochure contact: 
Classic Nepal Ltd., (M), 
33 Metro Avenue, Newton, 
Derbyshire, DESS SUF 
Tel: 0773 873497 (24 hrs) 

IF YOU 'RE READING THIS, SO ARE 
YOUR CUSTOMERS. CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTS IN MOUNTAIN REVIEW 
ARE A COST EFFECTIVE WAY OF 
GETTING YOUR MESSAGE ACROSS. 
CALL 0778 393313 FOR A MEDIA 
PACK ANO FULL DETAILS. 
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. I RVIS BOOKS I 

;.' HUGE SELECTION j SECONDHAND & NEW 

MOUNTAINEERING & 
WALKING BOOKS 

NEW CLIMBING, WALKING, 
TRAVEL GUIDES & MAPS WORLDWIDE 

Shop Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Sun 12.00-5.30. 

Credit card orders welcome. 
S.a.e. Catalogue BOOKS BOUGHT 

57 Smedley Street, East Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3FO 
Telephone/Fax (0629) 55322 

ASIAN TREKKING (P) LTD. 

HOTEL GAURJ SHANKAR Pvt. Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3022 

Thamel Kall,mandv NEPAL 
Tel: /977} 1413732 Fax: /977} l 411878 

RUSSELL BRICE 

B.P 12 
7 4400 I.es Prm 

Chamanix Mant--lllanc FRANCE 
Tel: /33} 50 53 73 87 Fax: /33/ 50 53 73 88 
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VISA SPORTS ~-

MOUNTAIN RESCUE 

• ASSISTANCE, CAR RELAY 

AND REPATRIATION 

• PERSONAL ACCIDENT 

• D PARTY LIABILITY 

• LEGAL EXPENSES AND ADVICE 

Insurance covers all sports, 
includjng para and hang gliding, 

for a whole year. 

VISASPORTS UK LTD, 
62 PRINCE STREET, BRISTOL BSl 4QD. 

0272-226 222 or 0272-308 654 

MFM►iRA 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF 

ir1·sruro 
tkce..a.pi,~~ 

ALPINE 
CLIMBING 

Whatever your ability level/ 
experience, you'll find the right 

course in our Summer Programme. 
ENQUIRIES (UK): ISM, Brwyn Gwynant 

Lodge, Nani Gwynant, Gwynedd, 
LL55 4NW. Tel. & Fax. (076686) 441 
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BOOT REPAIRS 
3/4 soles ONLY £16.0 
Vibram units fitted ONLY £23.5 

'including return postage 
Contact 
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CHESHIRE SHOE REPAIR s 
43 Folly Lane, Bewsey, 
Warrington WAS SND 

Tel: 0925 414945 
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--BRAEMAR NORDIC 
SKI CENTRE 

UK's widest range of nordic and 
alpine ski touring equipment. 
Specialists in hillwalking and 

mountaineering gear. 
SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE OR 

CALL IN AND SEE us! 
Mar Rd, Braemar, Aberdeenshire 

AB35 5YL Tel : 03397 41242 

To advertise goods or 
services In Mountain 
Review, call Simon on 

0778393313 

ACCO MM ODA TIO N 

BREDE ARKLESS 
Courses: Welsh, Scottish & Alps, 

Alpine being the French & New Zealand. 

Bunkhouse 
For informa1ion write with SAE to 

BUARTH, DEINIOLEN, 
GWYNEDD LLSS 3NA 

or Tel: 0286 870518 
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» the Veil (V) by Tony Brindle and A. Moore. 

Exploration spread out. On Beinn Starav, Graham Little 

found the excellent Hidden Ridge (1986,IV); on the obscure 

Bheinn Fhionnlaidh the huge cleft of Rapunzel (1987,IV) was 

climbed by Simon Richardson and Nick Kekus; on Sron na 

Creise R.A. Napier and S. Downie climbed the classic Inglis 

Clark Ridge (1987 ,III) while back in the Coe, high on 

Bidean's West Top, the obvious and very good looking line 

of Dubiety (IV) was left for F. Yeoman and J. Mathie. 

In 1987, Graeme Nicol and I floundered up to the Lost 

Valley buttress in the mist in search of a mythical line. We 

found the crag and climbed into the mist to find a big 

improbable corner disappearing into the murk but ran out of 

time and had to retreat. Second time around things were 

different. We could see where we were going and in the 

clear light of the day the line, though hard, looked feasible. 

Neanderthal (VIIMII,8) went smoothly except for a nasty 

overhanging slot at the top of the big pitch which, with 

feeling gone from fingers and gear disappearing below feet, I 

struggled up to pull over the top muttering, 'Never again! ' 

But there was an 'aga in'. Returning to the Lost Valley 

Buttress with Rob Milne, Barracuda (1988 V,7) was added to 

the right. I then_ had a memorable week with Gavin Taylor. 

On the north faGe of Aonach Dubh the chimney-line of Fall

Out (VII,7) gave us a great route. Topping out in the dark 

we encountered wind and stinging snow we could not crawl 

into, so abseiled the route to reach the Sloping Shelf. 

Reliev.ed to be out of the wind and on ground we knew, we 

set off down. The whole of the Shelf promptly slid off into 

the dark, nearly taking us with it. We beat a cautious retreat, 

but not before the rescue ·team had spotted our headtorches 

and lit up the hillside and the Maclnnes voice screeched at 

us via a loudhailer. Four days later we flogged back up to 

Lost Valley buttress with Nick West. Nick had never done a 

V or climbed by headtorch, but did both on Moonlighting 

(V,6). Four days later Gavin and I returned to climb a line to 

the right of Neanderthal. We topped out from Savage (VI,8) 

in the dark - the third time in a week. We were not the only 

active party during this period. The hot rock team of Colin 

Gilchrist and Mark McGowan climbed Red Slab (1988 

·vrn,7/8) _on the ·Rahnoch Wall to give a very fine, bold and 

technically hard route. Gilchrist was killed in an avalanche a 

short _while 'latev when going for another route on the wall. 

It was becoming fairly clear that the harder routes in the 

Coe required a good covering of snow; in fact, prime 

avalanche conditions. Mick Fowler discovered this when 

Sloping Shelf on the north face of Aonach Dubh avalanched 

him, Chris Watts and their companions. Three of them went 

for a 600-foot drop, a large chunk of which was in mid-air,· 

to land bruised but unhurt in deep snow in the gully below. 

Before anyone else could nab Fowler's line, he made the 

long trip back up from London and braved the Shelf, again 

with Chris Watts, to c,limb - with some aid - the aptly named 

Against All Odds (1988 VIII,7/ 8) up the fault immediately 

right of Ossian's Cave. 

Grahame Nicoll, Jane Naismith and I climbed Chimney 

and Face Route (VI,6) on the north face of Gearr Aonach; the 

three Andys - Nisbet, Cunningham and Newton - added 

Para Andy (VI,7) - a ·fine route with sensational exposure on 

the north buttress of Stob Coire nan Lochan. Next door to 

this, on the same day that Fowler was active on Against All 

Odds, Grahame Nicoll and I climbed the very good Intruder 

(VI,7). The Long Crack (1989 VI,7/8) was climbed by Chris 

Greaves, Alick Williams and I with the help of a summer 

visit. Graeme Ettie, Rob Milne and I climbed a direct line on 

Lost Valley Buttress, freeing the crux of Clough's 

Tyrannosaur in the process to give Directosaur (VI,7). 

The winter of 1990 produced nothing but in 1991, Steve 

Kennedy, first with D. Ritchie and then with A Paul, showed 

that there were still good easy routes and some exploration 

to be had when he climbed the icefalls of The Whore 's 

Apron (III) and The Fall Line (III) on the Ceitlin Slabs down 

Glen Etive. On The Buchal's Stob Coire Altruim, Graeme 

Little climbed Dalmatian Couloir (IV) , a mini Raven's Gully. 

Starting just left of Unicorn in Stob Coire nan Lochan, Chris 

Anderson, Rob Milne and I managed to free Clough's original 

summer start to Tilt and continue on up via a hard and 

uncompromising line to produce Inclination (VIII,8). A little 

later we also climbed the short .but technically good Isis 

(VII,7 /8) on Stob Coire nam Beith. Making up for previous 

failure on Lost Valley buttress Andy Nisbet returned with 

Brian Davison to climb the Primordial Soup Kitchen (1992 

VII,7) by following all of the summer line but taking the left 

side of the monolithic pinnacle, the right side having already 

been taken by Savage. 

There was little of note in 1993 but the winter of 1994 

saw a few good additions. On the Buchal, Mark Ga1thwaite 

and Andy Clarke added a few fine routes: on the Rannoch 

Wall they climbed Fear Of the Flat Planet (VI,8) cutting 

through Red Slab and on the east face of North Buttress they 

accounted for the obvious plums of Shackle Route (VI,6) and 

Hangman's Crack (VI,7). Simon Raw and _Neil Main climbed 

Bottleneck Chimney (VI,7) and also Central Chimney (VII,7) 

on Central Buttress. On the West Top of Bidean, Brian 

Ottewell and Ian Sutton did the obvious steep line left of 

Closer, The Fang (VI,5). On the neighbouring Church Door 

buttress, myself and Rob Milne_ followed a short but steep 

groove line up left from Crypt Route to give Redemption 

(VI,6). Andy Cave and Mal Duff climbed Un Poco Loco 

(VII,7) through some impressive scenery, based on Crackline 

but coming out from part way up Crypt Route and finishing 

independently above the Arch. 

To see Glen Coe only when it is sunny and benevolent is 

to miss much, for it is a place of moods. Over the years I 

have been there many times and experienced much that is 

good and bad, but I never tire of the place. The rocks are 

steeped in history , the climbing is superb. _ It will be 

interesting to see what the next hundred years brings. ■ 
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DEREK HERSEY 

Derek Hersey by Bruce Goodley 

' V ::rea!~
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Mancunian yet at 
home in Eldorado 
Canyon. 

'He always struggles with a rope on,' 
commented Gary. This was an odd, 
culture-shock meeting for a wide-eyed, 
untanned Brit starting his first Stateside 
rock tour. I only knew the climber as 
'Dirty Derek', a Stoney Middleton legend 
on the lips of 1970s climbers who had 

given me lifts into the Peak. The long 
black hair and laconic look I'd only seen 
on slides. No sooner than he was down 
and introduced, Derek 's enthusiasm 
boiled over. This was it. Simon and I 
would bat for Devon while the ex-pat 
Mancunians opened for a Brits' takeover 
of The Diamond. Once Long's Peak had 
been claimed for England, American 
Independence was surely doomed for 
reversal. 

The carbo-loading had to take place 
that afternoon, especially as we youths 
had never eaten Mexican. Derek held 
court. A wild-eyed lord of misrule, carry
ing on a kind of stream of consciousness 
style. It mattered not a jot that he didn 't 
seem to really listen to our comments. 
He was just caught up with the intense 
delight of the whole situation. Here we 
were, the UK in the US of A and On the 
Road: 

'The only people that interest me are 
the mad ones, the ones who are mad to 
live, mad to talk, desirous of everything 
at the same time , the ones that never 
yearn or say a commonplace thing but 
burn, burn , burn like Roman candles 
across the night. ' 

Sitting at the Ranger station car park 
as the truck took a battering from an 
afternoon hail storm I began to have my 
doubts about the whole enterprise. I felt 
like Kerouac 's Sal Paradise hanging on 
the slipstream of the wild man Dean 
Moriaty. Here I was two days off 
the plane and looking at marching into a 
big wall topping out to a 14,000ft peak. 
The magic man grinned and the sun 
came out. 

Ranger Bob must've recognised the 
guru by his pile-bare Javelin jacket, dollar 
yard-sale Nikes and infectious enthusi
asm. He just wrote 'Derek Hersey plus 
three ' on the bivvy permit. After shoul
dering the packs, we had only just staned 
when another Ranger ran up requesting 
a photo. Here we were, stars of our own 
frontier myth, led west by the manifest 
destiny of Boulder's most popular illegal 
alien. The walk-in was enlivened and 
eased by Derek's stories: of solo exploits 
on the wall; the time he'd forgotten the 
clips, Sticht plate and headtorch; the 
eleven-Guiness bivvy and ensuing over
hanging hangover. He'd even insisted 
that we cart in beer and lots of cheese 
because it gave great dreams. I didn 't 
need them as the mist-swathed wall 
provided fuel enough to feed my appre
hension and the altitude had me gagging 
on the bagels as it was. 

The pre-dawn start saw us doing the 
usual rock-boot-and-neve wobble and as 
it steepened we ground to a halt eyeing 
the scree a long slide below. 
Paradoxically us youths became old, wary 
and useless while Derek climbed on with 
the cat-like precision of a fully focused 
child on all fours , balancing between the 
dished ice and embedded shards. 

The wall was a cloud-swept blur. Si 
and I topped out on our route , though 
Gary and Derek hit cold, wet rock and 
rapped off theirs. Hours later they 
welcomed us back into Ranger Jim's for 
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a cup of 'English tea ' and Derek, as easy 
in retreat as in victory, held court on 'the 
British takeover' and the finer points of 
Manchester etiquette. 

'Burgers 'n 'beer. Burgers 'n 'beer. We 
gotta celebrate! ' 

Disjointed images remain: Derek fright
ening me by appearing suddenly on a 
belay ledge high on the Bastille where 
he was soloing with Gary, pretending to 
belay with all the calls and fun of an 
imaginary rope ; beer and junk food ; 
laughter at tanned and honed 'Body 
nazis', all fun lost in training and diet. He 
soloed at his limit because that made him 
live an intense existentialism. A focused 
Zen warrior. 

Derek was intuitive. He climbed 
because it felt right. Homo Ludens, the 
game played, a rewarding mind and body 
game like the chess he enjoyed. He 
talked of thinking and moving in rhythm. 
Using, like Johnny Dawes and others 
before him, the metaphor of dance. A 
complete package of self-choreography, 
Derek alone on the vertical dance floor of 
Naked Edge. My short and blinkered 
Colorado summer meant I didn 't get to 
know Derek well so my portrait is not 
warts and all but that 's the way with 
heroes. As the gravity of time affects our 
relationship with the hills we all need 
Dereks to carry the flag of our waning 
youth. Myths of vitality and spontaneity. 
A Roman candle burning away from the 
predictable norms of Pennine rain, dole 
queues and winter darkness. The bril
liance of the light shed illuminates us the 
better for our knowledge of its brief dura
tion. We recreate his spirit whenever we 
get to play out on the rocks again , each 
of us momentarily heading west towards 
the promised land, forgetful for a 
precious moment of our own mortality. 

The flip side of a fated coin, the World 
War Two pilots missing in action, who 
in RAF slang 'went west ' . Older, and 
married now, I look at my desk's detritus 
and the yellowing Rocky Mountain News 
cutting telling of Derek's death from a 
fall. I notice its juxtaposition with a Liquor 
Mart Ad. Somewhere out there alone and 
between moves Derek is grinning his 
approval at this fitting irony. ■ 
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